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The superlative-charged chronograph. 50 mm case in Breitlight®. Exclusive Manufacture 

Breitling Caliber B12 with 24-hour military-style display. Offi cially chronometer-certifi ed.



BREITLING.COM



The Maserati Ghibli is powered by a range of advanced 3.0 Litre V6 engines with 8-speed ZF automatic  

transmission including, a V6 turbodiesel engine.

MASERATI GHIBLI. STARTING FROM £50,175

Official fuel consumption figures for Maserati Ghibli MY17 range in mpg (l/100km): Urban 20.5 (13.8) – 36.7 (7.7), 

and CO2 figures are based on standard EU tests for comparative purposes and may not reflect real driving results. 

20 inch machine polished Urano alloy wheels at £2,205.

www.maserati.co.uk

THE HEAD SAYS 

YES

THE HEART SAYS 
DEFINITELY, YES



Extra Urban 39.8 (7.1) – 57.6 (4.9), Combined 29.4 (9.6) – 47.9 (5.9). CO2 emissions 223 – 158 g/km. Fuel consumption 

Model shown is a Maserati Ghibli Diesel MY17 at £53,040 On The Road including optional mica paint at £660 and 
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Michelin Pilot Sport 4 s

Genuine Passion 

Exceptional Drives

Ranked N°1 for braking on dry surfaces and excellent on wet surfaces,

the new MICHELIN Pilot Sport 4 S is engineered for superior safety 

and performance. Thanks to its Dynamic Response technology and

ultra-reactive tread pattern, it delivers revolutionary steering control 

and instantaneous responsiveness. Acclaimed by most performance car 

makers, it’s for those who love driving.

For more information and to fi nd out just how good a sports tyre can be, visit michelin.co.uk
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FROM THE EDITOR

The real problem 
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p
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WE’RE ALSO 
PUBLISHED IN:

There’s nothing like a few hours wandering the work-
shops of a marque specialist to fire your enthusiasm. I 
was already classified as ‘at risk’ when it comes to De-
fender ownership, being a hopeless romantic on matters 
of aged machinery and the owner of a waxed-cotton 
jacket. But half an hour at Land Rover specialists Nene 
Overland, to collect one of this month’s cover story cars, 
was all it took to see infection take hold with a vice-like
grip. Enthusiasm in such places is highly contagious,
hopping from technicians to wide-eyed ‘victim’ until
it’s no longer a question of ‘if’ but whether or not you’ll
need the roof-mounted expedition tent. On reflection,  
probably not.

Ben Barry experienced similar issues after a day with 
Porsche specialists Autofarm, for this month’s Icon 
Buyer story. Where franchised dealers are necessarily 
more about a slick user experience for those uninter-
ested in anything but reliable transport, in places like 
Autofarm the fug of cutting fluid and expensive engine 
lubricants perfumes the air. For the likes us, expert 
technicians, beautifully machined parts on work-
benches and cars for sale is a potent cocktail. As I write, 
my condition’s stable – I fear Ben Barry’s too far gone.

As my predecessor Mr McNamara alluded to last 
month, I’m the new boy at the helm of CAR. After two 
years shaping its feature content, I now have the priv-
ilege of shaping the magazine. Be sure to let me know 

how you think I’m doing at 
ben.miller@bauermedia.
co.uk 

Enjoy the issue.

Ben Miller
Editor

THIS MONTH ON PLANET

For his audience with the HondaJet at Hawarden airport near

Chester, Ben Oliver travelled by Porsche Macan Turbo. He

then flew to Stansted. The fuel for the 200-mile flight with six

on board cost £150, or £25 per person. The same trip in the

Macan would have cost £60, and a standard anytime train

fare would have been £164. So if he can find £4m, Ben’s now 

getting a HondaJet. Inside Honda’s jet, p94

In an ideal world our test of the Discovery and three seven-

seat rivals would have involved 28 people occupying all 28

of those seats in a single moment of synchronised posterior

alignment. Instead we had the pleasure of watching Ben Barry 

trying every combination of seat angle and position, notebook 

in hand. It’s a surprisingly therapeutic spectator sport, if not

perhaps quite ready for the Olympics. Disco vs rivals, p110

Driving the Chiron is as thrilling as you’d expect, but Chris Chilton

reckons being driven in it by the man who made it feel the way

it does was almost as good. Loris Bicocchi is a supercar fixer;

a roving chassis whizz who’s worked for Lamborghini, Pagani,

Koenigsegg and Bugatti. He knows the Chiron inside out, and

how to get the most out of it. Never has feeling slightly sick in a

car been so enjoyable. Bugatti Chiron driven, p72
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Cars, people, scoops, motorsport, analysis: the month according to CAR

tory in Coventry building nothing but electric taxis. And the 
warning is clear for car drivers: your diesels are choking our 
cities, and non-Euro 6 diesels (pre-2015) must be wiped out.

The London sentiment is being repeated elsewhere. At a 
conference in Mexico for city mayors last December, the lead-
ers of Paris, Madrid, Athens and Mexico City all promised to 
ban diesel cars and vans by 2025. Paris already bans older cars 
from driving in the city on weekdays. This negativity toward 
diesel isn’t just being played out in an urban echo chamber: 
it’s affecting the cars we buy. In the first quarter of 2017, 
diesel’s share of the UK new-car market slipped by 3.2%. 
Across western Europe last year, the diesel share fell below 
half for the first time since 2006 (bar a blip in 2009 during the
financial crisis). It had been as high as 56% in 2011.

Environmental campaigners are sensing victory. 
‘Confidence has slumped. When drivers can no longer use 
their diesel cars in cities the bottom will drop out of the
market,’ Greg Archer, Clean Vehicles Director for European 
pressure group Transport and Environment, told us.

Of course, it was an environmental campaign that promot-
ed diesels in the first place thanks to their reduced carbon 
dioxide emissions compared to petrol. And let’s face it, we all
liked the lower fuel bills. 

But manufacturers spoiled it by playing fast and loose on 
emissions tests. VW took the fall, but independent tests 
across Europe indicate that outside of laboratory conditions, 
diesels from many brands spew out multiple times the 
allowed limit for poisonous oxides of nitrogen. Auto makers 
weakly argue that regulations allow them to switch off
emissions equipment to ‘protect the engine’. �

The war against cars
Politicians from Donald Trump in the White House to Sadiq Khan in London’s 

City Hall are changing what we drive and where we can drive it. By Nick Gibbs

The message to car drivers
is loud and clear: your

 diesels are choking our cities

‘Y
OUR CAR IS arguably one of the most 
underutilised, polluting, time-consuming, and 
dangerous machines on Earth.’ That comment 
was not delivered by a fervent environmental 

campaigner, but by a bank. In a report aimed at guiding 
investors in the long term, Morgan Stanley predicted change 
on a massive scale. The message was: stop betting on cars as 
we know them and invest instead in driverless electric taxis.

The political forces shaping this vision of the car are 
powerful, particularly when it comes to the pollution bit. Now 
another force is emerging: anti-globalisation. As automakers 
try to spread the load globally to help cut production costs, the 
UK and America are throwing up border barriers that could 
change the car’s environmental focus again. 

Unlike Brexit, the biggest political impact on the car in the 
near term isn’t something that can be voted on nationally. 

‘The power is not any more in the hands of the govern-
ments, it’s in the hands of the mayors,’ PSA Peugeot-Citroën’s 
CEO Carlos Tavares has told us. ‘They have the power to 
change the game. If they can ban cars from urban areas, they 
just have to expand that from downtown to the suburbs.’

Right now, mayoral wrath is directed at the poison emerg-
ing from exhaust pipes. In London this October, Mayor Sadiq
Khan will impose a £10 T-charge (T for toxicity) on top of the 
standard, £11.50 congestion charge for cars that don’t meet 
the Euro 4 emissions standards (roughly pre 2005). In April
2019 the T-charge will be replaced by an Ultra Low Emissions 
Zone surcharge of £12.50, with more charges and restrictions 
in the pipeline. Khan also has polluting buses and taxis in his 
sights; the London Taxi Company has opened a £300m fac-

PSA chief Carlos 
Tavares: ‘Mayors 
have the power to 
change the game’



|



Trump met industry 
chiefs including 
Ford’s Mark Fields 
(shaking hands) 
and FiatChrysler’s 
Sergio Marchionne 
(jumper) in January
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It didn’t wash, and now the political 
pressure on manufacturers is intense. 
The European Commission in February 
drafted a bill designed to keep a closer 
eye on the laughably lax testing process, 
overseen largely by the country the 
car is built in. And the test process 
itself changes from this year to better 
reflect real-world driving, including an 
element where the cars actually have to 
drive on the road.

This means automakers will have 
to double-down on expensive exhaust 
after-treatment systems, threatening 
the sale-ability of smaller diesels in par-
ticular. VW has already hinted it’ll kill 
its 1.6 diesel in favour of what’s being 
touted as the new ‘diesel’, a petrol mated 
to a mild-hybrid system.

Meanwhile the war on carbon dioxide 
didn’t go away. By 2021, just four years 
away, makers selling in the EU will 
have to bring their fleet average down to 95g/km of CO2, the 
output of a daintily driven supermini.

That makes electric cars look very appealing to automakers.y

Handily, currently high battery prices are falling to the point
that by 2025 they’ll be low enough to generate more profit 
on an EV than a regular combustion-engine car, financial 
analysis firm Exane BNP Paribas estimates. By 2025, it 
predicts, electric cars will have jumped to 16% market share, 
with diesel down at 22 percent. 

Countering that is another political force: protectionism. 

Donald Trump wants to boost US industry by making life 
easier for car makers (and other companies) there. Based 
on Trump’s past statements, that could mean raising taxes 
on imported cars by as much as 35% and rolling back tough 
CO2 targets scheduled for 2025. Ford CEO Mark Fields has 
endorsed the latter, citing a weak market for the electric
vehicles he’d have to produce to hit the targets. 

He’s got a point. Plug-in vehicles are still very dependent 
on subsidies. Just look at the Netherlands. The country 
was Europe’s largest market for plug-in hybrids, but last year 

demand halved as the government slashed tax incentives 
for company car drivers after realising the cars weren’t 
being plugged in.   

UK sales won’t be included in the 2021 CO2 targets for 
automakers if we’ve left the bloc by then. That could allow 
makers to sell us cheaper but higher-CO2 cars bound for 
markets not too dissimilar to ours, but without the envi-
ronmental focus, like Russia for example. However, any 
savings would be wiped out by the CO2-based purchase 
tax that’s just arrived to wallop thirstier cars with a one-
off charge of up to £2000 (although CO2 will no longer 
count when taxing annually). 

Anyway, in the long run, even sellers of cars to hardened 
petrolheads think EVs are unstoppable. 

‘I truly believe one day we will all be driving electric 
vehicles,’ Mike Flewitt, CEO of McLaren Automotive, 
has said. Like Morgan Stanley, mainstream makers 
are coming to believe these’ll largely be driven by 
someone else, or autonomously. VW, for example, sees 
the main competition for its Moia mobility brand as a 
combination of Uber and the bus.

Like it or not, the real pressure is coming from city 
dwellers, who just aren’t that keen on cars any more. 
‘The problem today is not really the emissions, it’s the 
way you organise the city for the people who vote for 
you,’ PSA’s Tavares said. ‘People in Paris, they don’t want 
cars because they are preventing the city from being 
enjoyable.’ And that mood will have an effect way beyond 
the Peripherique.

For the latest on PSA’s takeover of Opel/Vauxhall and other 
industry news see the CAR website www.carmagazine.co.uk 

History repeating, for better and worse

1
Can a city mayor really influence 

a nation’s car buying habits? 

Tokyo would say yes. Back in 1999, the 
city’s new governor Shintaro Ishihara 
kicked off a vicious campaign against 

diesels by appearing on TV dramatically 
waving a jar filled with soot, the output he 
said of a diesel truck driving 1km through 
Tokyo. He enforced tough regulations to 

clean up diesels and in doing so soured an 
entire country on the fuel. 

In 1990, 6.4% of all cars sold in Japan 
were diesels and growing in line with 

Europe. By 2006 that share was just 0.2%. 
Today Japan has the world’s highest hybrid 

share, at around a third.
Less successful was London mayor Ken 
Livingstone’s campaign against SUVs, 
which he derided as being bought by 

‘complete idiots’ and tried to ban. More 
than 10 years later SUVs now account for 

around a quarter of the UK market.

2
Might Donald Trump 
be on to something?

No. Protecting your own car industry by 
whacking huge taxes on imports has a 

long history. Trouble is, it’s never worked. 
‘Protectionism is a disaster,’ Garel Rhys, 

emeritus professor of motor industry 
economics at the Cardiff Business School 
told us in one of his final interviews before 

his recent death. It might initially boost 
jobs, but fails to create the innovation 

needed if you want to sell to other markets. 
In India production of the Hindustan 

Ambassador (above), based on the Morris 
Oxford, ran from 1957 to 2004, but in 

today’s more global market purely Indian 
makers only have a 12% share of local sales. 
In the UK, makers were protected by 33.3% 

import duties until the late 1960s, after 
which tough competition hit UK firms hard: 
‘One undigested merger after another that 

ended in the disaster of BL,’ said Rhys.

Trump wants to boost US 
industry by making life 
easier for car makers there
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As Nissan’s creative chief retires, we salute Shiro Nakamura’s
gift for making leftfield design popular. By Guy Bird

Sayonara Shiro

N
ISSAN’S retiring chief creative officer of design – the 
man behind the Qashqai, Juke, GT-R and Cube – has 
been sketching cars (and trains) since he was five and 
knew what he wanted to do with the rest of his life by 

the age of nine. 
Osaka-born Shiro Nakamura, now 66, went about the task by 

studying industrial design at Tokyo’s Musashino Art University 
– as well as playing semi-pro jazz double-bass – before joining 
Isuzu in the early ’70s. In 1980 Isuzu encouraged him to attend 
Art Center College of Design in Pasadena and he more than paid
the firm back by leaving with a BSc degree crammed and 
passed in a year instead of the usual three years. 

Returning to Isuzu, he went on to set up its European 
Design Centre in Brussels in 1990, working with Simon 
Cox, Julian Thomson and Peter Horbury – now all 
industry stalwarts – and created the 1993 Isuzu Vehicross 
concept before heading back to Tokyo and working his 
way up to general manager. 

In 1999 he joined Nissan, from where he launched 

an onslaught of concepts and production cars as part of 
Carlos Ghosn’s Nissan Revival Plan. They included the 
Chappo, Cube, Jikoo, 350Z, Murano, Crossbow, Pivo, Micra 
and Qashqai and later on the innovative BladeGlider and 
IDX twins. He also oversaw the overhaul of Nissan’s luxury 
brand Infiniti, most notably with the FX45 production 
car and the 2009 Essence concept, described by this magazine as 
‘sexier than Kate Moss naked’. 

Rated third in CAR’s Design Power list, last published in 2010, 
hi  i fl  h  never waned. 
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Nakamura’s version 
of the Cube was 
cuter and roomier 
than the Mk1, but a 
rarity outside Japan

WHO’S NEXT AT NISSAN?

new global design chief. 
Nissan through and through, 
he joined its US studio in 
1988, where highlights 
included two generations 
of the Quest, Altima and 
Maxima plus the Z’s interior. 

After stints in Japan and 
London, as VP of Nissan 
Design Europe, he became 
head of Infiniti design. 

Charming, talented, affable 
and worldly-wise, he could 
be the perfect replacement 
for Nakamura.
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Jeep may be synonymous with the SUV, but today’s line-up is 
outshone by upstart rivals. Not for long. By Phil McNamara

1 2017 COMPASS WILL 
ATTACK EUROPE’S 

BIGGEST SUV SEGMENT

The Renegade baby Jeep has been the game-
changer for European sales; later this year 
it’s joined by the £25k Compass. Based on a 
Renegade platform extended to 4394mm, power 
comes from 1.4-litre petrol, 1.6- and 2.0- diesel 
engines, and a choice of front- or on-demand 
four-wheel drive. Hardcore off-roaders should 
opt for the Trailhawk version, with a raised ride 
height, underbody protection and low-range 
gears. UK models arrive in November from 
India, one of three Compass plants outside 
the US. Four years ago, every Jeep plant was 
Stateside: globalisation has helped fuel the 

The Jeep manifesto:
trampling to the top

F
OR EVERY JEEP bought in the UK, Land Rover sells 
nearly six SUVs. But when it comes to world domination, 
America’s action hero grinds Britain’s green oval into the 
dust. A phenomenal 1.4 million Jeeps found new homes 

in 2016, compared with 435,000 Land Rovers – though that’s 
behind Ford and the Japanese big three, with the CR-V and HR-V 
making Honda the current top dog, according to analysts JATO. 
But FiatChrysler’s off-road division is gunning for 2,000,000  
annual sales – maybe as early as next year. How? With this  
relentless new-model offensive…

glimpses into a 
glorious future

st car of their own. The CTR 2017
visually, a tribute to the Ruf CTR – 
bbed Yellowbird – of 30 years ago.
That was based on a 911, but CTR 
17 is built on a carbon monocoque 
assis of Ruf’s own design, with 
etal subframes front and rear and a 
el structure to form a roll cage. 

With its retro take on the bodywork
o made from carbonfibre, the CTR
17 looks suitably period but should
l weigh under 1300kg.

Double wishbone suspension front
d rear with pushrod-operated
mpers – even visible through 
e rear window – say the CTR 
ould handle, which is just as well; 

Ruf CTR 2017
Yellowbird flies again

slung out over the rear is a 3.6-litre 
dry-sumped Metzger flat six, hoofed 
up with twin turbos to a mighty 
700bhp and 649lb ft. All that grunt 
goes to the rear wheels via a manual 
gearbox and limited-slip diff. Ruf 
reckons 0-124mph in 8.8 seconds, 
and over 225mph. 

Only 30 cars will be built, each 
costing around £650,000.

5
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McLaren BP23
Ultimate Series gets serious

Pininfarina HK H600
Asian tech meets Euro style

AMG R50
Big tease, hyper car

McLaren’s BP23 hyper-GT is set to be 
the fastest and most powerful road 
car the British firm has ever produced. 
Just 106 examples will be built – the 
same number as the original F1 – each 
costing £1.65m before tax. They’re all 
sold, with deliveries 18 months away. 
The sketch shows a shape influenced 
by aero but also good visibility; like the 
F1, it will have three seats.

One of Geneva’s more profound 
cars was the Tamo Racemo concept, 
Tamo being a sub-brand of Tata. The 
division will specialise in low volume, 
fast-to-market cars, often working 
with partners and packed with tech. 
Expect future Tatas to use its modular 
sandwich platform. Racemo runs a 
turbo triple with 188bhp; three screens 
replace instrum t d c t l

King of the teasers at the Geneva 
show was AMG, giving us a second 
flash of its R50 hypercar. Details are 
still thin on the ground, but R&D chief 
Ola Källenius said: ‘Later this year we 
will show you what we can do with 
F1 hybrid technology in a roadgoing 
hypercar.’ Just 275 will be built, each 
one costing around £2.3 million when 
deliveries eventually start in 2019.

If ever there was an example of playing 
to your strengths, this is it. Fabled 
Italian design house Pininfarina has 
signed a trade agreement with Hybrid 
Kinetic Group, a Hong Kong tech outfit 
specialising in electric cars, and the 
first fruit of their labours is this, the 
H600. No word yet on production 
plans, but it’s a handsome thing and 
clearly not far removed from reality. 

5 ATTEMPT TO DO LUXURY

Another Jeep being revived is the Grand Wagoneer along 
the lines of the 1989 model pictured below. ‘Absolutely it’s 
going to play in the luxury part of the market,’ says Manley. 
‘The ’80s head-to-heads were always Grand Wagoneer vs 
Range Rover – and we walked away from the segment.’ 
Right-hand drive is only ‘probable’ at this stage. 
      And still to come there’s this year’s Renegade facelift, a 
replacement for the current Cherokee – ‘the initial styling 
was polarising, but it tripled our US segment share,’ reflects 
Manley – and the next Grand Cherokee. Looks like Jeep 
won’t be number five for global SUV sales much longer

3 HYBRIDS AND AUTONOMY 
ARE NOT ANTI-JEEP

Manley (pictured right) confirms there will be a hybrid 
Wrangler: ‘I think it works really well with our brand, 
because of an electric motor’s attributes: not just the 
torque but the control as well. You’re going to see more 
hybridisation. It’s a global solution, unlike diesel.’ And 
the brand chief also believes that autonomy is relevant to 
Jeep. ‘Even the Jeep owners who go off-road, they still drive 
on roads to get there and use the vehicle as a daily driver. In 
those circumstances we have to be competitive, which means 
autonomous driving technology needs to be available.’   

4 THERE’S A LIFESTYLE 
PICK-UP COMING

Also part of the new Wrangler family is a pick-up, reviving 
the utility body style Jeep first offered in the 1940s, but 
which has been dormant since the ’90s. Expect it to be close 
in spirit to this 1982 Scrambler. It’s not a full-size pick-up 
– FCA has the Dodge Ram for heavy-duty haulin’ – whichw

Special-edition 
Wrangler marked 
Jeep’s 75th 
anniversary 

Tamo Racemo

2  8 WRANGLER WILL 
EXPLOIT THE DEFENDER GAP

While Land Rover dithers over a replacement Defender, 
Jeep’s iconic Wrangler will be reborn in 2018. It can’t come 
soon enough: production constraints mean demand can’t be 
met. Mike Manley, the Briton running Jeep, promises the 
Wrangler’s on-road weaknesses will be ironed out. ‘The product 
team has really looked at handling, NVH, all of the things 
you would expect us to improve with a new generation, while 
actually enhancing the vehicle’s capability.’ The chassis will be 
high-strength steel but with aluminium panels to trim weight.



has less downforce 
in line with 2017’s 
pro-overtaking rules 

RS5 debuts new 
engine and new RS 

look inside and out; 
capable of 174mph
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What’s better 
than a new RS5?5

Two new Audi RS5s – one for DTM racers and one for the rest of us

Juicy gossip from 
the CAR grapevineR

We hear

for a range of different-
sized crossovers – starting 
with 2018’s baby SUV, XT4

(pictured in disguise).
Right now, Europe is not a 

priority, but this will change 
by 2022. ‘By then, we 
shall have a full up-to-date 
portfolio including right-
hand drive. I don’t expect 
big numbers.’

He’s also proposing a 
different form of ownership: 
pay $1500 a month and you 
can drive as many different 
Cadillacs as you like.

and now his mission is to 
break Cadillac out of thec

habit of trailing other luxur
car makers. The South 
African says he plans ‘to 
reinstate exclusivity, reinvent
luxury and add crossovers to 
make sure that Cadillacs are 
parked in the right driveways 
again’. 

How? Prices up, more 
focus on private buyers 
rather than fleet sales, 
increased quality, a better 
ownership experience… and 
more desirable products. 
Because the saloon market – 
Cadillac’s preferred style – is 
in freefall, there will be more 
crossovers. The Escala show 
car could be the inspiration 

and a new Octavia. As for 
EVs, the Czechs are showing 
a crossover concept, the 
Vision E (pictured), at the 
Shanghai auto show: it’s 
based on the group’s MEB 
electric vehicle platform, 
with all-wheel drive and 
311 miles of range. Don’t 
expect to see a pure electric 
production car until 2020, 
then four more by 2025.

Aside from selling 
Vauxhall/Opel, GM has been 
busy trying to boost Cadillac.

The man at the helm has 
a good record. Johan de 

Nysschen steered Audi 
to its US success, was 
instrumental in shaping 
Infiniti in its current form 

a version of the self-driving 
Sedric concept, a Beetle, and 
various convertibles. One 
is inspired by 2014’s T-Roc

targa concept; another is an 
R-badged rear-drive roadster.

Skoda has an electric 
vehicle in the pipeline, plus 
five ‘conventional’ cars 
coming in the next three 
years: a Kodiaq coupé, a 
prettier successor to the 
Rapid Spaceback, a Yeti 
replacement, a Polar SUV

based on the next VW Polo 

AN ELECTRIC roadsterC

from the R division is one of 
the more intriguing green 
vehicles currently being 
considered by VW. 

There’s a definite plan 
to press ahead with five 
mainstream electric cars: 
the ID hatchback, five- and 
seven-seat crossovers, the 
microbus-inspired Budd-e, 
and a slippery Aero-e

saloon. There’s also a list 
of possibles that includes 

Q
UATTRO GMBH, AUDI’S performance division, 
has a new name, Audi Sport, a new boss – former 
Lamborghini honcho Stephan Winkelmann – and 
a new statement of intent: an all-new RS5. The 

twin-turbo V6 super-coupe is the first product of a division for
Q
which Audi chairman Rupert Stadler has high hopes: ‘I am 
convinced this business can be doubled, mainly the RS road car 
business. There is big potential.

‘In the past when we went abroad with the Quattro name, to 
the US and Asian markets, and said “This is Quattro GmbH!”, 
they said, “Huh?” We wanted to push Quattro but there was 

confusion – was it road cars, only racing, only customer racing? 
So now there is one roof, Audi Sport, and under it there is 

motorsport, customer racing and nice street cars.’
The new RS5 has all the makings of a nice street 

car. Up front a twin-turbo 2.9-litre V6 streams 
444bhp and 406lb ft into the quattro drivetrain 
via an eight-speed paddleshift ’box. A sport 
rear differential is optional, as are 20-inch 
rims as standard the RS5 rides on 19s The car

takes advantage of the current generation A4/A5’s 
sophisticated platform to ride on bespoke five-link 
suspension front and rear and bring weight down 
compared to the previous RS5 – you can make it light-
er still with the optional (but near essential) carbon 
roof. Visual aggression comes courtesy of trademark 
quattro blister arches stretched over a wider track, a 
broader, flatter take on Audi’s family grille, myriad 

vents and jewel-like headlights, with matrix LEDs an option. 
The rear end boasts a meaty diffuser and oval exhausts for an 

‘incomparably full-bodied RS sound’. Exterior options include 
three appearance packages – black, carbon and matt aluminium 
– and a unique paint shade: Sonoma green metallic. 

As if to underline how firmly Audi Sport has its fingers wedged 
in several different pies, the RS5 has been unveiled alongside 
the new RS5 DTM racer. In time-honoured DTM style, the two 
share little more than a visual resemblance and a name. Thanks 
to the series’ highly restrictive technical regulations, the DTM 
RS5 uses a 4.0-litre V8 developing more than 500bhp (the last-
gen RS5 road car also used a V8).

The 2017 DTM season kicks off at Hockenheim on 6 May. The 
new RS5 arrives in dealers in June.
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As niche racing brand Alpine launches its first production model for 20-odd years we quiz 
its design director Antony Villain on protracted rebirths, past problems and future hopes

van den Acker to become the brand’s design director. 
Villain’s appointment to such a racing-focused brand was 

no doubt helped by his formal engineering training, interest 
in motorsport and a long-held passion for sketching all forms 
of transport. This focus was nurtured by his enthusiast dad, 
who used to take him to racing events and even helped his 
14-year-old son create a 1:5 scale model car based on a Ferrari 
Testarossa. ‘It was a mess, plaster went everywhere, my mum 
was not happy,’ the now 42-year-old Frenchman recalls with 
laughter. But the resulting sculpture was pretty slick and the 
young Villain pursued his dream of becoming a car designer by
successfully bothering Renault’s then head of advanced design 
Michel Jardin for years until he was offered an internship and 
then a junior design job in 1998. 

Villain soon found among his colleagues a few fellow enthu-
siasts of the forgotten French brand that in its glory days had 

rest of the world Alpine is virtually unknown’

R
AISED EXPECTATIONS

RR
 – and eyebrows – in almost 

equal measure have accompanied the protractedRRprocess of relaunching Alpine since parent companyRRRenault Group revealed that its long-dormant racingRR
marque was to be revived. The first steps were tentative. The 
A110-50 show car – built to celebrate 50 years since Alpine’s 
iconic A110 Berlinette – was revealed at the May 2012 Monte
Carlo Grand Prix still sporting a Renault badge. 

The announcement of Alpine as a standalone brand took 
another six months and came alongside an ill-fated tie-up with
British marque Caterham. A month later, Antony Villain, the
Renault design veteran behind several racing car designs (the
2000 Formula Renault and 2003 Formula Renault V6), a few 
concepts (2003 Be Bop and 2005 Zoe City Car) and many pro-
duction models (2008 Laguna Coupe, 2012 Clio Mk4 and 2013 
Captur) was hand-picked by Renault Group design VP Laurens 
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CAR’S 
CURVEBALLS
6 questions only 
we would ask…

To use a daft 
name for one 
concept car may 
be regarded as 
misfortune; to 
use it twice looks 
like carelessness
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won the first ever World Rally Champi-
onship in 1973 and the 1978 Le Mans 24 
Hours. ‘Every two years we’d propose a 
new Alpine project to management,’ says 
Villain. But although he and a few others 
were keen, selling only 30,000 cars in 40 
years is not much of a business case. Does 
the weight of expectation hang heavy 
on his shoulders now he’s responsible 
for creating the brand’s new image? ‘In 
France everybody knows about Alpine 
so they were waiting, but for most of the 
rest of the world, it’s virtually unknown,’ 
he concedes. ‘Before it was not possible 
because Renault was pretty weak, but 
once the Clio and Captur succeeded we 
thought it was time to resurrect Alpine. 
The brand exists today because of the 
design department and [then Renault 
COO] Carlos Tavares.’

After Renault Group bought out Ca-
terham’s stake in the 50/50 joint venture 
in mid-2014, Villain masterminded a 
trio of exciting concepts that suggested 
how Alpine could develop, from the 2015 
Celebration to the wild but virtual Gran 
Turismo model made especially for the 
PlayStation video game. But it was the 
third 2016 Alpine Vision which showed 
the more real-world direction and which 
finally spawned Alpine’s first production 
model, on UK sale in spring 2018. It’s a 
tiny coupe promising great agility, with 
an aluminium chassis good for a 1080kg 
kerb weight, and a new 1.8-litre turbo 
with 249bhp and 0-62mph in 4.5sec.

Its key inspiration is pretty clear, as 
Villain clarifies: ‘I really like the orig-
inal-shape A110 Berlinette’s front end 
with the four lamps plus the arrow shape 
and this low diving line that makes the 
car seem very streamlined. It has a really

nusual proportion, looking almost the
ame from the front as from the back.

We wanted to keep those attributes.’  
Since then Alpine has had new success 

on the track – winning the 2016 World
Endurance Championships in the LMP2 
category – but to make the business 

numbers stack up Renault management is looking at a range 
of roadgoing Alpines too. So can we expect less sportily propor-
tioned models, perhaps even an SUV? Villain laughs nervously, 
before saying: ‘There are a lot of cars we’ve tried, making sure 
we secure the DNA, but for the moment, in development, there 
is only this one.’

Isn’t a business plan to sell the first Alpine sports car for two 
decades with a circa £50,000 price tag against similarly priced 
big-name rivals a tad ambitious? Villain thinks not. ‘Porsche 
is much more about power and luxury on a higher level. Then 
you have track-oriented cars from Lotus and the Alfa 4C, but in 
between there is nothing. If you can create a car which is light, 
agile and pleasurable to drive with good materials and that 
is usable everyday, I think there’s a role for Alpine to fulfil its 
heritage and French-ness.’ 
GUY BIRD

The baby one
‘Baby Bertha’ Vauxhall Firenza (1975)

Born from the bones of the FE saloon-based Big Bertha, Baby 
used scant bits of Firenza draped over a spaceframe chassis 

and a 470bhp V8 built by Aussie outfit Repco. Driven by Gerry 
Marshall, it won back-to-back Super Saloon titles.

The winning one
Vauxhall Astra Coupe (2001)

 a dry spell with the Vectra, Vauxhall’s works Touring
o t the Astra Coupe and won 25 out 

d four drivers’ and

The new one
Power Maxed Racing Vauxhall Astra (2017)

After an eight-year holiday Vauxhall has returned to British 
Touring Cars with a new Astra, built by Power Maxed Racing, with 
Tom Chilton and rookie Senna Proctor behind the wheel. Series 

rules allow the Astra to get a 300bhp 2.0-litre turbo motor.

Vauxhall Cavalier GSi (1995)

Vauxhall were snapping away at the title in th
Touring era with the Cavalier and John Cleland but in its last
season the rep special came good. The expensive reverse 
cylinder head design certainly helped, and no Cavalier has 

ever looked cooler

RACING VAUXHALLS

Connect 4

New BTCC Astra continues the tradition of 
bei  lot iti  th  th d ars

Tell us about your first car...

‘It was my father’s old VW Golf  
Mk1 – flat orange, very nice.’
What achievement makes you 

most proud?

‘The Renault Clio [today’s Mk4] 
design team was great. Everything 
good about the car came from that 
team spirit.’
What’s the best thing you’ve done 

in a car?

‘It was the Col de Turini climb [on 
the twisty WRC and Tour de France 
route] during the Alpine relaunch 
in February 2016. There were 80 
A110s, and I was the last participant 
to leave Monaco. Just one hour 
of pure pleasure, drifting in each 
curve, with my driver telling me lots 
of amazing stories about his races – 
a unique experience.’
How did you screw up?

‘When I was working on the two 
Be Bop concepts for Renault [in 
the early ’00s] there was a lack of 
management. The good thing was 
they let you have freedom, but there 
was no-one to say, “Stop please!” 
Sometimes when you are young 
you can make mistakes. The Be Bop 
was too freestyle.’
Supercars or classics?

‘Classics, an Alpine A110 of course, 
but I don’t own any.’
Curveball question… Who 

designed the first Alpine in 1955?  

‘There were a few special 
prototypes before the first A106 
designed by Giovanni Michelotti.’
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The Surtees 
supremacy
John Surtees, the only man to 

win world titles in F1 and on 

motorcycles, has died. Incredible 

talent, unrepeatable achievement

1
Another special 
edition? It’s a 
bit more than 

that. The Sprint 
is a lighter-than-
lightweight model 
in the refreshed 
Elise range, all 
of which benefit 
from some worthy 
updates. Every p y
model is 10kg 
lighter, with 8.7kg 
of that saving 
purely from a 
nose job that also 
improves the 
car’s overall aero 
performance. 

2
What’s the 
Sprint then? You 
can cherry-pick 

the latest weight-
saving ideas and 
add them to your 
Elise Sport or Sport 
220, or choose the 
Sprint that gets 
them all: lithium-
ion battery (9kg), y ( g),
forged alloys (5kg), 
carbon bits and 
polycarbonate 
rear window (6kg). 
The Sprint’s total 
weight of 798kg is 
impressively close 
to the 1995 original.

3
So even less 
comfort? Not 
so. There’s 

the better centre 
console pinched 
from the Exige, 
while those carbon 
sill covers make 
it easier to get in 
and out by 10mm, 
which could make 
all the difference. 
The instruments 
have easier-to-read 
graphics and an 
optional iPod-
friendly Bluetooth 
infotainment 
system.

4
Give me the 
power The 
Sprint can be 

had with either a 
132bhp 1.6 or the 
supercharged 
1.8-litre offering 
214bhp, for 
£37,300 and 
£44,300. 
Whichever youy
choose it’s £5k 
more than the 
lesser Sport model 
and still likely to run 
rings around cars 
costing twice as 
much. Nice work, 
Norfolk.

J
ULY 24, 1960. At the German 
motorcycle GP meeting held at the 
Solitude circuit near Stuttgart, John 
Surtees proved beyond all doubt that 

his was a rare and precious talent. He won 
the 500cc GP. And – on the same day, at the 
same race meeting – he also raced an F2 
Porsche. The previous weekend, he’d gained 
his first ever F1 podium, at the British GP at 
Silverstone. For anyone else, this would have 
been somewhere between impossible and 
ludicrous. For Surtees? Business as usual.

Surtees, who has died aged 83, would 
end 1960 – his overlap season, when he was 
demonstrating his phenomenal versatility 
– as 350cc and 500cc motorcycle world champion, taking his 
total to seven titles since 1956. Before 1960 he’d never even 
seen a car race, let alone competed in one. Four years later, he 
was F1 world champion.

No wonder, when he died in March, the outpouring of 
admiration was so widespread and warm. A tweet from Da-
mon Hill (a handy motorcycle racer before his title-winning 
switch to F1) summed it up: ‘Such a lovely man. We have lost a 
true great motorsport legend.’

Although his first car GPs were with Lotus, Surtees really 
got into his stride when he teamed up with Enzo Ferrari, 
whose fortunes had been flagging until he bonded with the 
Englishman, culminating in that 1964 F1 title.

He didn’t score many wins after that as an F1 driver, and 
had a frustrating time as an F1 constructor, but he enjoyed 

huge success in sports car racing. He was also a great support-
er of young racing talent, and his input could help engineers 
develop a car’s full potential.

Surtees was born into motorcycling – beginning his racing 
career as a teenage sidecar passenger for his dad, who ran a
motorcycle shop, and becoming an apprentice at the Vincent 
factory in Stevenage. And he remained in the motorcycle 
world to the end, seemingly more relaxed among riders than 
with elements of the F1 establishment. 

He remains the only racer to have won both an F1 world 
championship and top-level motorcycle titles. It’s a feat 
unlikely to be repeated, given the demands on a racer’s time. 
As motorsport has become increasingly sponsor-driven, the
opportunities for a champion to try something new while still
at the peak of his powers are few and far between.

Genre-
straddling 
genius

Although no-one 
has matched 
his phenomenal 
achievement, 
Surtees was far 
from the only 
racer who was 
good on cars 
and bikes. Geoff 
Duke (six-times 
motorcycle world 
champ) combined 
his title-winning 
1953 season with 
an impressive 
(until he crashed 
out) drive in the 12 
Hours of Sebring. 
Mike Hailwood 
(nine motorcycle 
GP titles) competed 
in F1 in two stints, 
netting two 
podiums. He also 
won the 1972 
European F2 series 
(in a Surtees car).

Valentino 
Rossi (nine-times 
motorcycle champ, 
below with Surtees) 
tested a Ferrari F1 
car in 2006, and 
had some success 
at rallying.

Stephane 
Peterhansel won 
the Dakar Rally six 
times on a bike, 
then seven times in 
a car. Superheroes 
one and all.
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NEW CNEW CAR DEBRIEF
LOTUS ELISE 
SPRINT





1
Isn’t that a 
coupe? Back in 
the ’90s Eclipse 

meant a ho-hum
orth American-
arket two-door,

ut Mitsubishi 
as dusted off the 
ame and added 
e all-important
ross’ tag to gog g

unting Nissan
ashqais. Yep, it’s 

nother mid-sized 
ossover, a market 
at Mitsubishi has 

een missing out
n while others
ave made hay.

2
Where does it 
fit? Slap bang 
between the 

just-refreshed ASX 
and the Outlander. 
The Eclipse Cross 
sits on a shortened 
Outlander platform, 
and while that 
doesn’t bode well 
for dynamic thrillsy
Mitsubishi says it’s 
stiffened the shell 
and will include 
Super All-Wheel 
Control with Active 
Yaw Control to 
improve the drive. 
So there. 

3
What about 
engines? The 
Eclipse Cross will 

borrow the 2.2-litre 
diesel from the 
Outlander, which 
should feel usefully 
pokey in a smaller 
frame. But more 
importantly there’ll 
be a new bang-g
on-trend 1.5-litre 
four-cylinder turbo 
too, although 
this is paired to a 
CVT gearbox. The 
manual override 
function may see 
some use.

4
So far, so 
textbook…
Pretty much, 

yes. Where the 
Eclipse Cross tries 
something new is 
in the cabin; as well 
as the expected 
smartphone 
connectivity, it uses 
a touchpad ratherp
than an iDrive-alike 
rotary effort to 
operate the system. 
Let’s hope it doesn’t 
require a call to 
IT support before 
you can adjust the 
temperature.

NEW CNEW CAR DEBRIEF
MITSUBISHI 
ECLIPSE CROSS

|

A
NOTHER MONTH, ANOTHER crop of R

interesting, good-looking watches with a 
motoring connection. All three have just 
been launched: the Christopher Ward on the 

Morgan stand at the Geneva motor show, and the IWC 
range at Goodwood’s 75th Member’s Meeting. Shows 
how seriously the watch industry takes us car enthusiasts.
BEN OLIVER @thebenoliver

Sets off your 
tweed nicely
Classic connections to the fore with 

this month’s trio of wearable timepieces 

Bremont  
Jaguar MkII
£5195
This new Bremont celebrates 
the win by a Lightweight 
E-Type at Sebring in ’63. It’s 
a well proportioned retro 
driver’s chronograph, and its 
good looks aren’t surprising 
given that Jaguar’s Ian Callum 
had a hand in the design. 
Bremont is on a mission to 
revitalise British watchmaking, 
and the Sebring’s lovely 
43mm case is made in the 
UK from steel seven times 
more scratch-resistant than 
standard. If you don’t like the 
Jag logo, there’s a very similar 
new Norton-badged version.

Christopher Ward 
C1 Morgan Aero 8 
Chronometer

W AT C H E S

IWC Ingenieur
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Zeon 4XS Sport gives you ultra high performance 
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The innovations transforming our driving world

The show car previews Audi’s 2018 SUV and 

highlights some key new tech solutions set to make 

production this year in the new A8. By Ben Miller

Q8 Sport 
concept: Audi’s 
future tech teaser

8 
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d
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A
UDI HAS SHOWN the Q8 Sport concept twice now, 
though it did at least go to the trouble of re-painting it 
yellow for Geneva. Big deal, you say. But this car is a s

big deal, not only as a design preview for 2018’s Q8 
SUV but because its key tech will appear on production Audis 
before the end of this year, first in the form of the new A8 saloon.

Bringing the promise of increased efficiency with an impres-
sive turn of speed is the mild hybrid powertrain, which in the Q8 
concept combines a 0.9kWh lithium-ion battery under the rear 
luggage compartment and a modest 26bhp, 125lb ft electric 
motor sandwiched between the more conventional elements of 
the powertrain, a 3.0-litre, twin-turbo petrol V6 and eight-speed 
Tiptronic transmission. Energy flows between motor and 
battery via the car’s 48-volt system, with the motor wearing 
many hats: starter motor, generator under braking, additional 
power unit for hard acceleration and sole power source in traffic. 

The aim is the grunt of a V8 with the efficiency of something 
more modest. The V6 summons 436bhp alone but, when the 
powertrain chimes in as one, its total output is 462bhp and 516lb 
ft of torque. Audi claims 0-62mph in 4.7sec, 171mph, and a 
pinch-of-salt range of 746 miles. It’s claimed the system reduces 
fuel consumption by a gallon every 282 miles and CO2 by 
25g/km compared to a non-hybrid V6, and allows for limited 
engine-off running in traffic. 

‘This drive system is a step towards optimising efficiency and 
sustainability in large-volume production,’ says Audi chairman 
Rupert Stadler. ‘The combination of mild hybrid and a TFSI en-
gine sets a new benchmark for the synthesis of electromobility 
and combustion engines and will be used in many models.’

Unlike the current plug-in hybrid Audi e-tron A3 and Q7, this 
new mild hybrid powertrain doesn’t feature external charging, 
and uses a far smaller battery. The new powertrain also uses tech 
already deployed on its majestic diesel engine (as found in SQ7) 
to all but eliminate turbo lag, with an e-compressor spooling the 
turbos when exhaust pressure cannot. Hustlers will appreciate 
the immediate throttle response while dawdlers will achieve 
better economy by virtue of rarely having to shift down. 

Stadler says Audi will overcome the business challenges 
involved in getting three pure electric cars on sale by 2020. ‘We 
will have an SUV first, even though the architecture is more 
difficult because you don’t have perfect aerodynamics. But 
people love to sit an SUV. After the SUV, we will have a more 
emotional shape [on the same platform] and then a more 
compact BEV on the VW MEB platform. 

‘I would like to have only small cars with less fuel consumption 
but there are customers who want six cylinders and 2.5- and 
3.0-litre engines. And we have to compensate for that. It will be 

mild hybrids, plug-in hybrids, g-trons 
[CNG compatible], e-trons, BEVs – it will 
be a bunch of technologies, because if you 
rely on only one you meet only 10% of the 
customer base.’

sw
to a

and
wh

Concept bodes 
well for looks of 
2018’s Q8, with its 
key tech ready to 
roll this year on A8 



B
Y ITS OWN admission, Citroën has neglected 
its heritage of avant-garde design and superlative 
ride comfort as epitomised in the DS models built 
from 1955 to 1975. But all that is changing with the 
launch of the Citroën Advanced Comfort (CAC) 
programme. CAC brings together work on three 

areas – body structure, suspension and seating – in a prototype 
Cactus. ‘The idea is to regain Citroën’s heritage and bring it into 
the 21st century,’ explains chassis engineer Thierry Perron.

Instead of conventional spot-welding in critical structural 
areas such as the A, B and C posts connecting the body sides to 
the roof, there’s a combination of welds and structural adhesive. 
The spot welds tack the body parts together until the adhesive 
is cured in the paint oven. Engineers claim it improves torsional 
stiffness on average by 20%, while eliminating 13kg on average.

This increased rigidity is key to Citroën’s patented new 
hydraulic damping technology, developed from its 2014 World 
Rally Championship programme. It adds two hydraulic stops to 
the shock absorber, one each for rebound and compression, so the 
suspension functions in two stages depending on input. 

Under slight compression and rebound, the spring and shock 
absorber work together to control vertical movement without 
needing the hydraulic cushions. 

When there’s more significant compression and rebound, the
hydraulic cushions join in at the end of the wheel’s travel. The 
hydraulic stops slow the movement down gradually but more 
strongly. Unlike a conventional mechanical stop, which absorbs 

gy p y ythe energy then partially returns it, the hydraulic cushion 
absorbs and dissipates the energy, eliminating rebound.

The flow of damping fluid is controlled by a series of holes 
of varying size and pitch within the 
hydraulic cushions. These holes 
can be tuned to alter damping rates 
to suit all models from C1 upwards. 
As a result the spring rates are 
slightly softer. 

The new seating materials com-
bine textured foam for stiffness, 
memory foam for better shaping 
and new 4mm wire springing to 
filter out low-frequency vibrations. 
There are also denser carpets for 
added sound deadening. The win-
dow glass is 0.15mm thicker and 
the windscreen is double glazed. 
IAN ADCOCK

28

DID IT WORK?

Yes. This Cactus felt 

smoother and more 

composed than the standard 

model. The new seating 
impressed and there was a 
sense of refinement. But… 
that was in a development 

car equipped with a full suite 
of technologies. How the 

new suspension will fare in 
the facelifted version we’ll 

find out later this year.
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Does it work?

THE 
MERCY SEAT

AWESOME 
SHOCKS

SHHH…



F
ERRARI’S NEW FRONT-ENGINED 812 Superfast 
V12 features electrically assisted steering among its 
complex control systems, all intended to help make the 
car’s towering performance more accessible. 

On the 812 the trick electric power steering system 
has two driver-flattering features: Ferrari Peak Perfor-

mance (FPP) and Ferrari Power Oversteer (FPO).
Both subtly alter the weight of the steering to 

optimise performance, firming up against 
increased steering angle when the car’s on the 
brink of understeer and helping you apply 
the required correction during oversteer by 
reducing the effort required to dial in a little 
opposite lock. 

Ferrari is at pains to point out that the 
system doesn’t actively steer; more it ‘helps’ 
you toward the best input in any scenario.

How it works by Ferrari’s chief 
technology officer Michael Hugo Leiters

‘Our rear-wheel-steering set-up 
is different to other car makers’. 
Normally you want a neutral or 
neutral-to-understeer balance. 
If a car is too neutral on the limit 
then it’s fast but difficult to drive 
– fine for Seb Vettel but a normal 
driver gets into difficulty. Our 
concept was to make the set-up 
neutral and to compensate for 
the loss of driveability with the 
rear-wheel steering.’

‘Now the electric power 
steering brings two more 
features, Ferrari Peak 
Performance and Ferrari Power 
Oversteer. If you go to the limit 
of the car, we vary the torque of 
the steering so that the driver 

is feeling through the steering 
that he is getting near the limit. 
The system does not actually 
steer, but it delivers a change 
in the level of resistance to 
communicate the limit.’

‘If you go over the limit, we 
invite counter-steering with 
Ferrari Power Oversteer, again 
by using the torque of the 
steering motor to promote 
counter-steering. This is why we 
are proud of this system. This 
technology does not change 
our philosophy, which is that the 
control system doesn’t improve 
the performance of the car; it 
improves the performance of 
the pilot.’

Maranello’s finally gone to electric power steering, and it’ll help 
you nuzzle up to the limits of your 812 Superfast. By Ben Miller

How Ferrari’s new steering 
will make you more Vettel 
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Why use rear-wheel steering?

Like the F12tdf before it, the 812 
features rear-wheel steering, a 
technology Ferrari’s marketing 
team inventively dubbed Virtual 
Short Wheelbase. On the tdf, 
it mitigates the dynamic risk 
associated with super-wide 
front wheels and tyres, namely a 
tendency to oversteer, achieved 
by turning the rear wheels a few 
degrees in the same direction 
as the fronts. For the system, 
allied with the wider front rubber, 

Ferrari claims a 14% increase 
in lateral acceleration over the 
standard F12, or another 0.18g 
of cornering grip.

The adoption of rear-wheel 
steering and electrically assisted 
steering is quite a change 
for Ferrari, but it’s not alone. 
For Aston Martin, the DB11 
marked the point at which it 
downsized its V12 and fitted 
turbos. It also introduced 
Aston’s first electrically assisted 

steering system: previously the 
marque had stuck to hydraulic 
assistance, confident it gave an 
edge in feel and feedback. But 
pressure to reduce emissions 
and fuel consumption, even on 
wanton V12 supercars, means 
Aston had to take the plunge. 
And it got it right: the DB11 steers 
sweetly. With the 812 Superfast, 
Ferrari has successfully followed 
suit – at least on power steering, 
if not turbocharging
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Goodyear have revealed a 
spherical concept tyre. 
It’s not physically connected 
to the car. Instead, it’s 
suspended by magnetic 
fields. The multi-directional 
sphere promises to improve 
safety, comfort and 
manoeuvrability.
And that’s not the only 
clever thing about it.
It also has artificial 
intelligence and self-
mending ability. The tyre 
is constantly gathering 

information about the 
road surface and its own 
condition. That’s all fed into 
the vehicle’s safety systems, 
and is available to other 
cloud-connected vehicles, 
which could benefit from 
knowing that there’s a huge 
pothole ahead, for instance.
But how does it cope with 
punctures?
The Eagle 360 Urban 
concept has a bionic skin, 
a morphing tread and what 
Goodyear says amounts 

to a brain. The network of 
sensors monitors the tyre’s 
wear and temperature, and 
information about the road 
surface, supplemented by 
data from other connected 
vehicles and traffic 
management systems. The 
brain decides how to adapt.
The ‘bionic’ skin is made of 
super-elastic polymer that 
can expand and contract, 
over a foam-like layer. 
Actuators under the skin 
change its shape.

FRESH THINKING: Intelligent tyres
Tread-flexing, data-sharing, self-repairing, spherical

> WILLIAMS ADVANCED Engineering is trying to take stuff 
that’s come from motorsport, and apply it into the normal industrial 
environment: automotive, technology, aerospace, health and sports
sciences. Automotive is the biggest part of our business, and there’s a 

direct link to the batteries we’ve been supplying to all Formula E teams and what 
we can do on road-car batteries.
> FORMULA E is now in its third season, and we’ve been learning all the time, 
making improvements to robustness, reliability and manufacturability. We’ve ap-
plied what we’ve learnt to road-car programmes such as the Aston Martin Rapide 
E and Nissan BladeGlider concept.
> FORMULA E road tracks are very bumpy; it bounces all the components around 
a lot, and has taught us how to insulate battery cells from vibration. The batteries
are very highly maintainable, which is unusual in a road car, but in a racecar that
allows you to strip the battery down at the racetrack, remove components, make 
some fixes.

R&D chief Paul McNamara on how Formula E is driving 
the development of better batteries for road cars

The next big things
Williams’ battery guru

> RANGE IS effectively a size and 
ff. Cells have a basic weight trade-o

stored per kilo, and thekilowatt hour s
working away on that,chemists are w
rides the whole time. making big st
ly expect kilowatts perWe can probabl
th at a base chemistrykilogram growt

year. It’s not going to go level of 5-6% a y
at the moment I think on forever, but 

the gains remain quite big.h i i
> THE BIGGEST single range drainer 
is climate control, and we’re developing 
various strategies for that. As soon as 
you start using a battery, it begins to 
warm up; so we’re looking at storing 
some of that heat in glorified vacuum 
flasks, to use that to heat the car. 

> WE’VE DONE projects with other chemistries for batteries, 
but right now the industry is pushing ahead with lithium-ion, 
and the economies of scale start to come from that. I do see 
a period when lithium-ion will start to define how the cars 
are designed and set-up. Then other battery technologies
will start to become disruptive techs, but they’ll have to show 
substantial benefits as lithium-ion will start to develop an 
industrial base. 
> 60% OF the battery is comprised of cells, 40% is other stuff, 
like the safety cage, the control system, cooling system, the 
electrical connectors that are quite heavy because batteries
are handling big currents of 350 amps for Formula E, but up 
to 600 amps in some cases. We’re getting cleverer at the de-
sign as we get more experience from the duty cycle, and that’s 
why motorsport is such a great benefit to us.
> WE’RE WORKING on battery packs for premium road 
cars; at 600-700kg they’re getting on for a third of the weight 
of the car. Most people are targeting up to 300 miles’ range;
Tesla set the market expectation. Our challenge over the next 
five to 10 years is to get the range up to 400 miles or so, or get 
the pack weight down by 20-30%. If we can get that 20-30% 
improvement, we’re at a tipping point to electric vehicles
becoming practical.
INTERVIEW BY BEN BARRY

Paul McNamara of 
Williams Advanced 
Engineering, which makes 
all Formula E’s batteries

Eagle’s sensors 
also appear on 

IntelliGrip 
Urban Concept 

(inset), closer 
to production

PAUL 

McNAMARA
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Out comes drive 
for the front axle, 

down goes the  
kerb weight
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for, perhaps, but the turbochargers add back 
in some of the weight lost by junking four 
cylinders and the hardware to drive the front 
wheels. Weight distribution shifts further to 
the rear, with a 46:54 split that’s a recipe for 
less understeer, less roll and faster steering 
response, while electronic differential control 
and the same physics-bending rear-wheel 
steering as the V12 stop things getting overly 
twitchy. It might be two-wheel drive, but this is 
still a fiendishly complex car.

And it’s one that looks the same as the 
V12 GTC4 Lusso, with only the different 
wheels and exhaust layout giving the game 
away. It’s almost a great-looking car; its oddt

bonnet-to-cabin ratio works better from some 

angles than others, but when we meet 
the car in Monteriggioni’s Piazza 
Roma it still radiates presence. A group 
of passers-by nod and tell me it’s a 
bella macchina, so it’s definitely doing 
something right. Open the bonnet and 
you’ll momentarily be playing a game 
of ‘spot of the engine’, the V8’s crinkly 
red headgear hiding way behind the 
front axle line. The enormous wheel-
base makes access to the rear seats easy 
despite the low roof, and once in there’s 
generous lower back support and plen-
ty of legroom. A stepped area within 
the boot to accommodate the rear suspension 
and fuel tank pinches luggage space, but two 
of you will find space for large suitcases and 
further bags without needing to drop the split 
seatbacks.

Up front, there’s the same letterbox-shaped 
touchscreen introduced on the V12 GTC4 
Lusso, and a button-festooned wheel with 
an unusually fast steering set-up, as is the
way with modern Ferraris. Not quite as 
ultra-sensitive as that of the 488, it feels well 
resolved in the GTC4, reassuringly un-flighty 
at the straight-ahead for motorway work, 
but a quick flex of your palms is all it takes to 
introduce the car to a corner. At first, that only 
serves to emphasise the Lusso’s bulk; this is a 
very long, very wide car, and it takes a while 
to shrink around you on the move. But once 
it does, it’s spectacularly good to drive. I’ve 
experienced few cars with such a positive front 
end, so responsive and grippy as to feel like a 
slot car. 

The rear-steer system undoubtedly helps 
in this regard. In fast corners the back wheels 

swivel in the same direction as the fronts to 
mimic the effect of lengthening the wheelbase, 
and while you can’t feel it in action, there’s a 
reassuring stability in the corner entry phase. 

At lower speeds, where the rear wheels steer 
in the opposite direction to the fronts, the 
effects are more noticeable. In town the 
turning circle is usefully compact, and in the 
many hairpins on our rural Tuscan test route 
the GTC4’s turn-in agility belies its size, 
although you never quite forget about its
1865kg kerb weight.

As on the V12 GTC4 Lusso, Magnaride 
adaptive dampers are standard, and they deal 
with large bumps and mid-corner surface 
changes with almost spooky ease. Smaller 
surface imperfections aren’t insulated quite so 
well, most likely a function of the 20in wheels, 
and a busy-feeling ride at a cruise is one of the 
Lusso’s few weak points as a long-distance 
cruiser. 

What of the engine, though? Does a Ferrari 
grand tourer need to be powered by two banks 
of six cylinders to really sound and feel the 

Ferrari GTC4 Lusso T
> Price £199,285 e > Engine 3855cc 32v twin-e
turbo V8, 602bhp @ 7500rpm, 561lb ft @ 3000-
5250rpm > Transmission 7-speed dual-clutch 
auto, rear-wheel drive > Performance 3.5sec e
0-62mph, 200+mph, 24.4mpg, 265g/km CO2 
> Weight 1865kg t > On sale Winter deliveriese

U P  A G A I N S T

BETTER THAN 
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso 

Nimbler, simpler, not much slower

WORSE THAN 
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso 

The V8’s great, but you’ll miss the V12 

WE’D BUY 
Porsche Panamera Turbo

More practical, if less pretty,  
with the dash of the future 

In a word: busy. Same can be said of the steering 
wheel, and the steering – though it’s not 488 manic
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part? We already know the V8 is a fantastic 
piece of engineering from our exploits in the 
488, and it carries some notable advantages 
over the V12, not least more easily accessible 
low- to mid-range torque, peaking at 561lb ft to 
the V12’s 512lb ft. 

Even Ferrari personnel acknowledge the V8 
makes a less satisfying sound than the V12, 
but they’re proud of the work they’ve done to 
make it more tuneful than most turbocharged 
engines. It’s quieter and slightly more guttural 
sounding than the V12, and its relatively low 
voice sometimes makes it feel as 
if you’re going slower than you 
really are. Its 0-124mph time of 
10.8sec is brisk by any measure. 
The gearbox – the same du-
al-clutch unit as the V12 – is keen 
to get into its top (seventh) gear as 
soon as possible in auto mode, but 
the large, column-mounted pad-
dles swap gears as fast as you can 
think in manual mode, and won’t 
veto downshifts from high revs. 

LOVE

Sweet handling, 
epic performance

HATE  

Less charismatic 
than the V12

VERDICT 

Less is more, but 
more can be fun

+�+�+�+�+

With head engaged before heart, the V8 
GTC4 Lusso T is a finer car than its all-wheel-
drive V12 cousin; just as fast in the real world 
(provided it’s not snowing) and with a sweeter 
handling balance. But a Ferrari is never a 
rational purchase, even this, its most practical 
model. At a whisker under £200k, the Lusso 
T costs around £30k less than the V12 GTC4 
Lusso – a sizeable chunk of cash and no 
mistake, and you could easily rack up that 
much on a few choice options. 

The GTC4 is an unconventional kind of 
Ferrari, and speccing it with a 
charismatic naturally aspirated 
V12 and a complicated all-wheel 
drive system doesn’t feel out of 
place. The Lusso T is a car you’re 
more likely to respect than fall 
in love with, but its rewarding 
dynamics, genuine practicality 
and unorthodox appeal might be 
just your cup of Chianti.
JAMES TAYLOR 

@JamesTaylorCAR 

T for turbo, 4 is 
for seats, lusso is  

luxury – done

Supportive 
rear seats have 
decent legroom

Round lights 
hark back; clever 

engineering does 
nothing of the sort
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E
kest ever Kia, and

rean defection.
has the right tools

seat fastback’ is rear-
n the Hyundai Genesis

y made from 55% high-
herson struts up front, a

adaptive dampers.
will be available, including

petrol and diesel, but we’re
rly prototype of the Stinger GT.

ed by a turbocharged 3.3-litre V6
mbines with a paddleshift eight-speed

matic designed in-house and fitted as
standard. With 370bhp, it makes 44bhp more
than a BMW 340i’s straight six.

In fact, the Stinger was benchmarked 

against the 340i (the more comparable facelift-
ed 440i GranCoupe wasn’t on sale during early 
testing), but takes something of a Mondeo 
approach to the segment, its 4830mm length 
and wheelbase dwarfing the 440i’s 4638mm 
and 2810mm. That means there’s extremely 
generous room for rear-seat passengers, and 
plenty of luggage room beneath the tailgate.

The first thing you notice is the gangster-low 
driving position, which instantly feels highly 
sporty, so too the deep and cultured idle note 

Kia Stinger GT
> >

>

>

> > 2017
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Has the 911 just 
met its hatch?

A U D I R S 3 S P O R T B A C K

H
ERE’S A QUIET word of advice – if 

you’re in the market for a Porsche 911 

Carrera S, make sure you choose the 

PDK auto ’box. The manual might be the 

enthusiast’s choice but if you pick it, one day 

an Audi RS3 will embarrass you at a set of 

traffic lights and you’ll be forced to sell it.

This is the world we now live in – where 

hot-hatch one-upmanship means the Audi 

RS3 boasts nearly 400bhp and an appetite 

for sports cars.

Its 2.5-litre, five-cylinder motor comes 

from the TT RS and enables the Sportback or 

new saloon variant (an all-wheel-drive, four-

door rival to the BMW M2) to crack 62mph in 

4.1 seconds. That’s 0.2 seconds faster than 

before (and the aforementioned manual 

Porsche) but most importantly one tenth 

quicker than its arch-nemesis Mercedes-

AMG A45. And what a noise it makes! Soulful 

and stirring yet metallic and aggressive 

when pushed to its peak of 7000rpm. It’ll do 

174mph if you specify the option that does 

away with the 155mph limiter.

The engine is definitely the main event. 

Quattro revisions and less frontal weight may 

have freed up agility, and even oversteer at 

the limit, but the RS3 remains a join-the-dots 

car. It’s very precise and grippy but lacking 

the fun of a Ford Focus RS. Still, the RS3 has 

always sold well on that basis, so why fix 

what’s not broken? Just make it faster than 

the A45 and better equipped – with the A3’s 

LED Matrix lights among additions to the 

options list. Your move, AMG.

ADAM BINNIE @adambcars

Audi RS3 Sportback
> Price £45,000 (est)e > Engine 2.5-litre 20ve
5-cyl turbo, 395bhp @ 5850-7000rpm 354lb ft 
@ 1700rpm-5850rpm > Transmission 7-speed 
dual-clutch auto, Quattro all-wheel drive 
> Performance 4.1 sec 0-62mph, 155mphe
(limited), 34mpg, 189g/km CO2 
> Weight 1510kgt > On sale Summer 2017e
> Rating+++++

VERDICT Monumental pace and grip at the T
expense of involvement

911 performance from a posh Golf. Not the most 
fluid of driving experiences, but ace quality 

Kia is developing fast, but Ben’s a bit previous in 
activating hands-free mode on frozen test lake

when you press the starter button. Pinch of 
road grit at the ready? You’ll need it, because 
almost our entire test drive was spent doing 
fourth-gear skids on the frozen 
lake. Despite this, it was clear 
that the Stinger has a nicely 
balanced, playful chassis on the 
standard 19-inch alloys, with 
a limited-slip differential that 
locks up cleanly to provide a 
high level of control over the 
eager rear. 

At the opposite end, the steer-
ing – electric motor mounted to 
the rack, points out Biermann, 
not the column, to improve 
response and minimise vibra-

tion – feels quick and consistently weighted, 
with no dead spots as you twist it off-centre.

Towards its stingy 6000rpm peak, the 
V6 does start to strain and thrash, there’s a 
little turbo-induced mush to the throttle 
pedal, and the gearbox clearly won’t trouble 
an M Division dual-clutcher, though it 
does feel perfectly smooth and responsive 
enough. The Brembo four-piston brakes? 
Never used them.

Kia says the Stinger GT is designed to be 
a rounded performance car with high levels 
of comfort. Early impressions bode well, but 
we need to drive a finished car on land, not 
a prototype on a lake. 

We also need Kia to get off the 
fence and give us a price. Early 
whispers suggest somewhere 
around the £40k mark (£4000 
cheaper than a 440i GranCoupe) 
when it lands late in 2017, 
with talks of plans to shift 400 
annually in Britain. 

Kia will need to pull off a 
1990s Subaru-like reinvention 
to achieve that, but having 
Biermann behind the wheel is a 
good start. 
BEN BARRY @IamBenBarry

LOVE

Space, driving 
position, 

chassis balance, 
performance, 
doing skids

HATE  

Engine thrashes at 
high revs; it might be 

less fun on tarmac

VERDICT 

Early signs are good 

+�+�+�+�+
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C
HALLENGING COASTAL 

roads and large Mercedes coupes 
traditionally go together like the 
yips and a title-deciding 18th-
hole putt. But the E400 Coupe 

is keeping its composure on the roads that lead 
from Barcelona towards the Pyrenees. Sport 
Plus mode selected, air suspension flexing its 
muscles, the Merc’s body deftly follows every 
steering input like a choreographed dancer.

The composure is maintained at surprisingly 
high speed thanks to the standard 4Matic all-
wheel drive; more power is going to the front s

wheels than you’d experience with an xDrive 
BMW, but it’s still a rear-biased feel. When 
understeer creeps in, you just feed in throttle 
and ping out of the bend. This is no out-and-out 
sports car, but for a four-seat coupe that should
cosset and pamper first and foremost, the broad 
grin on my face is unexpected.

Until 2009, the equivalent car was the 
CLK. It was a C-Class chassis wearing a coupe 
bodyshell, its design clearly derivative of the 
E-Class saloon. CLK became E-Class Coupe 
for 2009, but the C-Class hand-me-downs con-
tinued. The new model, the filling in a C- and 
S-Class coupe sandwich, is almost astonishing-
ly logical in comparison. Called E-Class Coupe, 
it is based on the E-Class saloon.s

That explains the substantial increase in 
dimensions versus the outgoing model, with a 

length of 4826mm (+123mm), width of 1860mm 
(+74mm) and a height of 1430mm (+33mm). The 
wheelbase is actually shorter than the E saloon’s 
(2939mm to 2873mm), but there’s still ample 
room for four full-size adults (and there are only 
four seats), and space for 450 litres of golf clubs.

It’s a lovely cabin too, the architecture again 
derived from the saloon, its organically curva-
ceous lines lifted by bespoke jewellery including 
the six jet-engine-style air vents and open-pore 
wood treatments. You’ll need to upgrade from 
standard and quite convincing Artico man-
made ‘leather’ to the real thing, though, and the 
widescreen cockpit – two 12.3-inch screens lined 
up flush together to create a digital instrument 
binnacle and infotainment screen – is a further 
£495 stretch away, or almost £2k for E220d/
E300 models which don’t come with the bells-
and-whistles Comand Online infotainment. 
Yet fundamentally this feels a special, relaxing 
place to while away miles.

For such a familiar concept, the E-Class 
Coupe has surprisingly few rivals. The ageing 
BMW 6-series is similar, but in 640i guise is £9k 

more expensive than a £50,775 E400 4Matic, 
doesn’t get all-wheel drive and, claims the man 
from Merc, delivers 14mm less rear legroom. 
And because the E-Class Coupe is available with 
both four-cylinder petrol and diesel engines, it 
starts from £40,135 where the entry-level BMW 
640i is £59,535.

Notwithstanding the ugly quarter light in the
rear side glass (best disguised with tints), even 
basic models look desirable, all UK cars coming 
with the beefier AMG Line styling upgrade and 
19-inch alloys. Shame the four-pots feel like cold 
mathematical equations to get company-car 
drivers behind the wheel (the E220d promises 
71mpg and 106g/km). They spoil the coupe’s 
character, thrashing angrily as hot-hatch power 
attempts to make more than 1600kg of metal get 
out of an actual hot hatch’s way.

The E400 4Matic is so much nicer. The 
performance is far from exceptional, but the

U P  A G A I N S T

BETTER THAN 
BMW 640i 

BMW is pricier, older and less roomy

WORSE THAN 
Mercedes S-Class Coupe 

Big brother can deliver the slap-down

WE’D BUY 
E400 4matic 

Luxury with agility – 
just avoid the four-pots

MERCEDE S-BEN Z E-CL A S S COUPE

It’s all about the curves
Shapely addition to Merc’s choice of coupes is a fine mix 
of composure and performance, if you get the right engine

Room for four adults 
in sleek new coupe, 
which no longer uses 
C-Class chassis

As you were, air 
ambulance crew: 

this E-Class Coupe 
handles well

Mercedes-Benz E400 4Matic
> Price £50,775e > Engine 2996cc 24v turbo e
V6, 328bhp @ 5200-6000rpm, 354lb ft @ 
1600-4000rpm > Transmission 9-speed auto, 
all-wheel drive > Performance 5.3sec 0-62mph,e
156mph, 34.9mpg, 183g/km CO2 
> Weight 1770kgt > On sale Nowe
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V6 turbo is best of the current engines, 
with an AMG version and V6 diesel soon  

Saloon-based 
interior gains 

 a little bling 
 on the vents

LOVE

Comfort, space, 
luxurious feel, 

composure

HATE  

Four-cylinder 
engines, wartish 

quarter-light in rear 
side window

VERDICT 

A satisfyingly 
luxurious four-seat 
coupe in 6-cyl form

+�+�+�+�+

3.0-litre turbocharged V6 makes 328bhp and 
354lb ft for more than ample acceleration, and 
sings with a richly refined and suitably subtle 
exhaust note. Pressing the over-fizzy throttle
in Sport Plus mode is like opening a shaken 
can of Coke, but mix and match 
the settings, dial it back a bit and 
you’re watching the swan gliding 
effortlessly over the surface instead 
of sitting with the galley slaves 
rowing the E220d and E300. Later, 
the E350d and range-topping E43 
AMG will offer different V6 twists.

Specified on air suspension, 
lowered 15mm compared with 
the saloon, and with the gorgeous 
20-inch alloys a gnaw-your-arm-

off tempting £595, our test car’s ride lulls with 
a plush elasticity on admittedly quite smooth 
Spanish test routes, its fast variable-rate steer-
ing minimising work at the wheel and soon 
feeling natural, even if you’re more aware of the 

changing ratio than in its rivals. 
The general hush of the cabin is 

occasionally spoilt by some notice-
able wind noise on our early car, 
and the occasional random thunk 
from the usually silky nine-speed 
automatic, but typically you feel 
more relaxed at journey’s end than 
you do on climbing aboard. Exactly 
what you want from a big luxurious 
coupe. That the E400 can pick apart 
a challenging road without break-kk
ing sweat makes it all the more 
appealing.
BEN BARRY @IamBenBarry
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T
HE NEW INSIGNIA is essentially a A

whole new car – with the emphasis 
on car. Rather than take on any of rr

the high-rise, slidey-seat trappings 
of the booming crossover style, the 

Vauxhall has gone the other way: it’s not just 
longer and wider than the old car, it’s also lower. 

If the body style is very traditional, the rest 
of the car is all modern, going big on small-cc 
turbocharged engines, touchscreen interfaces, 
electronic safety aids and connectivity.

The hatchback is now called the Insignia 
Grand Sport and arrives in the UK in June. It’s 
followed a few weeks later by the estate, called 
the Insignia Sports Tourer, which has the same 
choice of petrol and diesel engines. There’s no 
saloon version.

The car we’ve driven is the hatchback with the
more powerful of the 1.5 turbo petrols, here in 
the second highest of the seven trim levels. All 
but the most basic Insignias are well specified; 
the entry-level model lacks alloy wheels and 
sat-nav, but comes in at £1500 cheaper than 
the nearest equivalent old Insignia, starting at 
£17,115 on the road. 

Much of the technology and construction 
know-how is derived from the current Astra, 
and posher versions get an even better version of 
the Astra’s LED lighting. The result is a car that 
(depending on engine and spec) weighs in at up 
to 175kg less than its predecessor.

The petrol engine range includes two versions 
of a new 1.5 turbo and a 2.0 turbo (which has all-
wheel drive). The turbodiesel range involves two 
1.6s and a 2.0. Your gearbox choice is six-speed 

VAUX H A LL INSIGNI A GR A ND SP OR T

All change at Luton for Paris
Overhaul for the hatchback brings more room, more tech 
and better value, but the new owners will want more magic

Vauxhall Insignia Grand Sport Tech Line  
Nav 1.5 165PS Turbo S/S
> Price £20,010 (£23,910 as tested) e
> Engine 1490cc 16v turbocharged 4-cyl, 
163bhp @ 5600rpm, 184lb ft @ 2000-4500rpm 
> Transmission 6-speed manual, front-wheel 
drive > Performance 8.4sec 0-62mph, 138mph,e
47.1mpg (claimed), 136g/km CO2 
> Weight 1500kg (est)t > On sale Junee

Heated wheel is standard on high-spec models. Pity 
your shaking hands will have trouble turning it on

manual or eight-speed auto – lighter and more 
compact than the old six-speed auto.

From the outside, it looks significantly differ-
ent – a bit Volvo S90, a hint of Mazda 6 – while 
still being unmistakably a big Vauxhall. The 
lights are narrower, there’s a sharp crease on 
the aluminium bonnet and along the sides, and 
the wheelbase is longer, with the front wheels 
positioned further forwards and the rears 
further back. The benefits of this are most 
obvious when you drop into the back seat. 
It’s got usefully more legroom, and a bit more 
headroom despite the coupe styling. In the front 
it’s slightly more roomy than before, but the 
focus is on making you feel in rather than on, 
a bit like a traditional Jaguar set-up. The view 
down the long bonnet emphasises this.

On the road, it’s no Jaguar. It’s at its best when
you’re breezing along a suburban ring road: it’s 
calm and composed, with a smooth manual 
gearbox and comfort-orientated suspension 
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LOVE

Value, rear 
legroom, lights

HATE  

Engine and road 
noise, lack of sparkle

VERDICT 

Many improvements, 
but there’s some 

tough competition

+�+�+�+�+

Give the people 
what they want

M A Z DA CX-5

H
ERE’S A SWEEPING statement:G

Mazda doesn’t make a bad car. 
The current line-up is saturated by 
intriguingly styled, fun-to-drive models 

from two-seater roadster to family SUV.
Leading the current charge is the CX-5, 

which in 2012 was the first to feature Mazda’s 
sharp Kodo design language and a strong 
range of Skyactiv powerplants that have 
come to define this particular period of sales 
success. SUVs now make up 40% of Mazda’s 
business, and the CX-5 is the biggest seller of 
them all – so this second-generation refresh 
is more of a gentle evolution than a ripped-
up rule book. As such you get a familiar but 
more mature-looking exterior and cabin, with 
extensive sound-deadening for better noise 
refinement, a bigger boot and head-up display 
beamed onto the windscreen instead of a fold-
out piece of plastic.

UK prices and detailed specs haven’t yet 
been announced, but expect to get a package 
that’s at least on par with rivals such as the 
Nissan Qashqai.

The engines (a 2.0-litre petrol and 2.2-litre 
diesel) are carried over from before, which is 
great news, so long as you pick the latter. Team 
the 148bhp version of the twin-turbodiesel with 
the snappy six-speed manual gearbox and two-
wheel drive and you can expect an excellent 
combination of performance, engagement 
and economy. The front-wheel-drive set-up 
feels sharper, but the all-wheel-drive alternative 
would make sense if you frequent poorly 
surfaced roads.  

Crossovers may be practical but on the 
whole they are pretty cynical cars – box-ticking 
money-spinners that appeal to manufacturer 
marketeers and owners who don’t really care 
about driving. Well here’s one for people who 
do. Keep ‘em coming, please Mazda.

ADAM BINNIE @AdamBcars

Mazda CX-5 
> Price From £25,695e > Engine 2191cc 16ve
twin-turbodiesel 4-cyl, 148bhp @ 4500rpm, 
280lb ft @ 1800rpm > Transmission 6-speed 
manual, front-wheel drive 
> Performance 9.4sec 0-62mph, 124mph, 
49mpg, 132g/km CO2 > Weight 1460kg 
> On sale June e > Rating+�+�++�+

VERDICT Still the driver’s choice in this T
segment, with subtle improvements all round

Squinty lights and even happier driver 
are main ways to spot new model 

Wheels have 
moved closer 
to the ends of a 
body that’s got 
longer, wider 
and lower

Driver gets 
a good view 
down the long 
bonnet. Tech 
upgrade is neat 
and intuitive

that makes light work of poor road surfaces, 
and it steers reasonably fluently. But when 
you up the pace you find an excess of body roll 
through corners, and a lack of precision to the 
steering. And when you work the engine hard, 
it’s horrible. At around 4000rpm the turbo 
four feels strained, and you find there isn’t 
much grunt in reserve. 

At higher revs and higher speeds it 
gets noisy in the Insignia. You 
wonder if they’ve gone way too 
far in weight-trimming; a bit 
more sound deadening would 
restore some refinement.

The climate control is intuitive 
and effective, helped by the use 
of an optional electrically heated 
front windscreen (once found 
only on Fords). Apple or Android 
phone connectivity comes as 
standard, as does a connection to 
the OnStar rescue and informa-

tion service (although an annual subscription
is required after your free three months).

Some of the switchgear is bizarrely small 
and fiddly – things you use every day, like 
the volume control on the steering wheel. 
But there’s a clear logic to the distinction be-
tween physical knobs (for adjustments you’ll 
make on the move) and touchscreen controls
(fiddling at a standstill). The shelf at the 

bottom of the screen, for resting 
your fingers on, is a neat touch.

The Insignia Grand Sport 
is a mixed bag, but largely a 
disappointment. I suspect it 
might all make more sense in the 
estate, where we’re promised a 
bigger and more usefully shaped 
luggage space, as well as the 
hatch’s improved rear leg room 
and spec upgrades.
COLIN OVERLAND

@ColinOverland



E
VER SINCE THE arrival of the 2003 
Mercedes-McLaren SLR and the 
gullwing SLS that succeeded it in 
2010, extrovert styling and a lot of 
noise have been trademarks common 

to all full-blooded AMG creations. Although the 
current AMG GT coupé embraces this approach, 
it’s eclipsed in both those key areas by its new 
soft-top sister models.

The GT Roadster comes in two forms. Both 
are 57mm wider at the rear, like the hot R version 
of the coupe, allowing a wider track and wider 
wheels. They have extensive reinforcements to 
their aluminium bodies to compensate for the 
loss of the roof. Both also get the R’s active aero 
management, which balances the competing 
requirements of cooling and drag reduction.

The C also gets some R-style mechanical up-
grades, in the form of rear-wheel steering, an elec-
tronic diff lock, close-ratio gearing, Race mode, 
performance exhaust and adaptive damping. 
Its power output peaks at 81bhp more than the 
non-C version (see right), and 35bhp more than 
the warm S coupe, but 27bhp less than the wild R. 
All use versions of the same twin-turbo V8.

In town, there is no disguising the uncom-
promising nature of the suspension. But when 
the open road beckons, I twist the drive mode 
knob to Sport, with immediate effect: the shocks 
stiffen, the body crouches slightly lower, and 
the volume rockets up. The suspension copes 
remarkably well with higher-speed undulations, 
longer amplitudes and porous surfaces.

Mid-range thrust is simply phenomenal, with 
chassis accuracy and sure-footedness to back 
it up. Countersteer is active up to 60mph. Go 
faster, and all four wheels will turn in the same 
direction, improving stability. The optional 
carbon-ceramic brakes bite with vigour.

The cabin uses top-notch materials, and the 
seats are excellent, although the cabin is a squeeze 
for the taller driver, and not as intuitively laid out 
as many Merc interiors. The roof is triple-layer 
fabric, available in three colours.

With the top up, the GT C is noisy enough to 
stir the emotions, comfortable enough to eat the 
miles. When you lower the roof via that fiddly 
toggle switch above the rear-view mirror, it gets 
mighty windy at speed. At £139,445 it’s a lot of 
dough, but for now the soft-top is a better deal 
than the less potent coupé, and in terms of value 
for money, it even eclipses the R-spec coupe.
GEORG KACHER
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£30k less amazing.  
But still amazing

M E R C E D E S -A M G G T R O A D S T E R

Mercedes-AMG GT Roadster
> Price £110,145 > Engine 3982cc 32ve
twin-turbo V8, 469bhp @ 6000rpm, 
465lb ft @ 1700-5000rpm > Transmission 
7-speed twin-clutch auto, rear-wheel drive 
> Performance 4.0sec 0-62mph, 188mph, 
30.1mpg, 219g/km CO2 > Weight 1595kg t
> On sale Now > Rating+�+�++�+

VERDICT Don’t think of it as a (relatively) T
poor person’s alternative to the C. This is the 
one to go for if you prefer more refined thrills

C version gets even sportier exhaust, plus electronic 
diff lock, rear-wheel steering and adaptive damping

Nothing soft in this soft-top
Hardcore open-top version makes the most of AMG’s expertise

M E R C E D E S -A M G G T C R O A D S T E R

Mercedes-AMG GT C Roadster
> Price £139,445 > Engine 3982cc 32v twin-turboe
V8, 550bhp @ 5750-6750rpm, 502lb ft @ 1900-
5750rpm > Transmission 7-speed twin-clutch auto, 
rear-wheel drive > Performance 3.7sec 0-62mph, 
196mph, 24.8mpg, 259g/km CO2 > Weight 1660kgt
> On sale Now > Rating+�+�++�+

VERDICT Hardcore hardware isn’t out of place inT
this flamboyant but uncompromising soft-top

S
O, ASIDE FROM saving you nearly 
£30k, is there any reason you 
should consider the plain vanilla 
entry-level AMG GT Roadster 

instead of the GT C (left) with all the 
sprinkles? It turns out the two models have 
markedly different characters. Where the 
C is all vented bumpers and aggression, 
by contrast the regular GT’s voluptuous 
but unadorned exterior seems positively 
demure – indeed almost denuded.

This appearance speaks of an elegance 
and restraint – if we can use such a word 
when a still rude-sounding 469bhp V8 
is involved – that permeates through to 
the driving experience. There’s no active 
rear-wheel steering here, you have to 
pay extra for the adaptive suspension 
(you should do that) and the limited-slip 
differential is wholly mechanical rather 
than electronically controlled. More than 
this it’s softer, the ride – parsed via smaller 
rear wheels and the optional adaptive set-
up – more tolerant, with far less of the road 
surface communicated to the cabin via 
thumping percussion.

All of this makes the basic AMG 
Roadster feel far more like a classical 
GT. Grand touring seems like the natural 
occupation for this car – indulgent for 
sure, but comfortable, composed and 
very, very rapid. At 4.0sec, 0-62mph 
takes just 0.3sec longer than the C’s 
benchmark, while 465lb ft from 1700 to 
5000rpm means it too tears up gradients 
with hot-blooded ferocity. 

And although the standard GT Roadster 
doesn’t have quite the same twinkle-
toed nimbleness without the rear-wheel 
steering, it engages corners with a 
polished purity that calmly counters the 
C’s raging anabolic antics. 
CJ HUBBARD @ir_427

Fewer of the R Coupe’s hardware upgrades, 
and slightly less greedy air intakes. Slightly… 
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‘I
T’S STILL A car,’ Ginetta’s works driver 
Mike Simpson reassures me. ‘Just drive it.’ 
It’s quite a car, though. Ginetta has forever 
been associated with petite sports cars like 
the classic G4 and the current G40, but the 

modern-era Leeds marque is just as much a 
maker of cutting-edge sports prototypes as 
sports coupes. Next year it becomes a fully 
fledged Le Mans manufacturer, supplying as 
many as six cars to be raced by teams in the top-
tier LMP1 category.

Ginetta’s engineers are still developing 
2018’s LMP1 challenger, and they’re doing so 
using many of the lessons learned from this 
machine, the G57-P2. It’s an evolution of the 

already rapid Ginetta LMP3 racer, with more 
power, more downforce and more sophisticated 
electronics. While it’s not eligible to race in the 
second-tier LMP2 class at Le Mans, it was a 
race- and title-winner in a variety of sportscar 
series around the world in 2016. Lead designer 
Peter Smith describes it as offering LMP2 
performance for LMP3 running costs. This is 
one of the fastest sports prototypes that anyone 

– a team or an individual – could go and buy. It 
would make one hell of a trackday car. 

Roosting on its jacks in the Brands Hatch  
pits minus its rear bodywork, exposing a 
Chevrolet-sourced 6.2-litre LS V8 snorting and 
snarling as it warms the gearbox oil through, 
and with a set of tyre blankets doing the same to 
its fat Michelin slicks, there’s plenty to be intim-
idated by. Simpson’s already been out on track 
to check the car over, streaking past GT4 cars 
like they’re standing still and sending showers 
of sparks into the air like an ’80s F1 car. ‘Stay 
high on the main straight to avoid the bumps, 
and brake with your right foot so 
you can brace yourself with your left. 
Remember to hit the brakes hard, 
and enjoy it!’ There’s not been time 
for a seat fitting, so instead I’m belt-
ed onto a bag of foam beads for this 
one-off drive. Crude, but it works. 

Here goes, then: toe-poke the 
heavy clutch pedal to avoid catching 
the top of your boot on the anti-roll 
bar, pull the right-hand pneumatic 
shift paddle to select first gear, and 
you’re away. And very quickly you’re 

completely at ease – yes, it’s enormously fast, but 
the wide spread of torque makes the power de-
livery anything but spiky and there’s the safety 
net of an adjustable traction control system to 
lean on. The power steering level is adjustable 
too. With warm slicks and huge levels of down-
force the G57 paints itself into the tarmac with 
a broad brush. The speed it can carry through 
Paddock Hill bend is uncanny and addictive. 

Despite the intimidating first impression, it’s 
remarkably friendly to drive – as well suited to 

a gentleman driver getting his 
first taste of high-level endurance 
racing as it is to a pro like Simpson. 
The view through the domed 
screen isn’t one I’ll forget in a hur-
ry; next year the faster-still LMP1 
car will see the Mulsanne Straight 
devoured through it. It’s a far cry 
from the G40 –  and yet still very 
much in keeping with the Ginetta 
ethos of making racing accessible.
JAMES TAYLOR  

@JamesTaylor_5

GINE T TA G 57-P 2

The trackday car of  
your wildest dreams
As Ginetta targets the Le Mans 24 Hours, we experience 
the surprisingly accessible thrills of a proven winner

LOVE

LMP2 performance 
for LMP3 costs

HATE  

You can’t race this 
one at Le Mans

VERDICT 

Looks scary like a 
pitbull, puppydog-

friendly to drive. Fast!

+�+�+�+�+

You can feel the grippy slicks and immense 
downforce combining to stick you to the track

Infotainment, Ginetta style, means a revcounter and 
the most amazing view of Brands Hatch at 190mph

Ginetta G57-P2
> Price £191,000 + VAT > Engine 6200cc  
16v V8, 570bhp @ 6000rpm, 443lb ft @  
3000-5000rpm > Transmission 6-speed 
sequential, rear-wheel drive  
> Performance 3.5sec 0-62mph, 204mph
> Weight 930kg > On sale Now
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C ORV E T TE GR A ND SP OR T

L
IKE DRIVING A Ferrari whose birth 
certificate says ‘Peugeot 406 coupe’ 
or going out with a girl who makes a 
living looking a bit like Kate Middle-
ton, there’s a whiff of fake about the 

Corvette Grand Sport. Or at least there should 
be. Essentially this is the supercharged Z06, 
just without the supercharger or Z06 badge. 
Visually, it promises plenty. But with an entire 
western’s worth of ponies left on the cutting 
room floor, it looks as likely to under-deliver as 
a postman with chronic fatigue.

Happily, though, it turns out to be a cracking 
car – not to mention, at $65k in the US, a bit of 
a deal for locals. (Here, sadly, it’s a whopping 
£74,425). Particularly since the Grand Sport 
name itself is a big deal on its own, at least for 
Corvette fans. Back in the early ’60s the ’Vette 
team ignored a ban on factory-backed racing 
and came up with a very special sports car that, 
like the Shelby Daytona Cobra, was designed 
to deal with Ferrari’s dominance on the track.

Sadly GM high-ups killed the 
project before it had given its 
best, but the romance lingers, 
and the badge has been 
resurrected twice before on 
special-edition Corvettes.

Visually, this latest GS is 
almost a dead ringer for the 
wide-track Z06. Only the 
absence of the bonnet bulge 
needed to clear big bro’s blower gives the game 
away at a glance. Because instead of a 650bhp 
supercharged V8, you get the boggo Chevy’s 
comparatively modest 460bhp naturally aspi-
rated version.

Not that it’s slow exactly. With 465lb ft ready
to inflict a Chinese burn on the propshaft at 
your bullying right foot’s say-so, the standard 
Corvette gets to 62mph in 4.2sec, and this car’s 
fatter, stickier rubber, and fractionally lower 
kerb weight, helps knock a tenth off that. But the 
Z06 proper ducks into the twos.

That kind of performance costs, but still not 
as much as you’d think, in the US at least. A base 
’Vette is $55k and the Z06 costs $79k (£63,295 
and £90,455 in the UK). Funds permitting, 
you’d think most buyers would skip right past 
the $65k GS (£74k here) and go for the real 
thing. Maybe they will. But not if they get to 

drive the two back to back. While the GS might 
be barely quicker than the Stingray in a straight 
line, it’s so much more involving to drive. Sharp-
er, grippier, less rolly. And it’s also much more 
manageable than a Z06. The Zed is a monster, 
a car that’ll get your heart pumping so hard
you’ll worry it’ll throw a rod out the side of your 
rib cage. But it’s so rapid that you find yourself 
focusing on that power and not on the excellent 
chassis, the great steering and tight damping. 
The GS, then, strikes the perfect balance.

For Brits, the wrong-hand-drive layout, 
Chevy badge (didn’t they used to be Daewoo?), 
domestic Detroit cabin plastics and import costs 
that null the bargain price will always conspire 
to make it a niche player. But a modern Corvette 
is a properly credible sports car, and this GS is 
the pick of the bunch.
CHRIS CHILTON  @chrischiltoncar

The best a man can ’Vette
The visual impact of the Corvette Z06 but only a fraction 
of the power… yet the GS is a surprisingly good sports car

Chevrolet Corvette Grand Sport
> Price £74,425 e > Engine 6162cc 16v V8,e
460bhp @ 6000rpm, 465lb ft @ 4600rpm 
> Transmission 7-speed manual, rear-wheel 
drive > Performance 4.2sec 0-62mph,e
180mph, 23.0mpg, 282g/km CO2 
> Weight 1475kg > On sale Now

LOVE

Styling, chassis

HATE  

LHD and pricey 
in the UK

VERDICT 

Grand Surprise

+�+�+�+�+

Corvette Grand 
Sport cabin quality 
not great for a 
£70k-plus car

Basic Corvette 
engine meets bigger 
tyres and some very 
slinky bodywork
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I
’VE NEVER SEEN the appeal of Peter 
Pan. He must always be asked for ID in 
pubs, and he can’t have paid off his student
loan, let alone got on the housing ladder. 
But when some people mutter that a car 

has grown up, you get the sense they mean it 
negatively.

Well, Seat’s new Ibiza has grown up: it’s 
quieter, exudes VW Group quality and is stuffed 
to the gizzards with ‘big car’ technology. Not 
that it’s grown up physically: the Ibiza is actu-
ally a hair’s breadth shorter and lower than its 
predecessor. But there’s abundant space inside: 
a longer wheelbase ensures no contact with 
the driver’s seat for a six-foot backbencher, and
a large stretch sideways means you won’t rub 
shoulders with your passenger. Indeed, the Ibiza 
is now only 90mm narrower than a Golf! 

This girth necessitates wider tracks, which 

help form the Ibiza’s dynamic char-
acter: this is one super-planted super-
mini. The front end clings to the road 
like Ed Sheeran to publicity, keeping 
understeer at bay, with a smidgen 
of body roll. Tip the Ibiza into a fast 
corner with the light, responsive and 
consistently weighted steering, and 
the roll builds progressively without 
getting ungainly. The overwhelming feeling is 
of a stable, well-sorted chassis.

And that’s good news, because the Ibiza is 
blooding a new VW Group platform – catchily 
titled MQB-A0 – that will be the backbone of 
squillions of cars, including the new VW Polo/
Audi A1/Skoda Fabia and a host of small cross-
overs too. Think of A0 as a shrunken version of 
the Golf class’s MQB platform, mirroring its 
transverse engine/front-wheel drive layout, and 
dimensional flexibility to underpin multiple 
brands’ cars. While posher MQB cars have a 
multi-link rear axle, the Ibiza’s is strictly torsion 
beam, with MacPherson struts up front.

The Ibiza rides comfortably and quietly, 
although the mountain roads above Seat’s Bar-
celona HQ are paved with velvet. 
The sporty FR trim has a unique 
sports suspension with a firmer 
setting, but – like the drive mode 
selector which adds a little steering 
heft and throttle sharpness – the 
gains are so marginal even Sir Dave 
Brailsford might not bother with 
them. On the motorway, there’s 
barely a rustle of wind, and the 
tyres produce just a gentle hum. 
Torsional rigidity improved by 30% 

has helped deliver these advances in refinement 
and driving precision, says Seat. 

Petrol engines span 74bhp base model to 
148bhp 1.5-litre, with a 94bhp or 113bhp turbo-
charged 1.0-litre triple in between. We drove the 
latter, coupled with an accurate six-speed manu-
al. This 1.0 TSI requires plenty of cog-swapping
faced with overtaking or inclines; its sweet spot
is above 2000rpm, where it generates 148lb ft of 
torque. There’s a 1.6-litre diesel in various states 
of tune too.

MQB-A0’s new electronic platform supports 
some compelling technology. Ibiza FR, SE 
Tech and Xcellence models get a super-sharp 
8in touchscreen, to control most functions 
including the standard navigation. The top two

trims have Apple, Android and 
MirrorLink capability for safely 
operating smartphones, a driver 
tiredness monitor and Adaptive 
Cruise Control. Front Assist auto-
matic braking is standard. 

Access to all that tech should 
satisfy the Ibiza’s customary 
audience: a youthful bunch barely 
older than Peter Pan. 
PHIL McNAMARA

@CARPhilMc

Seat Ibiza 1.0 TSI FR
> Price £16,630e  > Engine 999cc 12v three-e
cylinder, 113bhp @ 5000rpm, 148lb ft @ 
2000rpm > Transmission 6-speed manual, 
front-wheel drive > Performance 9.3sec e
0-62mph, 121mph, 60.1mpg, 108g/km CO2 
> Weight 1140kg t > On sale July 2017e

LOVE

Handsome design; 
precise, poised drive

HATE  

Indistinguishable 
sporty modes

VERDICT 

Grown up, and 
better for it

+�+�+�+�+

Wider track 
brings extra 
room and a more 
planted ride

Grown-up and 
well equipped, 

with touchscreen 
on most models
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Gavin Green

TOMORROW’S CARS WILL be 
‘iPhones on wheels’. Honestly, if I 
hear another car company boss say 
that I swear I’ll stick a Tumblr up his 
YouTube and he’ll no longer be my 
Facebook friend.

Car chiefs today are obsessed by 
connectivity. I hear more today at 
car press conferences about phoning 

friends, voice-activated messaging, streaming music, sat-nav 
and apps than I do about engines, handling and ride quality. The 
headline ‘innovation’ for the new Citroën C3 was its connected 
camera. Those great old DS engineers would be spinning in their 
hydropneumatic graves.

It is partly because car companies have been rubbish at con-
nectivity for years. They are also desperate to woo millennials, 
who apparently have to be continually connected to lead fulfill-
ing lives, and are about as interested in cars as Homer Simpson is 
in an evening jog. 

So that means on-board Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 24/7 connectivity 
etc. With all this going on, goodness knows how anyone is going
to be able to concentrate on driving. I fear, with this new breed 
of fully connected cars drivers will become like many of today’s 
pedestrians, walking around fixated by their screens, paying 
no attention to where they’re going, immune from the outside 
world, smartphone sleepwalkers turned into driving zombies. 

Our phones may be smart but people are getting stupid. When 
permanently connected to the internet, we are disconnected 
from each other. This is hazardous on the pavement. It’s positive-
ly dangerous on the road.

As I write, the government has just increased 
penalties for mobile phone use while driving, 
and good thing too. But hands-free is still 
legal. Never mind that what matters is keeping 
your mind on the road, not your hands off your 
phone. We should be concentrating on the 
tarmac, not on our touchscreens.  

Voice activation means we can send texts, 
tweets or Facebook messages. Just ask Siri. We
can book restaurants and car parks, and find 

the cheapest fuel, all while on the move. Spo-
tify puts the world’s music library just a click 
away. You can phone a friend to relieve the 
tedium of driving. Scores of apps are being 
developed to make driving more ‘entertain-
ing’ (ie to take our minds off driving). So 
while the government urges us to put those 
smartphones away, the car industry wants 
to put the wretched smartphone at the heart 
of your car. At this rate, fully autonomous 
cars can’t come a moment too soon.

Some of the new connectivity is welcome, 
of course. Sharable digital locks, enabled by 
on-board Wi-Fi, will open new car-usage 
possibilities. Owners could authorise garag-
es, via an app, to collect and return cars after 
servicing. They don’t need to be at home, or 

even in the country. These sharable locks also allow owners to 
form their own car sharing networks, and use their vehicle like 
an automotive Airbnb.

Connectivity can make cars safer, allowing them to commu-
nicate with other cars and objects, boosting their ability to avoid 
accidents. But when car connectivity takes our minds off the 
drive, it is stupid technology. 

I also wonder if the car industry has really thought through 
its new love affair with Silicon Valley. As cars become more con-
nected (and eventually driverless) and electrified (and eventually 
fully electric), tomorrow’s cars will be very different. So will car 
companies. Sebastian Thrun, the tech genius behind Google’s 
driverless car programme, and probably the most influential 
‘auto’ engineer of the early 21st century, reckons autonomous 
vehicles could cut the total car population by up to 96 per cent. 
After all, only about 4% of cars today are in use at any one time. 
Other studies put the figure at 40%. Either way, car production is 
likely to plummet.

Many of the distinguished engineering jobs at the heart of 
today’s car industry will disappear. Dynamic engineers (no more 
driving), safety engineers (no more crashing) and powertrain 
engineers (no more pollution from internal combustion engines) 
will go the same way as boatswains and wainwrights.

The important jobs at these slimmed-down car makers will be 
the designers, marketers and electronic 
engineers. Should it concern car chiefs 
that these are very skills at which Silicon 
Valley excels?

@greenofrichmond

Former CAR editor Gavin is oneR
of the world’s most influential 
motoring commentators, but he 
can also turn his hand to a bit of 
boatswainery and wainwrighting 
should the need arise. 

TGavin Gavin 
‘The jobs at the heart 
of today’s car industry 
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I WISH I’D gone to the Geneva 
Motor Show back in 1972. In my 
mind, I picture a simple circle of 
nylon shag-pile carpet with a wedge-
shaped concept car on it, penned by 
Gandini. The only adornments on 
the stand are a white flowerpot and 
a peroxide blonde wearing a plastic 
jumpsuit. Thanks to an early diet of 

Top Trumps and Lamborghini posters, in my imagination every 
stand is like this in Geneva in 1972, even Austin Morris.

Sadly I missed that era by a small matter of several decades, but 
45 years later I find myself in Geneva in 2017, witnessing another 
chapter unfold in the auto industry. Instead of Gandini wedges, 
every stand this year featured a self-parking, interconnected 
hybrid touchscreen-on-wheels with video cameras instead of 
rear-view mirrors. (Apart from Pagani, which is still flogging 
versions of the Zuhyuarando, or whatever it’s called.)

Perhaps it’s because of this homogenous propaganda message 
of ‘a new dawn’ – a 21st century revolution of smartphone apps, 
battery motors and please-don’t-mention-the-diesels – that 
made something really stand out this year: the girls in the plastic 
jump suits are still here. 

It’s bizarre. Everything about the 2017 show spoke of corporat-
ism, of tightly controlled messaging, of multicultural marketing
with images of beautiful, wholesome families going surfin
mountain biking with dogs that don’t smell, and childre
are always fascinated by what they see out of the windo
who never argue over the phone charger. 

Yet in the midst of all this stylised, politically 
correct perfection, you’d come across a stand 
with a blonde in a revealing plastic dress, her 
fake grin held up by a scaffolding of make-up as 
she tries to ignore the agonisingly sharp heels. 
For some reason, this year more than ever, I 
found it unbelievably tacky.

Don’t get me wrong: I’m a male, a northerner, 
I have a bald patch. I’m not some spoilsport 
snowflake who thinks all men are burdened 
with the collective guilt of our oppressive, sexist 

and imperialist past. Nah. Blokes are geneti-
cally programmed to be blokes, frankly, and 
if you drape a pretty blonde over a car then 
sure, men will look. I get why it works. 

But then if Lexus staged a beheading 
on their stand as they launched the new 
LS500h, plenty of men would probably 
watch that too. Appealing to our base 
instincts doesn’t make it right, especially 
when the rest of the message is about ‘inte-
grated zero-emissions mobility’ and eating 
muesli in the morning. In that environ-
ment, there’s something really extra-creepy 
about the journalists who go round taking 
pictures of the girls. And I don’t mean 
professional photographers doing a job for 
magazines and websites, I’m talking about 

the old hacks with their pocket cameras, going from stand to 
stand, shamelessly asking the girls to pose, all legs and cleavage.
It’s a grim sight at any modern motor show.

Of course, most manufacturers don’t do it any more: Range 
Rover didn’t need a girl to launch their amazing Velar at Geneva, 
and Alpine certainly didn’t want any distractions when they 
unveiled the A110. So it’s mostly the small stands, the tuners and 
modifiers – like the German company ABT, which had two girls 
sitting on its cars who (let’s be honest) looked like they’d cut up a 
pair of tights and were wearing one leg each as a dress. But there 
are still some mainstream manufacturers who do it, and I’m 
going to name and shame: the likes of Kia, Lexus, Skoda and 
Fiat, surely you don’t need this any more? Yes, motor shows 
are about glamour and aspiration, but the days when TVR got 
two models to pose completely naked at the London Motor 
Show back in 1971 are surely behind us? TVR later produced a 
Penthouse special edition – imagine Aston Martin or Volvoe

doing that now? The XC60 Razzle edition.e

Times have changed, and along with all the inductive 
charging and autonomous parking baloney we have to put up 
with, we also have new expectations of how we want cars to 
be sold to us. I’d love to travel back to the early 1972 to see the 
Lamborghini Countach being unveiled; hell, I’d 
probably even take a photo of the girl in the bikini 
draped over it too if I was there But try to pull that

‘The days when
TVR got two models
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motor show are  
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surely behind us’

Mark Walton

Editor-at-large Mark has 
been visiting motor shows
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S P O N S O R E D  B Y

Time’s up
>  VIA EMAIL

Ben Oliver has really flipped: £1 million 
for a watch (March)! Look at it, it’s a dog’s 
breakfast and doesn’t even fulfil the basic 
function of an analogue watch of telling 
the time at a glance, and certainly not at 
150mph in your P1. What were McLaren 
thinking in putting their name to that? 
What kind of sociopath would wear it?
Clyde Millard

Radial chic
>  VIA EMAIL

I really hate being so picky, but if I don’t 
do this, someone else will. Last page of 
the April edition, Top 10, item about the 
Adams-Farwell. If the crank is fixed and 
the cylinders rotate, it’s a rotary engine, 
not a radial. Just saying…
Harry Andrews

One careful owner
>  VIA EMAIL

I have an almost complete set of CAR magR -
azines going back to the early ’80s. We are 

preparing to move house in the next year 
or so and my wife has decreed that the 
magazines will not be coming with us. 

If any current CAR reader would like R

them, they would be most welcome to 
take them away, free of charge. I live in 
Twickenham. 
Matthew Symonds

CAR says: Anyone interested should get in touch withR
Matthew via CAR@bauermedia.co.uk

When Porsche comes
to shove
>  VIA EMAIL

So often I read in letters pages that a 
reader would like to read an issue with no
Porsche cars featured. 

Porsche have manufactured, and still 
do, class-leading motor cars and set stand-
ards that other manufacturers attempt to 
beat, which can only be good for both the 
industry and drivers. 

Their cars continue to be the ones 
owned by the keen driver, whatever else 
they may also own.

I would imagine Porsche would be 

How to 
have your 

say:

VIA EMAIL

CAR@
bauermedia.co.uk

VIA TWITTER

@CARmagazine

VIA FACEBOOK

facebook.com/
CARmagazine

VIA POST

CAR magazine, 
Media House, 
Lynchwood, 

Peterborough 
Business Park, 
Peterborough 

PE2 6EA

>

deeply concerned if their cars were not 
regularly featured in most of the motoring 
magazines as this would mean they have 
forsaken their bloodline and the incredi-
ble heritage they have forged both on the 
track and the road.
Nick Smith

White, but not that white
>  VIA EMAIL

Regarding your Our Cars piece about the 
Porsche Macan in your March issue. The 
colour is your test vehicle is Carrara white 
and not Carrera white. Carrara is a white 
marble which comes from the Tuscany 
region of Italy.
Serge Dubuc

@



Old, but not that old
>  VIA EMAIL

CAR, page 33, April 2017: ‘The 
beam peers around corners, like 
on the original 1955 DS...’

No. The D series got swivelling 
front main beams with the front-
end facelift of 1968. Headlamps 
were fixed until then.
Darcy Kitchin

Finger pickin’ bad
>  VIA EMAIL

As only approximately 10% of the 
UK population are left handed, I 
fear the move to touchscreens as 
per the new Panamera will result 
in more than a few close shaves 
and possible accidents as the 
other 90% struggle to enter a letter for the 
sat-nav, probably W for Waitrose in the 
Panamera’s case.
Phil Taylor

Lost in cyberspace
>  VIA EMAIL

Your correspondents Michael 
Delage-Pandeli and Martin Wells have 
hit several nails on the head simultane-
ously in the April issue of CAR. The lack 
of attention to the task in hand, driving, is 
exacerbated by the information overload 
presented to drivers of present-day cars. 
As to the possibilities of an on-board 
system being hacked: we are, relatively, 
only in the early stages of interactive 
vehicle technology and these possibilities 
are very real.

The unquestioning faith in the in-
formation displayed by a car sets a very 
dangerous precedent, with complete or 
semi-autonomy at the forefront of this. 

Time was that people planned their 
routes with an A-Z or road atlas. But in 
today’s world ask many people about 
their sat-nav-controlled journey and you 
will find that they have blindly followed 
the instructions, do not know in which 
direction they have travelled and have 
no knowledge of any possibly interesting 
places they may have passed through. So 

has the semi-autonomous driver arrived 
before the semi-autonomous car? I’ll be 
happy with a car without any cabin extras,
just air-con, but which is a great drive, has 
all the inbuilt handling safety systems, 
and the braking to match. Such a car is 
becoming increasingly hard to find.
Alan Haydock

Current accounting
>  VIA EMAIL

After running what was probably the 
most expensive long-term test car ever, I 
can only imagine Steve Moody’s relief at 
being given a far more economical runa-
bout in the shape of a Bentley Continental 
Convertible. 

With the Renault Zoe’s running costs 
of £5.83 per mile including depreciation 
(Our Cars, February 2017 issue), I am sure 
he is looking forward to many carefree 
miles safe in the knowledge that the costs 
are likely to be at least 50% less. I know 
that he did not cover very many miles in 
his previous car, but that is in the nature 
of those particular beasts. 
Greg Foster

A coupe above the rest
>  VIA TWITTER

The Mercedes-AMG C43 (featured in the 
March issue Giant Test) has it all. Looks, 
stonking engine and a classy cabin. If you 
must have a coupe, make it this one.
John Deoraj @john_deoraj 

Teed off
>  VIA EMAIL

Is the Mk7.5 VW Golf GTI really as flaw-
less as you made out in your March cover 
story? The Mk7 Golf has never been a 
looker. It doesn’t stir any passion for me – 
it gives off a certain blandness.

I have no doubt it’s a technically good 
car, and enjoyable to drive, but your 
eight pages of editorial could surely have 
given some of the negatives. My £28,500 
(which I don’t have) would go on the lesser 
spotted Alfa Giulietta Veloce 1750, a Ford 
Focus ST or even the Peugeot 308 GTi 
before the habitual Golf GTI.
Alasdair Davis

Narrowing the field
> VIA CAR ONLINE
I thought it might interest 
you to know that as a result 
of CAR’s positive write-ups 
of your long-term-test 

Peugeot 308 GTi, I’ve bought one, even in the 
recommended white.

I currently drive a Porsche Macan Diesel S, a 
fantastically well built car, which I’ve used mainly 
on longer trips: Scotland, regularly to France and 
around the UK. I covered 18,500 miles in a year, 
averaging 37-41mpg. The only problem with the 
Macan is its width. We’ll be spending more time
visiting our daughter in Brixham, and much to 
my surprise I can’t fit the Macan in the garage or 
between the uprights on the car port, and it feels 
wide on the narrow Devon roads, so it’s got to go.

We’ve been really impressed with the build quality 
of my wife’s Peugeot 2008, and it’s nippy and 
economical. So having read your write-ups of the 
308 GTi I took a test drive.

I thought it was exactly as you describe. I like the 
fact it has discreet styling but a great comfortable
interior and goes like the wind. Brilliant across 
country and not extremely 
hard around town. I pick it up 
on Friday.
Ron Huggins

L E T T E R  O F 

T H E  M O N T H

Letter of the month 

wins £25 worth of 

tickets for the Dream 

Car competition held 

by botb.com
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C A R  O N L I N E
5 most read stories on carmagazine.co.uk

Sharp shooter 
>  VIA TWITTER

A fantastic heritage shot by Mark Riccioni 
for @CARmagazine (Icon Buyer, Febru-
ary 2017 issue)! Three silver bullets!
Lotus Cars @grouplotusplc

911s to treasure
>  VIA FACEBOOK

I’ve just read Mark Walton’s February 
column on crazy prices for used 911s.

The reason their prices are going up is 
because people cannot buy the equivalent 
to an old 911 in a new car any more. Most 
people don’t care about C02 emissions and 
lap times. They want something that has 
fewer electronic nannies and makes them 
feel good when they drive. 

The new 911s, for all their speed, are 
huge and very expensive. And I am not 
sure that they provide more driving 
pleasure than the old models. People 
won’t be pushing a new 911 C4s to its max
speed or grip. But a 964 with 230bhp and 

somewhat skinny tires will put a grin on 
anyone’s face when pushed at 45mph 
around a twisty B-road.
Tutis 

Got any spare change, guv?
>  VIA EMAIL

Catching up on the February issue, I note 
that the BMW 540i has an eight-speed 
auto ’box, while Mercedes offers the E350d 
with a nine-speed. How much benefit 
is gained over a mere five or six, or even 
the meagre four speeds that my 1990 
Mercedes 420SE manages with?  

However fast the shifts are, there’s an 
inevitable moment of adjustment as it 
changes gear, and if the proliferation of 
gears continues the car will spend more 
time changing gear than driving!

Perhaps it’s time to sort out CVT? Or 
remove the gearbox altogether and go 
down the hybrid route, instant max 
torque for the traffic light grand prix and 
an engine to take over when the battery 
runs out. I’m sure the designers could do 
a ‘manual’ mode for those who think they 
can outsmart the machine.
Austin Shackles

Relevant rival
>  VIA CAR ONLINE

Why does everybody uses that cliché of 
‘Porsche Cayman rival’ when discussing 
the new Alpine (Insider, April 2017 issue), 
when 1000kg and 250bhp is Lotus Elise 
Cup 250 territory, or Alfa Romeo’s 4C?
Pedro Domingues

Whether you own 
them, build them 
or just like looking 
at them, there’s 
something about a 
classic Lotus

Which is your favourite
Honda Type R model?

yy

T H E  C A R  P O L L

New VW Golf GTI driven: the best just got better 
– our verdict on hot Golf v7.5

DS7 Crossback: wannabe premium crossover revealed, 
complete with pulsing purple headlamps

Volvo XC60: ‘Honey, they’ve shrunk the XC90. 
And struck sales gold, no doubt’

Driving the Jaguar i-Pace concept car 
– we’ve taken JLR’s electric future for a spin

Alfa Romeo Stelvio review: ‘Given it’s Alfa’s 
first SUV, it’s borderline brilliant’
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1

I N S I D E R  S T O RY
A trip to the Geneva Motor Show 2017 to 

explore the latest models was made an even 

better experience when combined with the 

great insights from CAR.

KATIE ALDRED

2

R E D  DAW N
Don’t let anyone tell you Albania is an 

impoverished country. This image was 

captured outside my hotel room in Tirana.

STEPHEN MORRIS

3

S W E D E  D R E A M S
This is my 1990 Saab 900 turbo Carlsson. 

Produced in homage to the late great Swedish 

rally driver, Erik Carlsson, I believe mine is now 

the only one still on the road. It’s used daily.

ALAN WOOD

4

E X P O R T  D R I V E
Brexit? What Brexit? Seen in Knokke Le Zoute, 

Belgium.

MARK LEWIS

5

A N D  T H E  W I N N E R  I S …
The Hill Country Porsche Club from Texas had 

a club race and high-speed driver education 

event at the Circuit of the Americas. This 

picture was taken on the podium.

HUGH BRAZIER

6

D O M E  A N D  AWAY
Yes, that really is the Kremlin in the background 

of this Moscow car lot.

STEPHEN MORRIS

7

R O M A N  U M P I R E
My eight-year-old daughter with a police 

Lamborghini outside the Stadio Olimpico in 

Rome. The Polizia clearly didn’t want to be 

outrun by George North during the Italy vs 

Wales Six Nations rugby match.

CHRIS DRISCOLL

8

A M P S T E R DA M
Check out this lovely Fisker parked on the 

canal banks of Prinsengracht, Amsterdam. 

JOHN SAVOPOULOS

9

C O C K- U P  O N  T H E 
N AV I GAT I O N  F R O N T
During a recent trip we managed to miss a 

junction. After a quick bit of re-routing our 

BMW’s sat-nav put us right and told us what it 

thought of us at the same time...

NEIL ALLISON

10

S M A R T  WAT E R
The Smart makes a good local transport 

solution, but the road between Berlin and 

Washington DC will be an interesting stretch.

PATRICK WILLIAMS

Your month
The place where you let us peek into your weird and wonderful automotive lives

1

SHARE YOUR PICTURES – 

WIN THIS £475 WATCH!

Send a picture and 50 
words to CAR@bauermedia
co.uk, labelled ‘Your Month
The best entry this month 
wins an Elliot Brown 
Bloxworth watch worth 
£475. We’ll also publish a 
selection of your entries…

SUBSCRIBE & SAVE UP TO 62%! GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/CAR | May 2017
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Cover story Smart used buys

Buy smart 
buy used

Upgrade your life 

with 12 genius 

secondhand buys, 

from cut-price 

supercars to the 

bargain super-hatch 

that can do it all

Words Matt Joy, Ben Barry, Kyle Fortune | Photography Richard Pardon
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supercar money can buy, and one with arguably the finest 
internal combustion engine currently in production.

Launched in 2015, the second-generation model costs from 
£123k new, but can be had now for under £100k used. Clearly, 
few readers will be stampeding to the local Audi dealership 
on this news, but considering the R8’s heritage and breeding, 
it is a steal nonetheless. Go for the more powerful R8 Plus and 
the potential saving is more like £25k.

The second-generation R8 was developed jointly with the 
Huracan, and two tunes of Lamborghini-built V10 are availa-
ble, both with 5.2 litres of turbo-free displacement. Its power 
delivery stretches like elastic to 8000rpm and sings with such
multi-dimensional richness from idle to limiter that it makes

Never drive  
another dull mile

A U D I  R 8  V 1 0  P L U S  

&  M A Z D A  M X - 5

Life’s too short not to invest in either Audi’s 

spectacular V10 or Mazda’s 21st century Elan  

A
ll-wheel drive, as easy to pilot as an A3 but with 
an almighty naturally aspirated V10 utterly dom-
inating its every waking moment, the Audi R8 is 
a compellingly contradictory supercar,  at once 
impossibly exotic and entirely usable; searingly

fast and yet, even with its safety electronics set to snooze, 
incredibly exploitable. It is the cheapest, most user-friendly 



When you’re paying 
for your R8’s tyres, 

you’ll keep things 
nice and neat mid-

corner too...
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a night at the opera sound like happy hour at the karaoke bar.
It’s all locked down in an aluminium spaceframe chassis 

with a carbonfibre transmission tunnel and bulkhead, 
and double-wishbone suspension all-round. No Golf MQB 
platform here – the R8 is Audi letting rip with decades of 
accrued road and race go-faster engineering.

The regular V10 makes 533bhp (now dipping below £100k 
with just a couple of thousand miles) while the V10 Plus you
see here is upped by a very substantial – no ‘just wind up 
the turbo, Klaus’ tuner cheating here, remember – 69bhp to 
602bhp. The Plus adds extra equipment to sweeten the deal, 
including carbon-ceramic brakes, flashes of gloss carbon 
for the exterior, nappa leather bucket seats, Bang & Olufsen 

audio, the Sport Plus Pack (adaptive dampers, Dynamic 
steering, sports exhaust) and a Le Mans-inspired flat-
bottomed steering wheel.

You’ll find a V10 Plus for around £110k from a main dealer 
with 5000-10,000 miles, down from £138k new. That new 
price is of course before options – £3k ‘laser’ LED headlights, 

£3k carbon engine bay trim, £650 
Driver Assistance Pack (cruise 
control, rear camera) are all 
tempting – but really, the R8 is 
generously equipped from the off.

It’s been said before but the 
Audi really is the all-weathere

supercar. The ride is supple, the 
dual-clutch gearshifts slick and 
fast, the driving position comfort-
able, and the high-tech interior 
with Virtual Cockpit digital dash 
makes Lamborghini and Ferrari 
infotainment systems look like 
cave paintings.

Crucially, you also get Quattro 
all-wheel drive, allowing the R8 to 

put down its considerable power without breaking traction – 
or you breaking into tracts of roadside woodland. But where 
Quattro has connotations of safe but dull understeer and 
performance-sapping weight, here the system is intelligently 
applied. Despite its driven front wheels the R8 is a fabulously 
interactive drive, with instant steering response and a breath-
taking ability to begin accelerating hard ridiculously early: 
brake, turn-in and – long before you might deem it possible 
– lean hard on that V10 once again. While the R8 will slide, 
the second-generation car is less rear-biased than before. 
First-world problems…

The R8 is relatively new, so it’s no surprise specialists 
Fontain (www.fontain.co.uk) report no major issues. They’ll 
charge £385 for a variable service excluding the pollen filter, 
or £520 with it – the B&O stereo system makes access to it 
harder, increasing labour costs. A major service including 
pollen-filter replacement is £870. Fuel economy, while hardly 
Prius-bothering, is at least tolerable, and close to Audi’s 
claimed figure – they say 21.9mpg, we say 20.5mpg. 

But if making every mile you drive memorable is your mis-
sion, you can buy a car to help for a fraction of the R8’s entry 
fee. Look no further than the fourth-generation Mazda MX-
5, launched in 2014. A choice of 129bhp 1.5-litre or 158bhp 
2.0-litre naturally aspirated fours might sound a bit ’90s, but 
then so does the feathery 950kg kerb weight and the fact that 
the latest model is actually shorter and only slightly heavier 
than the ’89 original. A new one is £24k, used they’re £15k.

Choose from five specs: SE (1.5 models only), SE-L, SE-L 
Nav, Sport and Sport Nav. Hold out for 2.0 Sport or Sport Nav. 
Not only do you get the extra punch (the 1.5 is lovable but it’s 
also a bit weedy), you also get 17-inch wheels, a limited-slip 
diff, a strut brace and sports suspension.

The latter is a must. The MX-5 has quick, pointy steering, 
but the standard suspension is very soft, so while it’s quick 
to change direction, it rolls about madly. The 2.0-litre car is 
still a bit snappy, but much more sorted – and they’re out there 
from just £16k. Running costs are cheap too, and main-dealer 
servicing typically spans £160-£270 at 12,500-mile intervals. 
So toss that lightweight manual roof over your head and fall 
in love with driving all over again. BB�

The 2.0-litre 
MX-5 is 
much more 
sorted than 
the 1.5, and 
they’re out 
there from 
just £16k

S A V E 

4 0 % !

S A V E 

£ 2 8 K !



M I N I  J O H N  C O O P E R  W O R K S  

£23k new and unoptioned, you can buy a loaded used JCW for £17k  

– and make every roundabout an event

Get joy on tap

FUNDAMENTALLY NAUGHTY

There’s something fundamentally naughty about 
inserting a large engine into a small car, and 
while the Mini is certainly bigger than it used 

to be (so you can actually fit in it) it still weighs 
just 1295kg. Inserted into that frame is a 2.0-litre 
turbocharged unit dishing out 228bhp and 236lb 

ft of torque, allowing it to blat to 62mph in 6.1 
seconds. But straightline speed isn’t even half 
the story; where the JCW comes into its own 
is that playful chassis. Pointy at the front and 

mobile at the rear, it won’t frighten novices but 
will allow the more experienced to drive it like 

an F2 rally car. Small, certainly, and not the most 
practical of hot hatches, but the JCW retains that 
all-important sense of Mini mischief – the perfect 

antidote to boring journeys.

LIFE INVADER

A hot hatch isn’t worthy of the name if it can’t 
carry your shopping and is more temperamental 

than an Italian stallion – fortunately the bigger 
Mk3 Mini is the easiest iteration to live with. 

Thanks to a stretch in overall length and 
wheelbase there’s better space in the rear and a 
usable boot (211 litres with the seats in place) – 

enough to cope with reasonable requests, if still 
substantially less than a Golf. Mini has also upped 

its game on the tech front; as long as the first 
buyer has plumped for the free Connected or XL 
USB interface, you can hook up your phone and 

access all the apps and features you could want – 
a genuine bit of big-car comfort together with all 
that charmingly crazy interior design. Still not big 

enough? Seek out the larger 5-door instead.

SEXY SPECS

With some 70 million spec combinations 
available (we’re guessing…), finding the right Mini 
JCW will take a little legwork, but there are a few 
key elements to look out for. Of the two gearbox 
options we’d go for manual every time. The old-
school auto is good for its type, but the manual 

shift is slick and quick. Of greater importance are 
the underpinnings; 17-inch wheels are standard 

but the 18-inch items are more popular, and they 
come with run-flats, which mean a stiffer ride. 
Sports suspension with passive dampers are 

standard, but buyers have the option of deleting 
the sports suspension or adding adaptive 

damping for £240. You want one of the two, and 
ideally the latter – the JCW is the wrong side of 

firm for everyday use. MJ
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Only the plate is  
OTT - M135i is a 

cultured, classy  
and rapid hot hatch

|
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An M for less

wheel, and with the car seemingly shrink-wrapped around 
you it’s hard not to be in the mood.

Forget the M2; brilliant, but you’ll need £45k. The M135i is
a road car first, but Quaife diffs are a popular mod to unlock 
track potential. Exploitable performance is its essence.

‘The eight-speed auto is reliable, quicker to 60mph and bet-
ter on fuel,’ says Dan Norris from Munich Legends. ‘If you’re 
looking at one, check the body carefully and, if any modifi-
cations have been done, that there’s paperwork to go with it.’

Used M140i hatches (see box below) are just filtering onto 
the market for £30k with delivery miles. But we’d be much 
more tempted by an approved used 15,000-mile M135i with 
the manual ’box, available for around £21k – a big saving on a
used M140, let alone a new one. MJ�

R
emember the M3 when it was small, feisty and fun? 
If the current M3/M4 feels a bit much, in every way, 
look no further than the hot 1-series, which used  
means the very fine M135i. Like the original E30 
M3, the M135i is handily compact – both are 4.3 

metres long – and while the 1-series is half as heavy again it’s 
far spunkier. Rear drive, 316bhp or more, and £17,000. Tell me 
you’re not interested.

Drop into the hot seat and the BMW feels compact, like a 
hot hatch from the golden age. Fire it up and there’s a cultured
six-cylinder rasp from the exhaust that certainly wasn’t com-
monplace back in the day. There’s a tightly chunky six-speed 
manual or an effortless eight-speed auto, both options bring-
ing something to the experience. Chunky too is the steering 

B M W  M 1 3 5 i  Badge says it’s not a true M – drive begs to differ

OR AN M140i ON FINANCE?

THE M135I has 
been superseded 
by the M140i; aside 
from visual tweaks 
the key change is a 
switch to the more 
modern B58 motor, 
netting you an extra 

13bhp and the same 
369lb ft as the M2. 
Auto models also 
get launch control, 
while manuals get 
rev-matching if 
your heel-and-toe 
needs work. What’s 

more, such is the 
popularity of BMWs, 
lease companies 
are falling over 
themselves to get 
you into one. How 
does £338 a month 
sound?

We found a 
48-month deal with 
an initial payment 
of £3044. The hard 
bit will be sticking 
to the mileage limit 
of just 10,000 per 
year… 

F R O M 

£ 1 7 K !
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U
p at this rarefied altitude, image and presence 
are everything. Well, almost. See an Autobiog-
raphy-spec Range Rover or an S65 Benz sail past 
and you’re too busy thinking about how effortless 
they must make every journey to take any notice 

of the registration. These aren’t cars that open doors; they get 
doors opened for you with a reverential bow. Your secret will 
be safe; either can be had, still with manufacturer warranty, 
for over 30% off new list price. This is business class travel 
with a budget-flyer discount.

The Range Rover is a joy whether you’re in the front seats 
or the rear pair (no middle rear seat here, for the full luxury 
experience). From the driver’s perch the Range Rover is the
most comfortable first-floor flat in motoring, with acres of 

Go 
business 
class

F R O M 

£ 6 1 K !

R A N G E  R O V E R  5 . 0 S  V 8 

A U T O B I O G R A P H Y  &

M E R C E D E S - B E N Z  S 6 5 L 

Okay, so they’re not cheap. But you can get 

a pre-owned Range Rover Autobiography 

on your drive for Velar money…



AMG V12 adds 
impossible 
performance to the 
impossibly luxury
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not a frugal engine, and you’d be forgiven for opting for either 
of the diesels, but the V8 suits the Autobiography beautifully. 
The potential fuel bill also means the petrol V8s are great val-
ue as a used buy. Just over £90k buys a barely run-in approved 
used Range Rover 5.0S V8 Autobiography that would have
cost its first owner more than £100k before ticking a single 
options box. A 2013 car showing 30,000 miles will be £65k, or
mid-level Velar territory.   

Josh Scott, director of Vogue4x4.com, specialises in luxury 
cars and sees plenty of Range Rovers. ‘At Autobiography level 
buyers want rear-seat entertainment and the 22-inch dia-
mond-turned Style 7 wheels – I have three people badgering 
me now for that exact spec of car. An older Autobiography will 
have a higher residual than a newer Vogue, so these cars can
work out cheaper on finance. They’re reliable too; I have more 
problems with other brands than I do with Range Rovers.’

The Mercedes offers comparable levels of luxury and 
comfort while carrying an extra-big sword. Sure, you can 
have it with the perfectly serviceable 3.0-litre diesel. But life 
isn’t a dress rehearsal, so go AMG. The S65 not only has the
required 12 cylinders but twin turbochargers too. The 621bhp 
peak power output is impressive, but the 738lb ft of torque is 
a wonder that needs to be experienced to be believed. It will
waft you along just fine, but should you need to get the hell out 
of there it will launch 2.5 tonnes of Mercedes to 62mph in 4.1 
seconds. With the AMG engine, this is a luxury car that can 
handle any situation and any cross-county average speed you 
need to maintain. This is also one of the finest cabins at any 
price. There’s a sumptuous curve to the dash that gives a slight-
ly retro feel, but this is a car stuffed with tech. The Executive
package means you can recline and put your feet up, enjoy the 

standard entertainment package and 
have your wealthy behind cooled by the 
ventilated seats.

‘It’s the most technologically 
advanced car on the road at the mo-
ment,’ says Steve Mowat, managing 
director of Merc specialists Avantgarde 
(www.avantgarde-automotive.co.uk). 
‘With the S65 there’s a lot already on 
it, but things like the sunroof with 
Magic Sky Control are a must-have. 
We’re talking £115k to £120k for a used 
example with  two services in the book, 
to £150k for a car with delivery miles.’

Brand new, the S65L AMG is a £185k 
machine before options…  MJ�

Life isn’t a dress 
rehearsal, so go 
for the AMG,  
not the perfectly 
serviceable 
3.0-litre diesel

S A V E 

£ 6 5 K !

glazing to let the light in and an incredible panoramic view 
of the traffic ahead. That sense of delicious solitude contin-
ues with the ride quality, the SUV’s supreme suspension 
(and not inconsiderable sprung-to-unsprung mass ratio…) 
sailing over broken roads, making for genteel progress 
even on this island’s wretched roads. It’s this attribute that
is the Range’s real asset, and something sadly lost on the 
SVA-fettled Dynamic Range Rover. But there’s no denying 
the appeal of the opulence of Autobiography spec. It includes 
a panoramic roof with electric blinds, and massage and 
climate front seats; the rear-seat pack adds entertainment, 
individual climate rear seats and a 1700-watt audio system.

Engine options include the sensible and fine diesel V6, the 
popular SDV8 and the delightful supercharged V8 petrol. It’s

Cover story Smart used buys



Porsche desirablility 
hinges on Luddite 
spec: drive to the 

rear wheels only and 
a stick to stir gears
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Enjoy peak Porsche
P O R S C H E  9 1 1  ( 9 9 1 . 1 )  G T S

D E P R E C I A T I O N

P R O O F !



With thanks to Nene 
Overland for this 
exquisite 110 – if 

you’re quick, they 
might still have it: 

neneoverland.co.uk

F U T U R E 

C L A S S I C !
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Make money, be happy

W
hy on earth would you want a Land Rover 
Defender? They’re not the most reliable, 
most comfortable or most competent 4x4s, 
but people love that they are hardy and 
honest. And, more recently, because there’s 

only a finite supply.
Defenders look as right on the town high street as they do 

high up in the craggy Welsh mountains. Alloy wheels and
carpets may not be towards the top of the options priorities 
for sheep farmers, but they’re definitely not wrong for a 
Defender; like the rest of the vehicle they are functional and 
good looking.

‘It’s the Puma-engined cars post-2007 that are a bit more 
civilised,’ explains Andrew Harrison-Smith of 4x4 experts
Nene Overland. ‘The most desirable spec is an XS station 
wagon seven-seater 110 or four-seater 90; metallic black or 
grey, but there’s a quiet audience for Keswick Green.’

The Porsche 911 might have the flowing curves of a sports 
car, but ask a child to draw a 4x4 and the chances are that the 
boxy shape will resemble a Defender. Flat wings you can use 
as a table when you’re out and about, a multitude of windows 

to enjoy the countryside in all its majesty and a charming, 
chunky appeal. Narrow country roads won’t bother you and 
if you need to edge into the bushes to let a bloated lesser 4x4
by, it doesn’t matter; scratches add character. And you won’t 
feel intimidated in one: because they’re classless, it could be 
your weekend drive, your work vehicle, or you may own the
countryside as far as the eye can see .

Kids will love it, especially if you bung a roof rack on top. 
Want the best seat at an outdoor event? Try the view from on 
top of a Defender. If you want to head off into the wilds, can 
you think of a more suitable vehicle?

Prices were high while they were still being made. Now, 
over a year since Land Rover halted production, prices remain
high. Stocks of new vehicles have all but dried up, so  it’s going 
to have to be secondhand. And people aren’t selling.

‘A last-of-the-line car with under 5000 miles could be a 10 
or 15% premium over the new price, even 25% for under 3000 
miles,’ says Harrison-Smith. And demand for the ‘original’ 
Defender is only going to increase when the next-generation
model comes along. Truly, we’re talking about an appreciat-
ing classic on a 2016 numberplate. MJ�

L A N D  R O V E R  D E F E N D E R Unique to drive and there aren’t enough to go around – good news

Cover story Smart used buys



F R O M 

£ 5 0 K !
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TESLA MODEL S

Now out there for £50k, and running  
costs are the stuff of dreams 

I
n its short time on planet Earth, the Tesla Model S has 
achieved something remarkable. Like the Apple iPod, the 
Model S piques the interest of those who don’t think they’re 
interested in cars or gadgets. There’s something about its 
unique approach that makes it an ultra-desirable product 

well outside the normal motoring sphere. None of this appeal 
is diminished by buying used; Tesla’s Pre-Owned scheme is as 
smart as the cars themselves.

The looks are a big draw. It’s discreet, but you can still spot one 
in traffic with ease. It looks low-slung and it is, but that doesn’t 
hurt interior space. With all the heavy stuff beneath the floor 
you get two generous luggage areas – front and rear – plus com-
fortable seating for four or five (or even seven). Then there’s that 
button-free interior, which might seem daunting at first but is 

Plug in, opt out

the sensible conclusion of the touchscreen revolution; a 10-inch 
effort seems pointless once you’ve experienced Teslascope.

Yet what dominates the Tesla experience is the power. Even 
the most humble 60D model can crack six seconds to 62mph 
by virtue of that mountainous torque from zero revs. You 
might have experienced hard acceleration but Tesla thrust is 
something else, bending physics and shocking other drivers, 
accompanied by nothing more than a distant whir. 

Tesla’s spin on buying used means all cars sold through the 
network get a 200-point check and an eight-year battery and 
powertrain warranty, so don’t fear dead cells (although how 
much replacement batteries will cost in, say, 10 years, is uncer-
tain). Over-the-air updates mean your car is upgraded while 
you sleep, and the Supercharger network beats any electrified 
rival; half an hour of 120kW means 170 miles added while you 
drink your coffee. The network is growing with 36 Supercharg-
ers in the UK – and you can still use public and home-chargers. 
Plus every used car comes with a four-year/50,000-mile cover 
plan too; just drive, charge and save.

Cover story Smart used buys
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BMW i3

A zero-emission, carbonfibre slice  
of genius for less than £17,000

P
hilistines queued up to bash cars like the BMW i3, 
conveniently without having driven one. Looking like 
no other car on the road possibly doesn’t help, but then 
this is like nothing else on the road. What other car 
costing under £100,000 is made from carbonfibre? (I’ll 

tell you – another BMW). What other city car can do 0-62mph 
in 7.1 seconds? And what other car has an official CO2 figure 
between zero and 12g/km, and costs £2 to fill up? You can have 
tomorrow’s car today for the price of a new boggo-spec Focus, if 
you open your eyes.

Rather than make a conventional car electrically powered, 
the i3 is as radical as its powertrain. The looks are potentially 
divisive, but in the right colour this is a sharp and modern de-
sign. The suicide doors make full use of the mechanical layout 

too; with the deep floor housing the cells you flip open front 
and rear to leave a wide, welcoming entrance. Then there’s 
the way it drives. BMW would only ever make an electric car 
that was fun to drive, and the i3 is a hoot. Efficiency is the 
goal, but the seamless, convincing acceleration is a joyous 
bonus.

And so to range. The i3 is available in a pure battery-elec-
tric guide and with a petrol-powered range-extender 
engine – the engine doesn’t drive the wheels directly but 
charges the battery. The older 60Ah electric versions offer 
up to 120 miles but the 94Ah version introduced in July 
2016 boosts that to 190 miles. For the full planning-free  
experience go for the Range Extender version; the nine-litre 
fuel tank boosts your range to almost 300 miles – a journey 
you’re unlikely to cover without a single stop. Commute under 
75 miles and you can realistically use either version every day 
whether you charge at the office or not – all while powered by 
green energy if you choose. Go i3, and never care about pump 
prices again. MJ�

How much will  
it cost to run?
Exclude 
depreciation and a 
mid-sized compact 
car with a diesel 
engine will cost 
you about 7p per 
mile on fuel – that’s 
£700 a year or 
£2800 over four 
years based on 
10,000 miles a year. 
Compare that to a 
similarly sized pure 
EV and you’ll pay 
under 4p per mile, 
less if you get the 
cheapest overnight 
rate. That’s £400 a 
year or just £1600 
over four years.

Will the battery be 
in a terrible state in 
five years’ time? 
Like a 
conventionally 
powered car, abuse 
it and it won’t last 
as long. Like the 
lithium-ion battery 
in your phone, 
a car’s cell pack 
works in cycles; 
discharge and 
then recharge and 
you’ve completed 
one cycle. Go easy 
on the cells by 
discharging just 
halfway and you 
can double the 
number of cycles it 
will perform before 
the performance 
even starts to dip.

Do I need a wallbox 
in my garage?
This depends on 
where you live and 
how you use your 
EV. If you’re out in 
the sticks and drive 
long journeys, it’s 
a wise investment, 
giving a charge 
rate of between 22 
and 51 miles per 
hour, depending 
on your grid. But if 
you’re spoiled for 
charging choice the 
occasional three-
pin home plug-in 
should suffice 
(around 6 miles/
hour). A Tesla Wall 
Connector starts 
from £398 and 
government grants 
are available.

ELECTRO 

MYTHS 

BUSTED

Rumour and 
conjecture 
shown the door



Whatever you’re 
in – Cayman, Range 

Sport, M4 – just give 
up now and yield 
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A
udi’s RS cars can be as hit-and-miss as a World 
Cup penalty shoot-out, but the C7 RS6 was bang 
on target when it launched in 2013. Priced from 
£75k new, today you can have 189mph+ for £55k.

I ran an early car for six months, and never tired 
of the 4.0-litre biturbo V8’s freefall speed, the sweetly weight-
ed steering or rear-biased chassis. There was proper mischief 
to be had in a debadged five-seat supercar with enough lug-
gage space for a grand piano. In fact, when I gave passenger 
rides at a supercar charity event, the RS6 lapped fastest and I 
was impolitely asked to leave.

It’s easy to burn £20k on options, and the £11k I spent 
required restraint. Key options were £2k to upgrade to 21-inch 
rims, the £1k sports exhaust that really gave the V8 its voice, 
a £1.2k panoramic sunroof, £1.5k carbon mirrors, and £850 
LED headlights.

I could’ve blown almost £6k on matte paint, up to £9000 
on special leather, £4k on the carbon pack that wasn’t 

compatible with the tow-bar I needed to tow an imaginary 
Caterham, and £8k on carbon-ceramic brakes. My standard 
brakes warped, possibly due to shamefully modest use – the 
track car had ceramics – and several owners emailed with 
similar wobbliness.

Perhaps the biggest calls were choosing between standard 
air or Dynamic suspension with coils, and standard or 
Dynamic steering. My long-term test car had both standard 
set-ups, and while I enjoyed the Dynamic chassis and steering 
– that track car, again – I preferred the free stuff.

Specialists Fontain (www.fontain.co.uk) report seeing no 
problems on the cars they’ve serviced. Typical prices are £335 
(including VAT) for a basic variable service, and £575 for a 
major service at 40,000 miles, which includes final-drive oil, 
spark plugs, air filter and some grease for the panoramic roof.

If there’s another car out there in the same spec as my old 
long-term test car, only with ceramic brakes, you’ll need to 
beat me to it. BB

A U D I  R S 6 On its way out maybe, but that just means RS6 bliss for M3 money

Be daddy cool

F R O M 

£ 5 5 K !
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Cover every base – fast
V W  G O L F  R

MAKING AN R SHARPER STILL

BEFORE 
DIESELGATE, 
Volkswagen talked 
up a 400bhp 
version of the Golf 
R. It never arrived, 
leaving tuners to 
take the initiative.

The shortcut 
to extra power is 
an ECU remap, 
with 60bhp/60lb 
ft increases to 
360bhp/360lb ft 

costing £700-£800 
from a specialist 
like APR (www.
goapr.co.uk). A 
400bhp/400lb 
ft necessitates a 
Stage 2 remap, 
but also a turbo 
downpipe, 
intercooler and 
intake pipe at 
around £1600.

The R’s brakes 
are its weakest link. 

Tarox (www.tarox.
co.uk) offers larger 
340mm discs and 
more aggressive 
pads for £469 or 
an eight-piston 
upgrade at £1539.

Standard 
suspension – 
especially adaptive 
dampers – works 
well for road use, 
but you’ll crave a 
more planted feel 

on track. Bilstein 
offers a B14 PSS 
coilover kit with 
height and damping 
calibrations set 
from the factory 
(£799). Or you can 
go all-out with the 
multi-adjustable, 
big-money 
Clubsport coilover 
kit and make a mess 
of all of VW’s hard 
work…

S A V E 

£ 1 5 K !

Cover story Smart used buys
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C H I R O N 

W H A T  
I S  I T 

G O O D 
F O R ?
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More power, more performance, more money – but what does 

Chiron do that Veyron didn’t? Does it move the game on? And is 

the exclusive place its two keys unlock worth the entry fee?

Words Chris Chilton | Photography James Lipman
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W16 engine’s four 
turbos are now 
much, much bigger 
– it’s what it needed
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OR A CAR that makes a big noise 
about going fast, the Bugatti Chiron 
does a great job of going slowly. Slow, 
of course, is a relative concept. At 
125mph, the kind of speed when your 
average affordable fast car is starting 
to breathe a little heavily, the Chiron’s 
cabin is an oasis of calm, your right 
foot treading as lightly on the right 
pedal as a pond skater dancing on the 
water’s surface. A pond skater that’s 
about to slip on some concrete wellies.

‘Okay, you can start picking up some 
speed now just to get ready,’ my co-driver Loris tells me gently 
from the other side of the weird carbon septum that divides 
the passenger compartment. There’s a brow in the motorway 
ahead and traffic in the slow lane to the right. But I lean into 
the pedal because I trust Loris. Bugatti trusts Loris. So does 
Lamborghini. And Pagani, and Koenigsegg. Loris Bicocchi is 
the go-to man for supercar dynamic tuning.

But does Loris trust me? How must it feel to sit beside a 
stranger knowing you’re about to give them the okay to un-
leash 1500bhp and do their absolute damnedest to go as fast as 
physically possible on a public road in a car that’s electronically 

limited to 260mph?
As we crest the hill and the motorway unfolds ahead, Loris 

nods his head slightly and makes a chopping motion with his 
hand. Before his wrist has even reached the end of its arc, I’ve 
pinned the throttle. The four turbos take a breath and the W16 
pins us both to our seats. I can feel my cheeks flush and my 
hands instinctively grip the wheel tighter as the car hurls itself 
forward. One-thirty. One-forty. One hundred and fifty miles 
per hour. The increments on the speedometer are ticked off as 
quickly as you can say them, and with the same nonchalance. 
One-sixty. One-seventy. That long straight we could see from 
the crest? Half of it is in the rear-view mirror. Not that I’m 
looking anywhere but forward. 

One-eighty. One-ninety. At this load the Chiron’s water 
pump is pushing enough water to fill a bath in 11 seconds and 
the scenery rushing past the side windows looks almost as  
liquid, a cosy Constable-like country scene now a Rothko 
smear of green. Two hundred miles an hour, and still pulling 
as hard as a senior-league hot hatch in the prime of second gear.

When I hit an indicated 200mph in a 911 Turbo S a few ��

There’s no commotion, no vibration, just  
the muted roar of 16 cylinders and the whoosh  

of air being barged aside. Coming through!



Chiron logo) is 
needed to reach 
maximum velocity
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years back chasing Georg Kacher in the then-new AMG SLS 
on the autobahn, those last few mph came slowly and the car 
left you in no doubt it was giving its all. I got out shaking like 
I’d just been pulled from a shipwreck in the North Sea. But 
the Chiron feels relaxed and rock solid. There’s no commotion 
at the steering wheel, no vibration, just the muted roar of 16 
cylinders and the whoosh of air being barged aside. Coming 
through! Two-oh-five. Two-ten. Two-fifteen. Two… the car’s 
still barrelling forwards when Loris calmly raises his hand.
‘Okay,’ he says cheerfully, ‘this is our junction.’

I push hard on the handsome art deco brake pedal and the 
giant eight-piston calipers drop 100mph like they’re flicking
away a cigarette butt. We peel off the motorway and I try to 
mentally digest what just happened.

We didn’t reach the Chiron’s electronically limited 260mph 
top speed, or even the 236mph it will do without the second key 
engaged to activate the low-drag mode. But we could have, if 
we didn’t have a rendezvous with Jamie Lipman’s Nikon, and 
had carried on one more junction. People will ask what’s the 
point of a 260mph car when there’s hardly anywhere you can 
safely and legally do that speed. But maybe it’s not the fact that 
the Chiron can do 260mph that’s so impressive. It’s that it can 
do the 217mph we just did, the 217mph that’s the maximum for 
almost every other supercar, a speed that ordinarily requires 
huge space and endless aborted autobahn runs before you get 
the traffic break you need, and you can do it just about any-
where you want to do it.

But is the Chiron a one-trick pony? Does it have anything to
offer when (or if) shrinking straight roads becomes a bit, well, 
ordinary? More to the point: does it do anything the Veyron 
didn’t do back in 2005? Forgive us for being a little cynical, but
does it actually move the game on?

To find out, we’ve come to Portugal. Where could be more 
appropriate to drive a grotesquely expensive hypercar than
western Europe’s most impoverished country? ’Ave it, Pedro! 
Although there are classic cars worth far more, no four-wheeled 
vehicle on earth makes a better statement about wealth than 
the Chiron, even if the old men wearing that cloth cap, brown
cords and leather jacket uniform that’s peculiar to ageing Por-

tuguese gents sat at the roadside couldn’t possibly imagine that
it costs £2.4m.

Who could, without prior knowledge? Because that really is 
an outrageous amount of money. And what it buys isn’t fun-
damentally much different to many other supercars. Leaving 
aside the legal ramifications of getting caught doing 217mph 
on a road like this with a 70mph limit, or the moral issue of 
doing it when other cars are present, does the very real perfor-
mance advantage over a 488 GTB make it worth 10 times more 
than the Ferrari?

That’s a question only proles like us are likely to ask, says 
Bentley and Bugatti CEO Wolfgang Dürheimer. Chiron 
customers have an average of 47 other cars. They already 
have the Ferrari. Maybe three. They don’t have to think twice 
about whether the monthly finance payment is going to leave 
them enough left to pay the mortgage. They spend £300,000 
on options, like the tinted carbon bodywork. One bought six 
Chirons, a £14m order, and didn’t flinch when he was told there 
was no multi-pack discount. ‘A customer who comes to Crewe 
to buy a Bentley flies first class and stays in the best suite at the 
hotel,’ explains Dürheimer. ‘A Bugatti customer arrives in his 

own plane. And he owns the hotel.’
I hope that kind of wealth means they have a lackey to 

open the Chiron’s door for them, because your very first
point of contact with the car is a slightly loose-fitting arc 
of plastic that’s about as tactile as the wobbly handle on 
a 20-year-old oven. The Chiron deserves better; in every 
other area, the detailing on this car is out of this world.

Bugatti talks about the authenticity of the Chiron’s ma-
terials, and a no-plastic concept. ‘What you see is what you 
get,’ says Dürheimer, and what you do see and get is almost 
always made from carbonfibre, leather or aluminium. Our 
car’s optional exposed carbon bodywork is so beautiful 
you almost expect the lacquer to ripple like water in a pool 
when you reach out to touch it.

Grin and bear the handle interaction and the cabin is 
no less outrageous, starting with the speedometer. It takes 
pride of place in front of the driver’s view, where you’d nor-
mally find a rev counter in a Porsche or Ferrari – a reminder 
that in this car absolute speed is more important than the 
engine kind – and reads to 3000mph. ‘It’s analogue, not 
digital,’ Dürheimer explains. ‘If a little boy looks through 
the window when the car is parked, we want him to be able 
to see the numbers.’

The biggest surprise is there’s no giant touchscreen. No 
screen at all, in fact. Everything is operated through the �

‘Oh, that’ll do…’

Sound investment Billet to drive

Deceler8 Badge over-engineering Stiff records

The Chiron does luxury 
like luxury should be 
done, but rarely is



|

Chiron needs giant 
ceramic discs and 

every caliper VW 
could spare

Ride height is 
tweaked as you 

switch between 
driving modes

Spoiler has 
four positions, 
depending on  
mode and speed

Steering wheel 
is milled from 
billet. The airbag, 
thankfully, isn’t

Exposed carbon 
bodywork is 

optional



|
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It’s pretty special 
in there. You’d be 
snapping souvenir 
selfies too



BUGATTI CHIRON

> Price £2,400,000e
> Engine 7993cc 64v quad-turbo W16, 1479bhp @ 6700rpm, 1180lb ft @ 2000rpme

> Transmission 7-speed dual-clutch automatic, all-wheel drive 
> Performance 2.5sec 0-62mph, 261mph, 12.6mpg, 516g/km CO2e

> Suspension Double-wishbone, adaptive coil springs 
> Weight 1995kgt

> On sale Now
> Rating+++++
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Surprisingly 
practical, but the 

Bug still has an 
otherworldly aura

enough space, but not having a dry lakebed handy I decided to
take his word for it. That’s down to a nagging awareness of the 
value, and not anything scary in the Chiron’s dynamic make-
up. There’s nothing scary about the Chiron, except maybe get-
ting it out of its parking space. The turning circle is dreadful.

Which does slightly undermine Bugatti’s GT aspirations, 
although the fact that there’s now at least a small luggage area 
under the nose means it’s more usable than the Veyron ever 
was. More usable, more handsome, more artfully constructed,
and yes, even faster.

Anyone can make a car go fast if they throw enough power 
at it. And maybe someone like Hennessey will come along and 
break the rumoured 279mph (450km/h) record Bugatti hopes 
to set next year in a car without the speed limiter activated. But 
that won’t diminish the appeal of the Chiron. Because to make 
a car do those numbers and do them time and again without 
breaking or needing a rebuild every few runs, while also mak-kk
ing it ride better than a hot hatch, as refined as a Bentley and as 
easy to drive as a supermini – that is what’s so incredible about 
this car. While other hypercars are leaning towards track-
based performance, and some can’t even be used on the road at 
all, Bugatti has built a car that’s as good at popping down the 
shops as popping up in Guinness World Records. 

But didn’t the Veyron do much of that too? The Chiron is 
shockingly fast, but judged objectively it doesn’t make the
leap in performance its predecessor made. Which is as much a 

reflection on the might of the original Veyron as anything.
That said, it’s impossible to experience this car and not be 

bowled over. Not simply by the performance, but the totality 
of the package and, for me, the craftsmanship. Conversations 
about the Chiron will always gravitate towards its sheer speed, 
but like a Rolls-Royce Phantom drophead, there’s so much 
enjoyment to be had from this car even just trickling through 
traffic, or simply parked.

Granted, there was the small matter of a recession to deal
with, but it took Bugatti 10 years to sell all 450 Veyrons. More 
than half of the 500 Chirons have already been spoken for, de-
spite the price doubling. Normally at this point we’d be think-
ing about what other car you could have for the same money. 
Is there something better? And there is, at least in parts. A 
McLaren’s steering is like a lossless file to the Veyron’s MP3. A
Porsche GT3 is more playful. A V12 Aston’s soundtrack will be 
playing in your head long after the Chiron’s has been forgotten.
You might well be thinking you’d spend your notional £2.4m 
on one of those other cars then use the rest to buy a kick-ass 
holiday villa somewhere tropical, or a rubbish football team, or
maybe eradicate child poverty in an entire African city. 

But that’s not thinking like a Bugatti customer. If you were 
so rich that you could spend £2m with as little concern as you
had handing over the fiver for this magazine and a Freddo choc 
bar, you would. Because most other fast cars are largely inter-
changeable. A McLaren 650S feels and sounds different to a 
Ferrari but offers much of the same experience. But the Chiron 
is different. Maybe it doesn’t change history like its predeces-
sor. But there is still nothing on Earth quite like a Bugatti. 

 @chrischiltoncar

For an exclusive CAR video of Chris Chilton inR

the Bugatti Chiron, visit carmagazine.co.uk
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Finance & terms are subject to status. UK residents only. Oracle Asset Finance Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for the sale of consumer credit.

Cars listed above funded in 2016/17.

Join our 64,000 clients today...

Here are just a few of the cars we’ve recently funded:

125 Ferraris

46 McLarens

43 Lamborghinis

… and 1,000s more
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www.oraclefinance.co.uk

08450 944 997

THE UK’S NO. 1 FUNDER FOR PRESTIGE, SPORTS & CLASSIC CARS

CAR FINANCE IS ALL 
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413 Range Rovers

353 Porsches

82 Bentleys

69 Aston Martins
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TOYOTA GT86

Words Chris Chilton | Photography Alex Tapley

Mazda sells far more hard-top MX-5s than soft-tops, 

and the new RF version promises rear-drive  fun with 

coupe refinement. So into the B-road mixer it goes, 

against a grown-up BMW and the still-crazy GT86 
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MAZDA MX-5 RF

Giant Test
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cruelly letting you down before you’ve made it with a rev lim-
iter softer than a pillow in a £500-a-night hotel. Still, it’s happy 
to climb and just as happy to lug. Although we’d probably go 
for the manual version and pocket the £1600 difference, the ZF 

suits this car, underlining the 2’s distinct 
position in this line-up.

You can buy a GT86 with an auto box, 
but why you’d do that I can’t imagine. 
Within the constraints of its weedy 151lb 
ft and the sky-high 6400rpm at which 
you get it, the Toyota does a reasonable 
job of hauling you along without the 
need to get manic with the gears. But 
you’d better be willing to get manic if 
you want to get anywhere. In fact, you 
quickly realise that trying to drive the 
GT86 slowly is virtually impossible.

It’s a while since I’ve driven a GT86 
and this one makes a better noise than 
I remember, but despite its quirky flat-
four layout, it’s not a loveable engine. 
It doesn’t sound that distinctive, just 
gruff. It doesn’t feel that smooth. And it 
never quite manages to feel fast. I get the 
idea of a sports car that feels fun at sane 
speeds. But I believe there’s a minimum
level of performance that’s acceptable, 
that gets you grinning and lets you 

overtake safely. Twenty years ago, the GT86’s 7.6sec to 62mph
would probably have been enough. Now? I’m not so sure.

The MX-5 has the same problem, and can’t placate you with 
its fun fizzy character like its even slower 1.5 brother can. It 

doesn’t do the BMW’s turbodiesel torque trick, knocking you
back in your seat like you’re Marty McFly plugging your guitar
into Doc Brown’s jumbo amp for the first time. And there’s no 
euphoric VTEC moment at the top end either. It’s the white 
goods of the sports car engine world.

But – and it’s a big but – the manual gearbox connecting you 
to it is so brilliant you can almost forgive all this. Light as a
supermini’s and as short of throw as a pee wee baseball pitcher, 
it makes the GT86’s feel clumsy and agricultural, and reminds 
the automatic BMW driver that coupes are meant to be about 
fun, not efficiency.

The Mazda’s modest performance – 0-62mph takes 7.4sec, 
although it actually does a decent job of clinging on to the 
BMW’s coat tails at full chat – means you’ll be stirring the stick 
anyway, but it’s so much fun you’ll do it more. Rev-blipping 
downshifts? This could be BSM’s official heel-and-toe school 
car. Again, like the GT86, there’s the option of an automatic 
gearbox, but it’s hard to believe anyone opting out of this level 
of intimacy with a car. It’s like being offered the key to a car’s 
soul but opting for a plip-plip remote instead.

Everything about the MX-5 is intimate, including your 
proximity to your passenger and their knees’ relationship with
the dashboard. It’s tiny in here, and the RF’s improvement in
headroom over the roadster is fractional. The useful storage 
cubby in the rear bulkhead between the seats is smaller now,
which is a pain because there’s no glovebox and not many other 
places to store stuff. But the roof does at least fold away without
doing a major land grab on luggage space.

It takes around 13sec to store the roof, which is considerably 
longer than it takes to throw back the convertible’s soft-top 
by hand. And unlike most modern cabrios that let you cruise
along at up to 30mph while the motors do their thing, the ��

Drive Performance Control is like
 Audi’s Drive Select and a BMW

 staple these days. Tweaks
 throttle, gearshift and steering,
 plus dampers if you’ve splashed

 £515 on adaptive shocks.

Six-speed manual gearbox is 
standard. This car’s excellent ZF

 eight-speed auto is £1600 and also 
costs you 3mph, but saves 5g/km of

 CO2. At least paddles are free,
 unlike on some lesser BMWs.

KEY TECH: BMW

Engine chaos 
The never-ending horsepower wars 

going on around the GT86 mean our 
relatively lowly 182bhp turbo’d 220i 

makes almost as much power as a 
six-cylinder 328i of 20 years ago. 

But it’s still under-stressed here: the 
330i makes 249bhp from essentially 

the same engine. Yep, the 230i is a 
four-cylinder, and the 218i uses the 

Mini’s triple. Everything you thought 
you knew about BMW’s naming 

conventions is wrong. Again.

6.5in iDrive screen with nav 
is standard on M Sport, but if 

you want the fancy widescreen 
Professional nav system you’ll
 need £900 for the Pro Media

 package.



New 4.2in LCD dash display
 housed within gauge pack

 shows usual trip functions as
 well as G readings and even
 power and (woeful-lack-of-)

 torque graphs.

Facelift cabin gets slightly better 
materials and more black colouring

 to cut reflections. Posh models
 have leather and alcantara. Poverty
 versions get huggier cloth. At least

 your bum will have grip…

Touchscreen 6.1in display 
arrived with the facelift and 

includes DAB radio. This car’s 
Touch 2 with Go multimedia and 

nav system is a £750 extra.
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We’ve enlarged this to give
 you a better look because
 we hope you’ll never see
 one. Six-speed auto is a

 £1400 option if you must,
 but only available on 

Sport Nav.

Leather and a Bose hi-fi with
 two extra speakers is

 standard on the £25,695
 Sport Nav. If you can live

 without that, sticking with the
 SE-L Nav will save you £2600.

Underlining the supposed 
premium bent, all RFs get a 7in
 nav system operated either by
 touch or an iDrive-style wheel.

Giant Test MX-5 RF vs coupe rivals
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The MX-5 deserves a better engine, but 
it feels like a proper sports car in a way 
the BMW never does.

Not that the 220i isn’t capable. In fact 
its steering, pleasingly uncorrupted by 
the chunky torque output, is surpris-
ingly lively, feeling even more alert 
around the straight-ahead than the 
Toyota’s. And this M Sport’s adaptive 
dampers provide sufficient body con-
trol to harness the effects of an extra 
300kg over the MX-5 doing its best to 
flop onto its door handles.

But this is definitely a bigger car than the others, and feels 
it. It isolates you from the raw thrill of driving, preferring to 
emulate a junior 4-series than a B-road weapon like the GT86. 
And there are times when you’ll love it for that. But the strong 
sense of balance that comes from the even weight distribution 
and prevents those fat front tyres sliding wide when you don’t 
want them to, also stops those rears edging ever so slightly 
wide when you might.

We know that in the real world a generation of BMW drivers 
weaned on front-drive hatches and shielded from the true 
physics of rear-wheel-drive behaviour by big rubber and  stabil-
ity systems do not go around sliding cars. The fact is, if BMW
replaced this car with one that looked exactly the same but was 
based around the front-drive 2-series Active Tourer, almost no 
one other than M2 buyers (grappling 500bhp Montego Turbo
levels of torque steer) would notice or care. And that’s a shame, 
because the car whose spirit the 2-series wants you to believe 
it’s channelling is the original ’60s 2002’s, a car whose fun
handling built BMW’s legend.

The GT86 shows where BMW has missed a trick. To not iso-
late you from what the car’s doing, but to help you understand 
it, to learn from, and work with it. Better together, and all that. 
And not because it’s necessarily slewing all over the place ��

RF’s electronics insist you’re doing less than 6mph.
When the roof disappears, so does the rear window, replaced 

by a wind deflector. It adds another dimension to the driving 
experience that you can only get with the 2-series by spending 
big on the convertible version (£31,235), and are denied alto-
gether on the GT86. But it never feels like a proper convertible 
in the way the roadster does, or the old folding hard-top did, 
for that matter. In fact hideous buffeting with the roof down 

means it’s actually less enjoyable than 
the roadster when the sun is out, while 
it still has most of the refinement 
drawbacks when it’s not. Roof up, it’s the 
noisiest and least relaxing of these three. 

But tin hat or not, you don’t buy an 
MX-5 and whinge about refinement. Or 
you shouldn’t, provided it compensates 
in the corners. And it does. The RF 
might have added almost 50kg to the 
Mazda’s kerb weight but that weight 
and accompanying increase in the centre 
of gravity have been offset by a thicker 
front anti-roll bar, new rear springs and 
revised damper settings all round.

As with the Sport-spec soft-top, the 
RF Sport gets stiffer Bilstein dampers 
anyway, to kill the roll you get in the 
standard car when you turn that pointy 
nose into a bend. But it’s still relatively 
soft, which at least gives an impression 
of drama when the engine can’t quite 
provide enough. You find yourself yearn-
ing for a bit more weight and Lotus-like 

surface information in the feedback, but there’s real precision 
to the hyper-clean steering, making this the one car that you 
can really lock onto an imaginary line drawn out by your eyes 
on the tarmac like a training mode on a computer racing sim. 

Giant Test MX-5 RF vs coupe rivalst

BMW is supremely 
talented, with a fine 
engine and lively 
steering, if reluctant 
to offer feedback

KEY TECH: MAZDA

Gone in 13 seconds
Whatever you think of the RF’s styling, 

you can’t argue with the brilliance 
of the packaging. Like the roadster, 
the RF manages to fold its roof and 

rear window into the void behind the 
rear seats, without eating into the 

130-litre boot space. Shame you have 
to be virtually stopped to operate it, 
meaning it’s less spontaneous than 

the soft-top.
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If you don’t buy one, 
they might stop 
making cars like 
these. And then how 
will you feel?

Soft suspension 
lends MX-5 the 
drama that the 
engine cannot

KEY TECH: TOYOTA

Slides without scares
With its skinny Prius tyres and friendly 
rear-drive handling the GT86 has 
always made a big play of its ability to 
slide without scaring. Now, in addition 
to fully-on and more liberal SC Sport 
modes, there’s a laissez faire stability 
setting called Track, selectable via 
a button on the console. It’s your 
last stop before fully-off setting and 
lets you have all the angle you could 
realistically want.
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Toyota GT86

Price | £26,410

Engine | 1998cc 16v flat-four

Transmission | 6-speed manual, 

rear-wheel drive

Suspension | Strut front, multi-link rear

Made of | Steel

Mazda MX-5 RF 

Price | £25,695 (160 Sport Nav)

Engine | 1998cc 16v four-cylinder

Transmission | 6-speed manual, rear-wheel drive

Suspension | Double wishbones 

front, multi-link rear

Made of | Steel

BMW 220i M Sport

Price | £29,195

Engine | 1998cc 16v turbo four-cylinder

Transmission | 8-speed automatic, 

rear-wheel drive

Suspension | Strut front, multi-link rear

Made of | Steel

4432mm

14
18

m
m

1774mm

Fuel tank

We say | Small tank helps 

cap RF’s weight

Range

We say | Your ears will cry 

‘enough’ before the tank does

C02

We say | £100 more 

to tax GT86 than 220i

Lease rates

We say | Future demand 

for BMWs keeps cost down

BMW

1381138
g/km Toyota

180
g/km

BMW

52
litres

Toyota

50
litres

Mazda

45
litres

£348

£329

£345

Mazda

Toyota

BMW

182bhp @ 5000rpm

214lb ft @ 1350rpm

Power and torque

We say | Forget the power: BMW’s 

torque trumps all

0-62mph

We say | GT86 

under-delivers

Mazda 
7.4sec

Toyota 
7.6sec

BMW 
7.0sec

Weight

We say | RF’s roof adds almost 

50kg, but it’s still lightest

Power to weight

We say | GT86 looks 

punchy on paper

Toyota

1275kg
(dry)

Mazda

1120kg
(dry) Mazda

141bhp
per tonne

Toyota

155bhp
per tonne

BMW

125bhp
per tonne

Official and test mpg

We say | Hard country-road 

miles hurt BMW

TestT

mpgg34.7m3 7m7mp.7m
OfficialalO

40.9mpg

ToyotaT
TestT st

26.3mpg3mp.3m
OfficiallO

36.2 mpg

BMW
Test

26.9mpg9m9m
OfficialcialOff

47.1 mpgg4

Mazda
134mph

Toyota 
140mph

BMW
146mph

Top speed

We say | BMW absolutely guarantees 

the lengthiest driving ban

100

5
0

0

2
0

0
15

0

Mazda

161
g/km

1735mm
3915mm

12
3

6
m

m

12
8

5
m

m
4240mm

1775mm

T
O

Y
O

T
A

48 months, £2089 deposit

48 months, £1975 deposit

48 months, £2058 deposit

M
A

Z
D

A

B
M

W

m 151lb ft @ 6400rpm

158bhp @ 6000rpm

m148lb ft @ 4600rpm

BMW

1455kg
(dry)
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like Ken Block crossing a diesel spill, because it doesn’t have
enough grunt for that. But because there’s always a suggestion 
of movement. A transition to a neutral balance mid-corner 
that demands you unwind a little lock. Maybe a little slide that 
demands some more serious correction if the road is nice and 
g y, j y ppgreasy, which is the best time to enjoy a GT86. It all happens so
slowly, so progressively and so naturally thanks to those skin-
ny, low-grip tyres, and a new Track mode for the ESP means 
you can play knowing the car has got your back. And at high 
speeds, you still get the rock-solid stability you need to ensure 
you’re enjoying the scenery, not landscaping it.

Toyota stiffened the springs and dampers as part of the 
recent facelift that you’ll spot, if at all, by its wider grille and 
LED lamps at both ends. But it’s done nothing to alter the fun-
damental character of the car, outside or in. New useful buttons 
on the smaller steering wheel, a touchscreen media system and
smatterings of alcantara lift the ambience slightly, but largely
it’s the same: room for four at a push, a slight shortage of me-
chanical refinement, and loads of plastics harder and shinier 
than a Miami nightclub bouncer.

As in most group tests, we’ve reached the conclusion of 
this one knowing the notional perfect pick would combine 
strengths of each: in this case, the Toyota’s style, the BMW’s 
punch and the Mazda’s precision. But unless you’re going to 
buy all three and build one show-stopper – and two hounds – 

that’s not how it goes. How it does go is something like this.
As a roadster, the MX-5 has things all sewn up. It’s excellent 

value, great to drive and has no rivals able to match its purity. 
But the RF’s not such a clear-cut case. It costs more, and looks 
worse. It also fails to deliver a properly resolved convertible ex-
p g p p pperience while not matching the refinement of a proper coupe
either. If you want an MX-5, the regular car is a better bet.

The BMW sits at the opposite end of the spectrum. It is what
it looks like: a two-door saloon with a side order of sheer driv-
ing pleasure. It has the best engine here and the only automatic 
worth having, if that’s your thing. It’s the most practical, the 
most refined, scores well for CO2, and low lease rates mean it’s 
less expensive than the list price makes it look. It’s arguably the 
best car because it’s the most competent at such a wide range of 
disciplines, and there’d definitely be days and roads when you’d 
be glad you hadn’t picked anything else. I almost made it win.

But then I remembered. There’d be other times, other roads 
when you’d see the tarmac wind away and remember why you 
wanted a coupe in the first place. Fun to a point, the BMW then 
fails to deliver that final level of interaction. But the GT86 does. 
The Toyota is marginally more appealing post-facelift, but not 
enough to sell in any greater numbers. If you hated it before, a
bunch of LEDs isn’t going to make a difference. But if you’re 
serious about buying a coupe because of the way it drives and
not merely the way it looks, this is your car. It’s a marvel that 
the GT86, a car so out of step with the turbo-power and end-
less-grip performance car zeitgeist, exists at all. And a worry 
that given its slow sales, it might not be repeated. Collectively, 
we’ve been asking for cars like this, and when they disappear
because we didn’t fill our garages with them, we’ll only have
ourselves to blame.  

@chrischiltoncar

3rd
Still a thrill to drive, but 
it undoes some of the 
roadster’s good work 

without offering much 
extra in return.

1st
More usable than 
the Mazda, more 

entertaining then the 
BMW. The victory pep 

talk every jaded 
driver needs.

2nd
Easiest to live with, and 
the best here if you’re 
after the coupe style 

without all the dynamic 
substance.

Maybe a slide if the road is 
nice and greasy, which is the 
best time to enjoy a GT86

Giant Test MX-5 RF vs coupe rivals
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Honda’s 

unpredictable 

swings between 

brilliance and 

baffling are hard 

to fathom – 

then you board 

its latest act of 

whimsy  

Words Ben Oliver

Photography Olgun Kordal
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Inside Honda’s jet
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MMMMMMMfMMhMMwMMSMMfiMMFMMBMMo  e g ee g c eat ty, t  do eMM
I’ve been obsessed with the HondaJet since I first read about it 

a decade ago. I don’t know much about planes, although I do feel 
the general warmth that car enthusiasts have for other things 
that have engines and go fast. But I do like Honda, and like other 
Honda fans I wonder how a company that got it so right with the 
Super Cub and the S600 and the engine in Senna’s McLaren 
could get it so wrong recently with its reporting failures and 
monumental fines in the US and with the engine in Alonso’s 
McLaren. We can’t expect a big corporation to be consistently 
brilliant, and there have often been times when Honda’s stand-
ard road-car line-up has been uninspiring. Critics might argue 
that this is one of those times. But the HondaJet’s unfettered, 
clean-sheet design and the story of its genesis make you hope 
that old Honda is alive and well.

Like Asimo the robot, the HondaJet came from the firm’s 
mid-’80s willingness to invest heavily in mad projects with little 
certainty of payback. Honda thought there was an opportunity 
to make a very light jet (or VLJ), mainly for the American mar-
ket. Owning or chartering a VLJ makes sense if you’re moving 
four people for whom time is a lot of money. A VLJ can fly into 
around 5000 airports in the US. The real cost of driving those 
four people to catch a scheduled flight at a larger airport further 
away and at an inconvenient time is greater than flying privately. 

So there was demand, but aircraft design is a surprisingly 
slow-moving business. Most ‘new’ aircraft are developments of 
old ones, and Honda thought that its brains and budget could 

come up with a radical new design. It 
couldn’t, at first. Fujino qualified as an 
aeronautical engineer but joined Honda 
to work on road-car R&D. Aged 26, he 
was sent to the US and toiled for a decade 
in utter secrecy on the jet project, building 
prototypes by hand but not finding the 
killer advantage. In ’96 the project was 
canned, and he was moved back to Japan. 
The following year, he had an idea.

His pencil sketch on the back of Jan-
uary now stands before me rendered in 
£4m of carbonfibre and aluminium, and 
I’m about to put considerable trust in his 
late-night idea. To the inexpert eye the 
HondaJet doesn’t look that different to 
its rivals. The engines are in roughly the 
same place, but the big difference is that 
they aren’t mounted on the fuselage but 
on pylons which rise up from the wings. 
Mounting the engines over the wings has 

been tried before but never been made to work. Fujino’s break-kk
through was to imagine a way of mounting them that improves 
everything. The wings perform better. The fuselage is more aer-
odynamic. Maximum speed is up 25% on some rivals at around 
483mph, and fuel consumption is down by 17%. The engines are 
also new: co-developed with General Electric, surprisingly tiny 
and with lower emissions than their rivals. Because the engines 
are no longer directly attached to the cabin it’s far quieter inside, 
and the lack of support structure for the engines means there’s 
20% more space. 

Most of that extra space has been used for a proper loo with 
a sliding door. Some other VLJs have a bucket with some kitty 
litter and, if you’re lucky, a curtain which you can hang around 
you, although the non-visual impacts of your predicament will 
be impossible to disguise from fellow passengers. ‘I’ve flown 
a Citation Mustang most days for two years,’ one pilot told me. 
‘The emergency potty has only been used once, although that 
guy needed it twice.’ 

Fujino calls the toilet ‘a significant competitive advantage’: 
maybe the killer advantage, if you’ve ever had to use the 
alternative. The project was restarted after he presented his 
concept to the board in ’97, and finally approved for production 
in 2006 when he cheekily flew a prototype at an air show and
took deposits to prove there was a market. Production finally
began last year. The HondaJet I’m flying on is the demonstra-
tor for Marshall Aviation, the UK importers, and is flown by 
their sales pilot Mike Finbow, who brought it over from the ��

Triggers with 
altitude – controls 
aren’t alien to a car 
driver; top speed 
of 483mph is
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YOU WOULD think your £4m jet 
would come complete with running 
water, a flushing loo and a toilet 
door. But no. Like any car maker, 
Honda’s aircraft division will class 
as optional some of the stuff you 
might have thought was essential. 
In its defence, cutting out hardware 
you don’t need reduces weight and 
increases range, which is important 
in a Civic but vital in a jet. 

The HondaJet’s options list has 
weights as well as prices, and 
you will pay more than the cost 
of an entire Civic for any of those 
amenities. The solid toilet door is 
£28,000 and weighs 9kg, the sink 
with running water £32,000, and 
the ‘externally serviced’ toilet (ie 
you don’t have to carry the poop 
through the cabin) is £21,000. 

You might also think that being 
able to afford a £4m jet would 
automatically class you as an 
executive, but no. Again like a Civic, 
the ‘Executive’ package is extra. 
Unlike a Civic it’s £69,000, and 
includes seats that slide inward 
to create more room for portlier 
customers.

Why a loo door is  
a £28,000 extra

May 2017 | CARMAGAZINE.CO.UK

Inside Honda’s jet
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Inside Honda’s jet

factory in  North Carolina, with stops in Greenland and Iceland.
You climb the three steps on the fold-down ‘air-stair’ door. 

Inside there are two pilots’ seats (although it can be flown solo), 
a jump seat facing the door and four passenger seats facing each 
other, with (Honda claims) more space between them than 
rivals. The loo is at the back: the door is an extra £28,000. The 
cabin smells like a Bentley and looks like an LA-spec Lexus with 
pale wood veneers, carpets and soft leather trim, implying the 
occupants seldom encounter dirt. 

It’s hard not to make comparisons with the new NSX. Both 
are made in the US. Both use novel aluminium construction: ab-
lation casting for the NSX; wings milled from solid aluminium 
for the HondaJet to ensure perfect laminar flow uninterrupted 
by rivets. Both use Garmin sat-nav: small and slightly annoying 
in the NSX; the latest ‘glass cockpit’ system in the jet. 

Mike says that flying it is a revelation – like using an iPhone 
for the first time – and that it has a higher level of automation 
than almost any other aircraft. But some independent flight 
tests have found it overly automated. The new NSX too can 
feel slightly artificial, with its piped-in engine sounds and the 
arbitrary way you can switch its character from Xanaxed Prius 
to feral track mode.

But Lord are they both fast. The launch procedure is similar, 
up to a point. You hold both on the wheel brakes (ceramics op-
tional on the NSX) and build the engine output against them. 
When you release them, the NSX is quicker. It is savagely accel-
erative; the HondaJet only standard 911-quick at first. But the jet 
is as refined as the NSX in quiet mode even as it takes off and 
heads for its considerably higher v-max. There’s a noticeable but 
unobtrusive high whine and almost no vibration, despite the fact 
that there are still two turbofans with 2000lb of thrust mounted
not far from the rear passengers’ heads. In level flight it’s serene.

It’s only when you use one that you 
realise the value of these jets to the 
people they’re aimed at: those with 
assets of between $20m and $40m and 
with business interests spread over wide 
areas. They collapse time and distance: 
they’re more like teleportation than 
flight. Imagine how much you could fit 
into a day if you could travel, as we did, 
from north Wales to Essex (Stansted) 
in 40 minutes instead of the five hours 
you’d allow in a car, and from Essex to 
Birmingham in 20. The weirdest thing 
was stepping off the plane to find that 
the accent of the ground controllers had 
changed completely, from north Walian 
to Essex to Brum. It’s just not supposed 
to happen that fast.

Honda’s greatest innovations have 
been for the masses. When it makes 
something great but for the elite, like the 
original NSX, we can at least buy into its desire to make some-
thing radically different and perfectly engineered, and hope it 
takes the same approach to a Civic. The HondaJet feels like one 
of the great Hondas too, for just those reasons. The feel of the 
original NSX filtered down to Type R Civics and Accords, and 
maybe one day there’ll be a HondaJet we can all fly on. Fujino 
points out that the hangar doors at Greensboro are twice as high 
and wide as they need to be for the current HondaJet, and there 
are rumours of a range of Honda aircraft. Maybe one day his 
quiet, efficient midnight sketches will fly us all to Malaga.  

 @thebenoliver

More like teleportation than flight,  
these jets collapse time and distance

Mounting the 
engines proud of 
the fuselage makes 
it quieter inside. 
Faster and more 
economical, too
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stone chip protection

combat swirl marks

self-healing technologies

protect from -

concours winning finish

best in class for durability

· stone chips
· swirl marks
· bird lime
· brake fluid & oil resistant

t: 01733 390777
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e: info@paintshield.co.uk

w: www.paintshield.co.uk

Protect yourself from the Asteroid Belt

Second Generation “Self Healing” paint protection film has 
arrived.

Having brought the first Generation of Self Healing Film to the 
UK a number of years ago, our Technicians have added the 
latest Second Generation self healing Protective technology to 
our Inventory.

In your intergalactic travels protecting yourself from those micro 
meteor impacts has never been more important. We all know 
respraying your ship in some far off location is a bit of a pain, 
much better to not have to.  Best of all though wear and tear from 
scratches picked up in your travels is very disconcerting to the 
Locals; abductions go much easier when you have a scratch 
free shiny ship when visiting Earth.

For the best paint protection in the Galaxy drop in to planet earth 
and contact our specialists on 01733 390777, or fire up the 
Intergalactic net and warp to www.paintshield.co.uk and they will 
get you protected and on your way in next to no time (theory of 
relativity applies).
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8 f b ll f he 520d, then make 

thousands of unexce i l j  

we took one to North Africa, where the exceptional is the norm

Five goes  

mad in 

Morocco 

Words Ben Barry | Photography Richard Pardon
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Like the new Five, 
the Palais Faraj 
in Fes is classy, 
comfy, classic
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HE 1970S W123 Mercedes 
saloon spews black soot under 
heavy acceleration, and as the 
road snakes left and right down 
the Moroccan mountainside and 
the suspension stretches and 
compresses, the bottoms of its 
skinny tyres tuck rhythmically 
under the car like a squeezed 
accordion. I’m driving a new 
BMW 520d xDrive, and, embar-
rassingly, I can’t get past.

Another W123 is in pursuit, all faulty electrics and strobing 
headlights, and, more embarrassingly, at moments when I 
wouldn’t dare overtake, its driver is pulling alongside, rictus 
grin, small bag full of brown stuff dangling between forefinger 
and thumb like he’s coaxing a cat indoors.

At first it’s funny in a ha-ha-isn’t-this-mental kind of way, but 
after 30 minutes of photographer Richard Pardon mouthing 
no thank you through the side window of our right-hand drive, 
Brit-registered, stands-out-like-a-sore-thumb BMW, our minds 
race. Surely they’re not chasing all this way just to sell pot.

Unfortunately for the locals of Issaguen, we didn’t bring a new 
BMW 520d xDrive to Morocco to load its 530-litre boot – 10 litres 
more than the previous generation, drug smugglers note – with 
pot. We’re here because we’ve already driven other variants of 
the new seventh-generation 5-series, but have covered relatively 

few miles and not once driven a four-cylinder turbodiesel 520d, 
doyen of fleets that will account for up to 85% of UK sales. It 
deserves a lengthy road trip.

We plan to drive down to Marrakesh for six hours like a rep 
in a rush, then head deep into the Atlas mountains to see if 
there’s anything remotely ultimate about a driving machine 
once famed for sweet straight sixes and rear-wheel drive that’s 
now more likely to have a compression-ignition four under the 
bonnet and a 40% chance of driving all four wheels, which our 
test car does. And if we take some good snaps and eat couscous 
along the way, well, nice.

We collect our 520d from the press launch in Malaga. In the 
airport car park, the G30 generation looks suave and appears far 
more expensive than a car basing at £36k should. Similarities 
to both 3-series and 7-series are striking, with headlights that 
extend all the way to the gigantic kidney grilles, like the old car’s 
wearing a Groucho Marx glasses-and-honker disguise.

Our M Sport styling package and all-wheel-drive xDrive-
equipped car is nudged up from its rock-bottom £40k to £50k 
with some liberal optioning. We also get the £1495 Technology 
Package, with a key that displays remaining fuel range but 
barely fits in your pocket, and Gesture Control, which increases/
decreases the volume with a finger-twirl, but it’s hard to precisely 
control and easy to accidentally deafen all aboard while signal-
ling that the person pulling alongside you is mentally unstable.

Ninety minutes waft by on the AP-7 autoroute, the adaptive 
dampers and 19in rubber giving an almost air-sprung cushiness 
to the coil suspension, spoilt only by occasional fractiousness 
over tiny imperfections on an otherwise smooth surface.

From our hotel close to the port, we look out onto the Strait of 
Gibraltar that separates Europe from Africa and sees 100,000 
ships a year pass through its nine-mile-wide bottleneck between 
the Med and Atlantic. Tonight, the sea is churning and birds 
zoom chaotically overhead like flak-strafed Spitfires, the first �

Embarrassingly, 
I can’t get past 

the speeding ’70s 
Mercedes W123 in 

my brand BMW 
520d xDrive
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Only 10 miles, 
unless Storm 
Doris sends  
you sideways

Ah go on then, 
one more 
tricycle won’t 
do any harm
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There’s a strangely 
euphoric sense of 

transitioning between 
worlds you don’t get 

with flying

5-series cabin is 
clean and simple; 

big info screen 
 is standard

Morocco; rich in 
history, deserts, 
mountains and 
back streets
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At Tetouan we turn onto the coastal N16, leaving most traffic 
to follow a more direct route inland. It’s a fantastic road, follow-
ing weather-worn contours in third- and fourth-gear arcs that 
swing out over drops above the sea and funnel through carved 
hillsides in a seemingly never-ending left/right sequence; it 
makes Highway 1 in the US look like an under-10s’ rollercoaster
in comparison.

You go into corners with the suspension loaded up, feeling 
the steering dramatically increase in resistance, knowing 
that if you’ve made a mistake, you probably made it with your 
entry speed a second ago and will pay the price a second or so 
hence. Sometimes you’ll find a much slower Mercedes – almost 
everything is Mercedes or Renault/Dacia in Morocco – or sud-
denly transition onto unpaved road at roadworks, so it’s best not 
to get too carried away. And at least we’ve got xDrive for support.

Previous-generation 5-series were optionally offered with 
all-wheel drive in other markets, but the new model marks its 
introduction to the UK for a £2k premium.

The system typically splits torque 40/60% front-to-rear, but 
can send 100% to either end. On these fast, flowing turns and 
with modest commitment, I rarely sense it working. It just feels 
rear-wheel drive, which is the idea. But I’m not getting much fun 
or feel out of the 5-series yet; there’s little steering texture, the 
gear changes are quick but so smooth you lose the sense of me-
chanical engagement, and the four-cylinder engine strains and 
thrashes, even with modest excursions out of its 1500-3000rpm 
sweet spot. Competent and capable, yes. Exciting? Not really.

Then the thickest veil of fog descends like mustard gas, taking 
visibility down to maybe 20 metres; we can’t drive quickly, we 
can’t take pictures, so we take a shortcut on the P4115 that heads 
towards tonight’s final destination, Fes. �

overtures of Storm Doris as she makes for the UK; 
our 9.30pm Monday evening sailing is cancelled, 
so too the 5.30am the next morning. Tuesday gives 
ample time to contemplate the irony of two Euro-
peans unable to cross the Med on a boat to Africa.

Finally, the 5.30am Wednesday sailing gets the 
all-clear, but the departure time comes and goes 
without explanation, and by the time we board a 
disconcertingly empty and slightly tatty ferry ad-
vertising fishing in Nova Scotia, we’ve lost hours. 
We’re still in Europe, but already the certainties 
and time-is-money urgency we take for granted 
feel to be dropping away; we just have to roll with it.

As the Moroccans unfurl mats, pray and then 
curl up asleep on the floor, we stand on deck as 
Europe vanishes, and slender fingers of sunlight 
break through the clouds ahead, picking out 
the steep green hills and – as we near port – the 
Arabic writing on them, and the wind turbines and 
cranes and oil storage tanks that suggest economic 
vibrancy at the shore. 

There’s a strangely euphoric sense of transitioning between 
worlds that you never quite get with the near time-travel nature 
of flying. Then another 40 minutes tick away at customs as 11am 
rolls on, and our plans finally implode. South of Marrakesh is 
now too far, but the squiggle of road on Morocco’s north-eastern 
coast leaps from the map; plan B here we come.

The roads are instantly promising, but we quickly come across 
the first of many police checkpoints, and the traffic is meander-
ing sedately, so I settle to a gentle cruise. It suits the 520d’s power 
delivery, with its easy boosts of low-down torque.

At 187bhp and 295lb ft the new model is no thrustier than 
before, but there are gains in efficiency of 6mpg (to a claimed 
68.8mpg) and 11g/km (108g/km CO2) – or 72.4mpg and 
102g/km for the Efficient Dynamics model. That’s partly 
because the 520d is now 70kg lighter, despite being 36mm longer 
at 4935mm, even though it doesn’t follow the 7-series’ part-
carbonfibre construction: it’s familiar aluminium and steel with 
a smattering of magnesium here.

The last model never felt small, but this is a generously 
spacious car with a high-quality, big-car luxury feel: the clean, 
neatly organised dash, and comfortable, supportive low-slung 
seats are particularly satisfying.

Techies are kept amused too, with a pin-sharp 12.3-inch 
digital instrument binnacle – revs and speed still displayed 
within physical metal-arced dials, note – and a ‘Professional 
Multimedia Navigation System’ as standard across the range. It 
features a 10.25-inch screen, but isn’t mapped for Africa. 

We nit-pick over waggly rotary controllers and plastic buttons 
that jar a little alongside gloss-black siblings, but I’d happily 
spend 60,000 miles here.

45 years of the Five
The first one

E21, 1972-1981

Replaced the Neue 
Klasse models 

and brought back 
pre-war numbering. 

Designed by Paul 
Bracq, Pietro Frua. 

700k built.

The slick one
E34, 1987-1996

Claus Luthe’s 
more streamlined 
look. Introduced 

all-wheel drive and 
estate variants; first 
5-series to break a 

million sales.

The radical one
E60, 2003-2010

Chris Bangle ‘flame 
surfacing’ ignited 
hatred in CAR’s 
letters pages. 

Introduced iDrive, 
V10-powered M5 

and the 520d.

The fast one
E28, 1981-1987

Computer-aided 
design helped 

E28 shed 100kg. 
Introduced both 
524td diesel and 

high-performance 
M5. 722k built.

The plush one
E39, 1995-2004

Cautious design 
combined with 

silky straight sixes 
and V8s, aluminium 
suspension and the 
Z independent rear 

axle. 1.4m sold.

The dull one
F10, 2009-2016

Post-Bangle return 
to conservatism. 
Electric steering, 

ugly GT hatchback, 
first turbo M5 and 

first hybrid 5-series 
all debut.

‘No. No. No. No. 
No. No. No. No…’ 
(Deep breath) 
‘No. No. No. No…’
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The inland road is narrower and winds higher into the 
mountains with what appears to be a huge plunge off to one 
side. We tip-toe along, 1970s Mercs occasionally punching out 
of the murk towards us, lights off, like phantoms; or, miles from 
anywhere, there’ll be a man with a donkey.

Finally we break out of the fog, and head down to Issaguen 
on the N2, later learning from Lonely Planet that we’ve made an
accidental detour through Morocco’s kif, or pot, capital. There’s 
mud and straw and donkeys and people in utter chaos all over 
the road, like we’ve landed back in the Middle Ages, only with 
countless W123 Mercs to dodge around.

Quickly we’re spotted, people 
bang on the windows, but we leave 
town, dropping the Mercs that are 
following and flashing headlights 
on a faster stretch of road to the 
south. A few miles later, when we 
plunge down into a lush valley, we 
assume they’re gone, and it’s so 
beautiful we head back up the same 
road for photography.

That’s when the trouble starts. 
Another car quickly approaches, 
the driver gets out, and pushes his 
face right up against our half-open 
window. Polite with an aggressive 
insistence, he offers us an incredibly 
unappealing trip back to his place 
for coffee and a smoke. He also asks 
if Pardon, 12 years my junior, is my 
son, which is either a measure of 
how haggard this trip is making me 
look already, or testament to this 
Moroccan’s lack of procrastination 

when it comes to fornication; we’d have laughed if we weren’t 
absolutely bricking it. As father and son make our excuses, 
re-join the road and abort the photography mission, an old Merc 
blasts past spewing black soot, the second car behind, weaving, 
flashing squinty headlights, pulling alongside waving pot.

After 30 minutes of moderate-to-high terror, a higher power 
intervenes as huge cracks of lightning ignite the dusky sky, like
blood vessels haemorrhaging in the white of an eye. The Merc 
ahead pulls over. Seconds later, great gobs of rain smack off 
the 520d’s roof, punctuated at first, the sound quickly knitting 
together into a pneumatic hammering. The road, baked and 
glazed, glistens with slipperiness; suddenly the second Merc 
disappears; we pray earnestly for his safety, but wouldn’t have 
stopped if he’d plunged screaming and flaming into the abyss 
below. A few corners later, at around 15mph, the 520d under-
steers on a left-hander towards a steep drop and I brake hard and 
straighten the steering to try to stop in the space available. The 
intervention of ABS and stability control crackles beneath my 
right foot as the car grips a few metres from disaster.

It’s still 2.5 hours from Fes, and it rains hard as lightning 
sporadically illuminates the road surface like a flashbulb. We’re 
both on edge, we want to hide the car and – much as our instincts 
said the opposite before this trip – a reassuringly international 
hotel. We find it in Palais Faraj (like Nigel Faraj), its 19th century
arches and ceramic tiles nestled right up against historic city 
walls; the staff are as warmly friendly as all the other Moroccans 
we meet, and quickly our scare feels like an aberration amid the 
pleasant normality and delicious spiced Moroccan lamb we’ve 
just bought.

After three 4.30am starts and an exhausting previous day, 
I’m woken by the bellowing call to prayer at 5.30am, which is, 
with all due respect, a tad early. Then we brim the 5-series 10 �

Time to engage 
the drive mode 

‘Insistent dealer 
in our mirrors’

It’s no off-roader 
but xDrive helps 
keep 520d in 
good shape



Big drive 5-series in Morocco
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If you can get off 
the motorway, 
Morocco does 
have good stuff

M badge here 
means trim 
rather than  
re-engineering

We didn’t get 
anywhere near 
the Sahara, but 

found lots of dust

A preview 
of Vivienne 

Westwood’s 
summer 2017 

collection
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Do-anything, go-anywhere and hugely desirable, the posh  

seven-seat SUV is the definitive 21st-century family wagon. But is  

the vaunted new Discovery the definitive posh seven-seat SUV?

Words Ben Barry | Photography James Lipman
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Discovery vs X5, Q7 & XC90
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S
TOP THE NEW Land Rover Discovery and tell 
your four adult passengers to get out. Now open 
the tailgate, remove their two heavy suitcases and 
drive away. Feel the difference? That payload – 
around 350kg – is the claimed weight saving over 
a like-for-like previous-generation Td6 Discovery, 

despite the new car being slightly longer.
Yet behind the wheel, the fifth-gen model immediately 

feels plumper than its group-test rivals: Audi Q7, BMW X5, 
Volvo XC90. And it is, in every case. That mass, together with 
comfort-focused chassis tuning, contributes to an unrushed 
composure and aura of relaxation the others simply can’t match. 
But it does mean we can rule the Discovery out of the dynamic 
equation at the first roundabout. 

The Discovery might be based on the same D7 aluminium- 
intensive underpants as the Range Rover and Range Sport but 
the Disco lacks its upper-crust siblings’ torque-vectoring and 
anti-roll control technology. It rolls, its stability control works 
overtime to snuff out understeer, and it feels like an awful lot of 
mass to control if a tightening corner catches you napping (the 
headrests do have airplane-seat-style fold-out corners to catch 
your head, though). Tidier than the previous model, yes, but all 
the rivals handle more neatly. Yet in normal day-to-day driving, 
the Discovery is immensely satisfying.

We’re testing it in top-ranking HSE Luxury spec, which 
pumps the base model’s £50,995 to £64,195, making it the prici-
est car on test. Highlights include 21-inch alloys, Meridian audio 
and the Terrain Response 2 system, which automatically adapts 
drive settings to the prevailing surface. A further £12k of options 
hoist this car to a very Range Rover-like £76k.

You climb up into a command driving position, sinking into 
standard Windsor leather armchairs that massage your lower 
back, Td6 engine chugging gently like an athlete’s resting pulse; 
it’s a calming, reassuring feeling, like you’re ready to embark 
on adventures entire continents away – or just take the kids to 
school in inclement weather.

Behind you, the Discovery’s largely flat floor provides so 
much room for second-row occupants they can almost wander 
about. You fold those seats flat either with one-touch switches in 
the tailgate or just inside the rear door jambs, or via either the 
infotainment system (much improved these days, if sometimes 
laggier than the others) or smartphone app. Then two more 
full-sizers can climb into the rear seats without feeling squashed, 
thanks partly to the trademark stepped roof. It explains why the 
Discovery appears to have an escape pod from the International 
Space Station grafted to its hindquarters.

Through town, the air suspension (coils come later for lesser 
specs) smothers road-surface ripples like a steam-iron hissing 

Land Rover Discovery | Middle England expects



Lighter leathers are 
available, but you’ll 
only have to hide it 
under seat covers

Other engine 
options are an 
Ingenium four and 
the feisty petrol six

|

over a crumpled shirt; bound over an unpaved road and that 
composure continues, the wheels being battered about like a 
boxer’s speed bag while the body and occupants within glide 
serenely along. The other SUVs, by varying degrees, jar consid-
erably more. Shame the Disco’s steering is stodgy compared to a 
Range Sport’s, which twirls with a defter lightness.

Four-cylinder turbodiesels are available, with the 237bhp/ 
369lb ft Ingenium boosting the weight saving to 480kg versus an 
old TdV6. I’m yet to drive one, but it’s hard to imagine it knocking 
the six for six. With an on-the-pace 254bhp and equal-best-here 
443lb ft, the V6 is smooth and wafts you up to speed effortlessly 
if less vigorously than either the BMW or Audi. While vocal at 
higher revs, it never sounds rattled. The extra weight doesn’t 
help performance or efficiency, though: 8.1sec to 62mph is tardy, 
while every rival betters its 39.2mpg by at least 8mpg.

But the opposition are left lagging when it comes to off-road 
ability: optional two-speed transfer case, the drive modes that’ll 
adapt to anything, even a full-size spare. You may never need it 
to, but the Discovery can wade through 900mm of water like it’s 
strolling through a paddling pool, or climb a rock face that’d have 
you cartwheeling to your death if you stepped from the door.

If you want the most versatile, most comfortable seven-seat 
SUV going – and you’re prepared to keep progress stately rather 
than spirited – it looks like you might need a Discovery… �

Like a big Golf R  
on B-roads?

Hardly. Discovery 
is extremely 
comfortable and 
impressively 
composed during 
normal driving, but 
it feels heavy and 
roll-prone when 
you push just a little 
harder. All its rivals 
here are more agile.

I’m all about 
winches and 
knobbly tyres

Disco’s approach/
breakover/
departure angles 
and 900mm 
wading depth are 
unbeatable, air 
suspension adapts 
ride height, and 
all-terrain tyres 
standard. Serious 
off-roaders might 
want optional two-
speed transfer ’box 
for its incredible 
rock-crawling  
low range.

I regularly move 
five-a-side squads

Then Discovery 
wins. All seven 
seats offer plenty of 
space for even tall 
goalies. Configure 
those rows with 
a button-press or 
via touchscreen… 
or a smartphone 
app while you’re 
shouting at the ref.

If it were a snack 
bar it’d be…

One of those really 
expensive Eat 
Natural bars full of 
nuts: rough, tough 
and shot-through 
with a premium, 
feelgood feel. 
Likely to keep you 
satisfied for a long, 
long time.

Discovery vs X5, Q7 & XC90



iDrive infotainment 
as slick, tight and 
responsive as the 
driving experience

Discovery driver’s 
pondering lunch. 

X5 driver’s thinking 
about a nice big 
drift on the dirt
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W
HEN IT LAUNCHED the X5 in 1999, 
BMW stamped its ultimate driving ma-
chine authority all over the SUV seg-
ment. At a time when a Freelander was 
so wallowy its driver could get his knee 
down with the bikers, the X5 completely 

changed our expectations of how an SUV could handle.
Eighteen years and three generations later, the model that 

launched in 2013 is the oldest car here, its wrinkliness com-
pounded by carrying over the second-generation platform. 
But still it leads the pack when you drive hard over sinuous
B-roads. Body control is superb, amplifying the sense of 
accuracy from the quick, precise steering. xDrive combines 
a rear-drive feel with gluey traction to generate more squeals 
from passengers than tyres as it hauls out of corners.

Try to hang onto the X5 in the Discovery and you’d be 
going Ray Mears even if the nav was set for a Peterborough 
business park. The Audi and Volvo get closer, but feel more 
front-biased and rollier.

You can get your X5 with a four-cylinder turbodiesel and
even rear-wheel drive in 25d trim, which starts from £47k. 
But our test car comes in 3.0d M Sport specification, yours for
£56,245. To this car’s basic price, BMW has added £13k of op-
tions – £2.5k adaptive suspension, £1.3k panoramic roof, £2k 
Pure Excellence design package and the £1k head-up display 
are the biggies – taking the final price to £69,285.

At 254bhp and 413lb ft, the BMW six-cylinder concedes 
14bhp/30lb ft to the Audi, but it’s a very sweet unit. In fact, 
if the powertrain and chassis were on Tinder, they’d be at it 
in seconds so nicely are they matched. The 3.0-litre straight 
six’s juicy surge of torque kicks in from just over 1500rpm and 
fires you down the road like a pinged elastic band, and feels ff
especially satisfying when you select Sport to pep up the 
throttle response (thankfully, you can opt to de-select the 
firmer suspension and steering for a more fluid feeling).

Likewise, the eight-speed auto is the punchiest, most 
direct unit on test, its auto mapping bang on cue, the metal
paddleshifters chunkily satisfying to manually click. If driv-
ing dynamics are top of your SUV shopping list, there’s no 
doubt the X5 leads this pack. Yet both BMW and Audi come
surprisingly close to the Swede’s four-cylinder efficiency at 
around 48mpg and 155g/km CO2.

At 4886mm long, the X5 is the most compact SUV here by 
at least 64mm. So if you do spec your X5 with optional third-
row seating, it’s going to be tight back there; imagine a 911
limousine with an extra row of full-size seats in the middle.

And because this car rides on firmer M Sport coil sus-
pension – albeit with those adaptive dampers that can be 
softened or hardened, and smallest-on-test 19-inch rims – it is 
the most fidgety, least comfort-focused ride in the group. Far 
from unbearable, it is at odds with gentle family swanning 

about, which may or may not appeal.
You could always opt for the softer, slightly cheaper SE, 

though, and whichever spec you choose, the X5 is still a very 
satisfying place to be: the £475 Comfort seats are superb, the
supple leather giving a little as you sink into them, and its 
infotainment is top-of-the-class. You can control the screen 
via the iDrive rotary controller or prod at the touchscreen
itself; it’s a slick, intuitive, highly responsive system, one that 
requires less eyes-off-the-road time than the others.

When it comes to tyres-off-the-road, the X5 ploughs a
similar furrow to all our contenders bar the Discovery, giving
you basics like Hill Descent Control but still wearing road-
focused rubber. It’s enough for more than most people will 
throw at it – but then so is a Ford Fusion – with BMW playing 
to the fact that a large chunk of buyers like an SUV look and 
driving position and don’t actually want to get muddy.

That the BMW is the least practical for seven and the bestd

to drive for one may be equally confounding for the I-buy-’em-
to-off-road-and-tow traditional SUV buyer, but that doesn’t 
mean the X5 isn’t very, very good. �

BMW X5 | Munich’s SUV gateway drug

The rear-drive feel with 
gluey traction generates 
more squeals from 
passengers than tyres

Discovery vs X5, Q7 & XC90
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Like a big Golf R 
on B-roads?

It is. On a recent 
road test, the X5’s 
physics-defying 
cross-country 
pace actually 
made Professor 
Brian Cox’s head 
explode. ‘xDrive 
must be making 
billions and billions 
of calculations per 
second,’ said the 
northern brainbox. 
(This is fake news.)

I regularly move 
five-a-side squads

Fine, if they’re all 
under-fives. Seven 
seats are optional 
but it’s a very tight 
squeeze back there. 
Bigger kids may 
require pre-match 
sports massage to 
regain feeling in 
their lower limbs.

I’m all about 
winches and 
knobbly tyres

No optional air 
suspension, it’s 
on road tyres, and 
you’ll be doing half 
the Discovery’s 
pace down a dirt 
road. Hill Descent 
Control, though, 
and, as ever, the 
ground clearance 
and all-wheel drive 
mean the X5 kerb-
climbs with aplomb.

If it were a snack 
bar it’d be…

PowerBar Protein 
Plus 30%. Promises 
to turn you into 
one of the big 
guys. Pricey, and 
people you brush 
aside quip you’re 
compensating for 
a small something, 
but look at that 
muscle – RAAR!
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You may never need it to, but the Discovery can 
                           climb a rock face that’d have you cartwheeling 
          to your death if you stepped from the door



Q7 convincing away 
from tarmac, but 
you’ll be wincing 

for your wheels and 
paintwork

Audi Q7 | Quite possibly the best car Audi makes
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I
F ONE CAR most literally translates the Sports Utility R

Vehicle tag, it’s the Audi. The Q7 hits the sweet spot of 
dynamics, versatility and comfort like the intersection 
on a Venn diagram. But if you have to pick one area 
where the Q7 really excels in this company, it’s the interi-
or with its peerless fit, finish and quality: the swathes of 

brushed aluminium trim, the knurled rotary dials that click 
as they’re twirled like an expensive watch mechanism, and 
how all those lean, taut contours butt up together so perfectly.

Seven seats come as standard. Our car gets sports seats 
with black alcantara centres and a nice balance of long-
distance comfort and support. The second row features three 
individual seats, all of which offer plenty of knee acreage and 
can slide and recline.

You can fold that second row flat and roll it out of the way 
with the pull of a couple of handles to access the third row, 
which pops up by pressing buttons that are either accessible 
when you open the rear doors, or via another set just inside 
the boot. Unlike the Discovery you need to hold the switches 
for the duration – you’ll probably manually sort the Volvo’s 

rear bench faster – and if you put two adults back there they’ll 
be curled up small and glaring at you like a pair of cats travel-
ling to the vet. But the Audi does boast six Isofix anchors – the 
Discovery musters five – meaning you can breed so rampantly 
that your partner must travel on a separate tour bus.

Where Vorsprung durch Technik once highlighted Audi’s 
mechanical nous, today it’s equally relevant to microchips 
and sensors. Our car gets the £2k Technology Package, which 
includes Virtual Cockpit – a digital instrument binnacle that 
can be configured to show a full-size sat-nav map – and head-
up display to give the BMW a run for its money.

MMI infotainment is standard, and you control it with a 
rotary controller or the touchpad that lets you scrawl child-
like characters, both ideas similar to the BMW. I prefer the 
BMW operating logic, find myself looking away from the 
road less, but there’s no doubting the Audi is packed with 
state-of-the-art kit and works very well. Virtual Cockpit in 
particular still leaves the opposition napping. 

All UK Q7s except the hybrid e-tron are V6 diesels. While 
the entry-level 215bhp 3.0-litre V6 is a recent introduction at
a whisker under £50k, we’ve got the 268bhp version, which 
costs from £54,720, bulked up here to £67k with options 
including all-wheel steering, matrix LED headlights and 
electrically deployable towbar.

The V6 is similarly impressive to the BMW’s straight-six 
if even more muscular with its tidal 443lb ft that sweeps in 
from just 1500rpm, but the Audi stays smoother for longer, 
roaring quite tunefully – for a diesel – beyond 4000rpm where 
vibration creeps in for the X5. The Volvo clatters much more 
discordantly, the Disco is impressively smooth if blunted a 
little by its extra mass.

The Audi’s eight-speed gearbox doesn’t have quite the 
energy of the BMW’s when it comes to banging home shifts, 
but it’s smooth and quick, adeptly second-guessing your 
intentions in its auto modes nonetheless.

The Q7 gets air suspension as part of the £2.6k Dynamic 
pack (which also includes driver-assistance kit like active-lane 
assist and traffic-jam recognition), giving the option to raise 
the ride height by up to 60mm over standard for extra ground 
clearance. It also helps to level out heavier towing loads. So 
while once again it can’t match the Discovery for romping 
off into uncharted territory, you’ve got ample hardware to 
clamber out of most situations.

On road, Q7 bests the Volvo both in terms of comfort and
dynamics, and strikes a middle ground between the BMW 
and Land Rover chassis. It feels more supple but ultimately
less agile than the BMW due to its more pronounced body 
roll, if less supple but more agile than the Discovery. The 
pretty significant 325kg weight saving over the previous
generation certainly helps.

You’ll need the £72k V8 turbodiesel SQ7 to go X5 chasing, 
but for high-tech, family-friendly driving with the occasional 
squirt of B-road abandon or off-road adventure, you’ll strug-
gle to find a better all-rounder than a Q7.�

Like a big Golf R 
on B-roads?

Just pipped by 
the X5 for outright 
hooning, Audi 
arguably strikes 
a better balance, 
trading a fraction of 
its still-impressive 
dynamism for air-
suspended, family-
friendly comfort.

I regularly move 
five-a-side squads

Seven seats 
standard, but third 
row for nippers 
only. Combination 
of handles and 
electric switches 
required to get 
back there – easy 
enough, but Disco 
and XC90 better 
still. Only car here 
to get six Isofix 
anchors.

I’m all about 
winches and 
knobbly tyres

The usual adequate-
for-most-but-far-
behind-Disco story. 
Air suspension 
optional, but 
increases off-road 
ground clearance 
and self-levelling 
ups towing capacity 
to Disco-matching 
3500kg.

If it were a snack 
bar it’d be…

A Clif Bar. Stylised, 
slim packaging 
promises life of 
outdoor adventure 
even in a Milton 
Keynes multi-storey. 
Packed with energy, 
but it’s greedy to 
buy a whole one 
just for yourself.

If you have to pick one area 
where the Q7 really excels 
it’s the peerless interior



Ben Barry – he’s kind 
of a big deal. And 
certainly too big for 
a Q7’s third row

As for the pass,  
it’s a question  
of when, not if

Virtual Cockpit isn’t 
standard, but even 

without it this is a 
smart, techy cabin
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XC90 shuns sixes 
for fours with or 

without hybrid 
assistance
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B
EST-LOOKING CAR on test? It’s got to 
be the Volvo XC90. Not only is it unmis-
takeably Volvo with its strong shoulder 
line and slender rear lights that flow down 
like icicles, it’s also desirable in a uniquely 
Scandinavian way, ‘strong without being 
aggressive’ as Volvo brand design director 
Pär Heyden once succinctly put it.

It makes the Discovery look unbalanced and clunky, 
despite the Volvo being only 20mm shorter at 4950mm long, 
and the X5 and Q7 disappointingly anodyne. The simplicity 
with which you access its standard third-row seating also 
makes the Discovery’s weighty electrical mechanisms seem 
redundant. You just pull up a handle on the shoulder of the 
second row to slide it forward – the row also slides and reclines 
forwards and back so passengers can set the perfect seating 
position – and then you pull another lever on the folded third
row to make them stand to attention. There’s even room for 
adults back there, with more space than the Audi’s third row.

Up front, it’s a more car-like experience than the perched-
on-high Discovery. The nappa leather seats in this second-
from-top Inscription model – at £52,500 it’s £4k pricier than 
the base Momentum, and boosted by just £3k with options 

– are snugly comfortable, and there’s an elegant simplicity to 
the layout: the nine-inch touchscreen that tidies up all but es-
sential buttons (volume, window demisters), the clean strokes 
of architecture. It reduces visual noise, allowing touches like 
the textured metal trim, diamond-cut drive-mode controller 
and Swedish flag on the seats to really sing.

Shame the steering wheel looks injection-moulded in one 
solid piece like a Fisher-Price pedal car, and the touchscreen 
logic is a little muddled in places (cancel the route guidance 
and you’re asked if you’re sure with an ‘okay’ or an easily 
confused ‘cancel’, which cancels your request to cancel), but 
mostly it feels satisfyingly upmarket.

While the Discovery and BMW – but not the Audi – can 
also be had with four-cylinder diesels, the Volvo is offered 
only with a four-cylinder line-up. The D5 we’re testing pro-
duces an only slightly off-the-pace 232bhp but is at least 59lb 
ft down on everything else at 354lb ft. You’ll need the £61,650 
T8 petrol-electric plug-in hybrid to make up the torque deficit.

Fire up the engine and you might crave a bit of hybrid 
silence: at idle, the four-cylinder clatters like chattering teeth 
after a plunge into a frozen lake. Volvo has made a valiant at-
tempt at quietening it down on the go and the performance is 
keen, with ample mid-range punch, but there’s no mistaking 

Volvo XC90 | Swede chariot



Stretches of the 
M25 really are 

horribly worn and 
rutted these days
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Cooler than a 
cucumber in liquid 
nitrogen, this isn’t 
even a flashily-
optioned XC90 
cockpit

this is the least refined, most torque-lite engine. Thankfully 
the gearbox is smooth and keeps you in the powerband, but 
it’s the only car here not to offer paddleshift controls.

Air suspension is available, but our car rides on coil springs 
front, unusual transverse composite leaf springs rear; it’s a 
mixed bag dynamically, making potholes feel like sink holes,
and without a correspondingly sporty pay-off. In fact, while 
it’s fine for motorways, the body feels surprisingly wayward 
during a gentle B-road drive, rocking about like a late pen-
guin and spoiling the cabin’s sense of calm. The Volvo is, 
however, much more agile and car-like than the Discovery, if 
not quite as up-for-it as the Germans.

Volvo’s Scandinavian heritage theoretically gives it permis-
sion to chase a Discovery off-road into the Arctic wastes, but 
the XC90 is less ambitious. There is an off-road setting, you 
do get Hill Descent Control, and the road-biased  tyres do a 
fine job of on any farm track or unpaved road you’re ever likely 
to encounter. Need more than that and you need a Discovery.

But for the rest of us, the XC90 feels like a proper Swedish
army knife of an SUV. The chassis could be sweeter, the 
four-cylinder engine smoother, but as an all-round family 
wagon and object of automotive desire, the XC90 holds an 
awful lot of appeal. �

Like a big Golf R 
on B-roads?

More agile than 
the Discovery, 
if wobblier and 
less comfortable 
at a cruise; less 
enjoyable to punt 
hard than either 
BMW or Audi. 
Worth trying on air 
suspension.

I’m all about 
winches and 
knobbly tyres

There’s an off-road 
mode that includes 
Hill Descent 
Control, but it 
doesn’t really want 
to; neither do you. 
Air suspension 
optional, road-
biased tyres 
standard. But 
unpaved roads and 
bumpy farm tracks 
no problem.

I regularly move 
five-a-side squads

Then XC90 is a 
prodigious goal-
scorer. Seven seats 
standard, and third 
row adult-friendly, 
if not as generously 
spacious as 
Discovery’s. 
Second and 
third rows easily 
configured via 
handle pullery.

If it were a snack 
bar it’d be…

A gluten-free Nakd 
Berry Delight bar. 
Slick, compact 
packaging 
holds more than 
you thought. 
Ecologically sound 
ingredients help 
save the world, but 
the full-fat stuff 
tastes better.
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Inside one of the world’s leading Porsche restoration specialists

Words Ben Barry | Photography Simon Thompson

Autofarm know more about tuning, rebuilding and  
perfecting Porsches than anyone outside Porsche

Welcome to 

Stuttgart, Oxfordshire

‘I
T USED TO BE yuppies with new 911s, now a  
classic 911 in the garage is the thing to have,’ says 
Josh Sadler of Oxfordshire-based Porsche specialists 
Autofarm. Since setting up shop in 1973, Sadler has 
seen it all – the thrill of racing early 911s, the boom that 
came with the 911 SC in the early ’80s, the recession 

that bankrupted the business at the end of the ’80s, and the 
subsequent revival and crazy price rises of recent years.

It certainly seems like a thriving enterprise when we 
arrive. In a small farmyard framed by red-brick buildings, 

there’s a 1974 ex-James Hunt 911 3.0 RS parked next to 
a brace of 964 RS models. Through a workshop door, we 
glimpse an immaculate 930 Turbo, restored to the individual 
Rolls-Royce Laurel Green paint and deep-pile carpets with 
which it left the factory. A barn next door is packed with cars, 
dust sheets flashing a Fuchs wheel, or pulling taut over a 996 
Turbo’s rear wing.

Autofarm is now run by long-time employees Mikey Wast-
ie – who started as an apprentice 18 years ago – and Steve 
Wood, an experienced racer and �
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Large box under 
restored 930 

Turbo’s whale tail 
is for intercooler, 
showing it’s a 3.3
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This 1975-style  
mid-’80s 911 now 
liveried to raise 
cancer awareness

Matt Wiltshire is 
Autofarm’s engine 
guru. He prefers 
air-cooled engines, 
but is currently 
rebuilding a 
water-cooled 
3.4 that’s done 
350,000 miles



THE MIRACLE OF THE LUTON HEDGE

Sadler has pieced together 

the histories of forgotten 

911s worldwide. But one of 

favourite stories relates to a 

back garden in Luton. 

‘A 911S used to come in 

during the ’80s, a slightly 

odd, pretty worthless car 

back then in lightweight spec 

with a 10,000rpm tacho,’ he 

remembers. ‘It was a sport-

spec right-hand-drive car 

when all the factory specials 

were left-hand drive. In the 

late ’90s I tracked it down  to 

an address in Luton and a 

woman answered the door. 

She’d separated from her 

husband, but said the 911 was 

at the bottom of the garden. 

It’d sat there for 15 years, but 

had been sold new in Ireland 

with the registrati

did the Circuit of Ireland rally 

in 1971. 

‘We got it running, took it 

back to Northern Ireland and 

had it inspected by the DVLA. 

They allowed us to put it back 

on the original plates.’ 

So if you’re recently 

divorced and your ex hasn’t 

bothered to remove a tatty 

911 from the hedge, you may 
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previously Autofarm’s go-to bodywork guy, who became their 
service manager five years ago. But Sadler is still very much 
involved, devoting himself to the heritage side of the business. 
He’s a walking Porsche encyclopaedia, has kept a notebook of 
the movements of holy-grail 1973 2.7 RS models since the ’70s, 
and his knowledge and contacts have turned up valuable early 
models in Trinidad, Sweden and a back garden in Luton.

Funny to think he didn’t even like Porsches as a kid – ‘foreign!’ 
laughs Sadler – before a friend’s dad took him for a spin in a 
356. If that was the seminal moment, the Autofarm story really
starts when Sadler and Steve Carr worked at Glacier Bearings, 
Sadler dabbling in repairing and selling damaged cars to help 
fund his passion for racing when Carr came across a damaged 
early short-wheelbase Porsche 911. It needed a front wing, which 
was no longer available in the UK.

After visiting a Porsche dealer in Duisburg, the pair got a tip-
off and headed to a German scrapyard. ‘It just didn’t make sense,’ 
remembers Sadler. ‘There were racks and racks of Porsche bits. 
We thought “we can make a business out of this”.’ 

Autofarm has moved a couple of times since the condemned 
buildings it first occupied for four years from 1973, Sadler 
restarting the business after liquidation in 1991 and moving to 
its current home near Bicester in 1993; he stepped back in 2015, 
and Carr left during the early-’90s recession. Today Autofarm 
employs 18 people and covers 7000sq ft of workshop and stor-
age space at the main site. The business includes service, sales, 
restoration, parts and storage. Bodywork is carried out off-site, 
trimming is done in-house. Another 12,000sq ft is off-site, with 
cars stored in air chambers and ‘exercised’ regularly.

Work is split evenly between air- and water-cooled models, 
and when we visit there’s a general divide between £15k-£25k 
water-cooled cars like early Caymans and the 996 
Carrera – the first water-cooled 911 – and air-cooled 
models of all varieties, from pre-1989 impact-bumper 
Targas and ’93-’98 993 Carreras right through to the 
rare 964 RS (for sale at £155k) and a 993 Carrera RS.

At the risk of over-generalisation, gut-feel says 
the water-cooled owners are here for an affordable 
if expert alternative to main-dealer servicing, the 
air-cooled guys because they want the best for their 
fast-appreciating classics. Autofarm caters for every 
Porsche, from 924s and 928s through to the modern 
saloons and SUVs, and is targeting owners of newer 
991-gen 911s coming out of warranty; they’re buying 
the necessary diagnostic equipment and looking to 
recruit main-dealer staff. 

Wood won’t commit to being cheaper than a main 
dealer, but cites examples of Autofarm replacing the 
corroded hydraulic fluid lines on power steering racks 
where a dealer would replace the rack, and of charg-
ing for a third of the labour involved in rebuilding a 
997 GT3 RS 4.0 gearbox, because it was the first unit 
they’d worked on. The hourly rate is £70 plus VAT 
and there’s a choice of two levels of servicing: a basic 
service gets your stamp in the book, and then the 
Autofarm service also includes more preventative 
measures. Either way, owners receive a list of areas 
requiring attention, and break them down in order 

of priority, allowing them to budget accordingly. Video clips are 
sent to clearly show issues and keep owners updated if a car is in 
for long-term work. 

Happily for those on smaller budgets, Autofarm’s experience 
suggests higher-mileage examples can actually be cheaper to 
run in some cases.

‘A high-mileage car with lots of paperwork is better than a car 
that’s been idle in the garage,’ thinks Wastie. ‘The 930 Turbo we 
have in has covered less than 25,000 miles, but because it was 
standing, the fuel lines are blocked, the fuel tank had rotted. We 
see similar cars with three times the mileage but 
the spend is less.’

Areas of Autofarm’s business are continually 
expanding or contracting in line with demand. 
Demand is steadily declining for Autofarm’s 
well-known ‘back-dated’ 911s, for instance, 
which involves taking a pre-1989 impact-bump-
er model and creating a ’60s or ’70s look. 

Prices for the donor cars have rapidly in-
creased over the past few years, so even damaged 
cars – flooded, accident-damaged, used in 
competition – that would be completely stripped 
and rebuilt can still cost £15k-£20k, equivalent 
to the price of a good car a few years back.

At the same time, the increase in values of 
air-cooled cars is fuelling demand for engine 
rebuilds, as the cost now accounts for a smaller 
percentage of the car’s value. There’s been a spike 
in work even over the last two years, with orders 
from as far afield as Hong Kong, Malaysia and South Korea.

Inside the engine workshop, Matt Wiltshire is in the middle 
of two rebuilds. ‘I like working on the air-cooled stuff best,’ he 
says. ‘You need to think about them much more, you take more 
measurements, use cam tuning with DTI [Dial Test Indicator] 
to get overlap; it takes longer, but it’s more of an art. The 
water-cooled engines are more of a production-line engine: you
bolt them together and away you go.’

Wiltshire talks us through the water-cooled 3.4-litre engine 
rebuild for the pre-facelift 996 model, the first of the�

A high-miler with paperwork 
is better than a car that’s 
been idle in a garage

Intermediate 
shafts from the 
water-cooled 996. 
Upgraded bearings 
can prevent a 
£10,000 rebuild  



Owners want the best for  
fast-appreciating classics
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Autofarm founder’s 
own 996 Carrera 2, 
upgraded from 3.6 
to 3.9 litres. Want it  

Workshop kept 
equally busy by 

air-cooled (left) and 
water-cooled cars

Any problems are 
highlighted in video 

report. Looks like 
this needs a wheel

water-cooled cars. It’s a model notorious for two big problems. 
Failing intermediate shaft bearings can necessitate at the least 
a top-end overhaul, more likely a full rebuild. And then there’s 
bore scoring, with metal-to-metal contact between pistons and 
bores as localised areas heat up and cause the lubrication to 

break down. Autofarm developed the Silsleeve 
engine repair kit for this purpose.

But if fears over 996 reliability are very 
much real, this engine and its amazing history 
underline their potential longevity. ‘It’s done 
350,000 miles and is still used by an F1 logistics 
company in Bedford,’ explains Wiltshire. 

‘They use it to send parts out to races at short 
notice. The guy who runs it is an oil analyser, 
and noticed high copper content. The main 

bearing shells were worn, and he caught it just in time. But he let 
it warm up, and did long cruises – that’s key to its long life.’

The engine is being upgraded from a 3.4 to a 3.7, a common 
route as customers seek to combine routine rebuilds with a 
performance upgrade – expect a similar 300bhp, but more 
mid-range torque. The rebuilds start from £10k, but the 3.9-litre 

upgrade (up from a 3.6 litre) in Sadler’s own yellow 996 Carrera 
would be closer to £15k. It runs Schrick cams to deliver a claimed 
385bhp – up from 315bhp – and a big mid-range torque boost. I 
take it for a drive and it’s so good I ponder never returning.

The Autofarm guys pride themselves on attention to detail. 
When an early car was in for restoration, the team found football
scores written behind the door cards, and a mysterious large 
number 52 in red. When the car was being carefully restored, 
Autofarm templated the Stuttgart graffiti, recreating it exactly. 
A track-damaged GT3’s underseal was refinished so perfectly 
that when the repaired car was displayed on ramps at a main 
dealer open day, assembled experts commented on what a lovely
original car it was.

So where does the new management team go from here? ‘At 
first we wanted to expand,’ reveals Wastie, ‘but I’ve watched Josh 
evolve it, he’s done a great job, so we’ve now decided against that.
We want to do what we do, but do it better.’

Ferdinand Porsche couldn’t have said it better himself.  
BEN BARRY @IamBenBarry

Autofarm – autofarm.co.uk, 01865 331234
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NAMES • WORDS6 ABW
8 ACN
4I ADF
I4 ADP
I AEA
I AER

AFF 50
4I AFH
I8 AGR
AHC II
9 AHD
I AHE
I AHG

ALG 34
93 ALW
AMD I
9II AP
APJ I

ARW I
78 ATB
II ATL
6 AVR
I AWM
AYC I
BAE I
BBF I
I BBR
9II BD
9 BDR
I BDS
I BEF

BEM 37
BFC 96
BFF I
I BFO

II BGM
7 BHS
I BHT
8 BJA

20 BJR
BJZ I
I BKJ
I BKN

BME 6
77 BMS

BPS I
BPW I
BR 6
6 BRJ
I BV

BW 2
I BWF
I BWG

BWS 28
52 CAF
CBR I
5 CDD
CE 2
II CEE
3 CEJ
CEZ I
99 CF
CFT 7
CG 8I7
CGC 4I
CHG I
3 CLD
I6 CLJ

333 CO
I CPO

90 CPT
CRJ II
CRV I

CSD 96
I CTC
CTK I
9 CTL
CVB 3I
CVH I

58 CWC
78 DAH
I0 DBA
4 DBD
5 DDH
30 DFH
5 DFP

I DHB
7 DHM
I DHV
2I DJA
I68 DK
99 DKS
I5 DLJ

DLP 95
3 DME
I DMV
I DOP

407 DP
6 DRD
5 DSF
I DTE
DTJ II
9 DTL
60 DV
DVB I

I00 DY
E 67

90 EA
9 EAA
4 EAJ
9 EAK
6 EAP
I EAS

32I EB
I EBR
I EBY
I ECA
I EDC

EE 563
I EED
I EEF
I EEG
EF 3
I EHD
I EHG
45 EJ
EJA 6
EJE I

EJM 36

8 EJR
I EJW
EL 9
I EMT
I9 EO
EPD I

800 ER
I ERK

ES 664
5 ESG
6 ESH
I ESO

ESW 5
I ET

I ETS
I EVH
EWL I

200 EX
I EYC

70 FAD
FAH I
I FAW
I FBK
I FBL
I FBO
FCH I
I FCO
I FCP
6 FCS
FDG I
I FDP
I FDW
I FEC
II FEH
I FEJ
FEM I
I FFB
I FFW
FH I

I FHD
I FHF
I FHS
FJ I

I FJK
FJO I
I FJP
I FJT
I FKK
FKL I
9 FLW
3 FMW

FN I
I FND
FNS I

I23 FR
FRS I
I FVG
I FWL
9II GA
5 GAE
I GAJ

57 GAN
I GAP
GBA I

GBW 7
4 GCA
6 GCP
GDN I
GF 6

8 GFC
GFE I
3 GFP
I GGR
5 GHC
5 GHD
I GHF
I GHT
5 GJD
GK 94

GL I
GLS 7
5 GME
I GMK

I2 GMR
GMW I8

7 GN

GNH I
I GNK
I GNL
I GNN
3 GPA

GPD 38
I GPV
5 GRJ
I GRV
II GSP
I GTA
I GTP
6 GU
3 GV
I GVG
GY I9
96 HB
HC 4

6 HCD
I HCF
I HCO
I HD

6 HEH
6 HEJ
HET I

HFB 48
I HFG
HFL I

59 HG
HGA I

38 HGB
I HGR
HH I

6 HJL
3 HJN
I HJW

39 HMF
I8 HMM
I HNS

I00 HO
I HOR
5 HPS
I HRT

HRW I
I HSO
5 HV
HVD I
I HVH
I HWF
I00 HY
800 JA
50 JBR
89 JCA
JCG 88
9 JCJ
I JCU

99 JDL
9 JEG
JFF 4
8 JFJ

68 JGA

JGK 54
I0 JHD
JLJ 80
5 JMO
JN 5

5 JNC
I JNH
JNL I

35 JNW
44 JPR
JPS 23
JRG 83
9 JTL
I JVE
I JVK

JVL 83
44 JWC
48 JWD

55 JWM
I JYK

KAA 97
364 KB
I KBC
KBS I
KDJ I

KDP 74
KE I

KEA 9I
I KEK
I KFA
I KFF

89 KG
I KHC
I KHJ
I KHR

KJC 93

KJG I
I KJK
4 KLE
I KLJ
KNS I
KO I

I KOE
59 KPG
KPN I
4 KV

66 KWL
L 43

20 LAA
I LBK
LC I

5 LCR
3 LDD
I LDG

I LDW
5 LE

2 LEF
I LEP
I LFG
I LFR
4 LG
I LGF
LGL I

LGM 4
LHH II
I LJN

88 LK
I LKF
7 LKP

LKR 36
I LKV
LMR I

LN 3
I LPA

LPD I6
I LPE
I LPJ
LPL I

LPP I2
I LPR
4 LTH
I LTP
I LUJ
I LUW
I LVB
I LVS
I LWF
LZ I

7 MCJ
MDA I

8 MDN
7I MEE
I MFO

MGD 4
MGM 77
I9 MHR

23 MHW
I4 MJE
I MKS
ML 9
MLF I
8 MLP
MMC I

MMG 78
MMR 75

I MND
I MNF
I MNG
MO I

25 MPA
I2 MPM
8 MSE

MTK 30
I00 MU
MWA 43
MWD I5
78 MWP
60 NAE
NAK 35
NBV I
9 NCB
8 ND

5 NDP
I NEG
6 NF
I NFE
I NFF
I NFH
I NGC
NGM I
I NGN
I NHG
I NHH

92 NJ
I NJD
I NKW
2 NLA
I NLT
NLZ I

89 NMD
NMH 37
I NMO
8 NMS
NNF I
I NOP
I NPD
9 NPM
9 NPR
NRJ I
NRL I
NRM I
5 NSA

54 NSM
I NSN
I NTJ
I NUL
30 NV
I NVH
I NWA
I ODY
I ORC
OY I

I PAC
94 PAJ
9 PCA

I0 PCM
I PDA
PDL I
4 PE
I PES
PFH I
I PFO
4 PFR
87 PG
I0 PGR
PHB I

PHG 7
6 PHM
PHR I
6 PHS
9I PJW
PKA I

9 PKM
I PLA
9 PLP
5 PLR
5 PLW
PMT I
87 PN
I PNF

I0 PNM
I PNS
PPC I
PPS 5
PR 7
9 PRT
PSD I
5 PSJ
6 PST

40 PTC
PTG 77

PTL I
PTS 88
I PWD
PYD I
I RAA

RAO 73
RBH I

I2 RBP
RBR 5
I RCC

RCT 45
RDB 60
RDG I
5 RDJ

745 RE
REE I
RFF I
RGD I

3 RGG
RGH 75
9 RHC

RHM 79
I RHR

80 RHT
RJG I8
RJP I
RJU I

5 RKC
I RKR
I RLF
7 RLL
6 RMJ

70 RMS
I RNC
I RNG

55 RNM
RPD I
6 RPP

59 RRR
I RRT
RSX I
I RTA
RTD I
4 RTP
I RVA
I RVG
I RVR

2 RWF
I RWH
RWR I
I RYF

SBG I0
SBJ I
I SBW
4 SCE
SCL I3
I SCY
9 SDA
I SDO
7 SE
8 SE

SFP 2
7 SGA
4 SGJ
SHB I2
SHD 6
SHG I
SKE I
SKT I
I SKW
94 SLA
59 SML
I SNH
5 SNP
SOJ I
I SOY
II SRJ

SSR 90
I STG
STK 5
I SVH
T 6

TAA 3
I TBN
I TCF
I TCP
I TCR
3 TDD
4 TDG
TDS 6
I TFE
TFH I
I TFT
I TGJ
TKA I
I TKD
TKN I
2 TL
TLA I
TLE I
I TLW

2 TMO
TN I

I TNC

TNM I
I TNR
I TPN
TPR 2
TSN I
I00 TY

I UY
I VAD
I VAK
I VAM
I VAP
VBG I
I VBS
VDA I
I VDD
I VDW
VE I

I VEB
VEP I
VFC I
34 VJ
9 VJB
I VJC
VJD 6
VJE I
VJF 8
VJK I
VJL I
VJW I
I VKF
I VMM

VMW 45
9 VN
VNC I
I VPD
I VRG
VRH I

233 VS
VSB I
I VTB
VU I
I VVC
WBB I

I WCP
WCS I
I WEC
WEZ I
WFH I
I WFR
I WGK
I WGL
I WHF
WHG I
I WHM
WJB I

WJL 20
WJP I
I WKA
I WKE
I WKK
WLG I
I WLP

WMR 87
WPA I
I WPW
I WSK
I WTK
I WWD
I WWL
XJR I
I XZ

I YAB
I YAW
YCG I
YE I

I YEE
2I YJ
YJB I
YJC I
I YJL
I YL
YLY I
I YMV
YPS I
YRL I
ZL 7

ABII ARD 
ABR 44M 
ACT 700R 
ADII LTS 

AFT I 
AGA 7E 
46 NES 
AKT 42R 
ALE 78 

ALF 23D 
ALY 750N 
AMA 22R 

AMB 233N 
AME I2R 
AND 26W 

APE 6 
APR 2IL 

ARR 24N 
ASH II6Y 
ASH II0K 
J45 TLE 

AUS 72IA 
AWA 4N 
AYE 2S 

BAD 632R 
BAK 333S 
BAII LDY 
BAL IE 

B4I2 BER 
B428 OUR 
BAR 58Y 
B42 TER 
BAR 7I3Y 
BAS 2A 

B45 TOW 
84 TES 
BAT 7H 

BAX 773R 
BEA 6H 
3 EAD 

BEA 6IIE 
BEA 4L 

MRB 34N 

B387 LES 
I2 BED 
BEE 6H 
B33 LEY 
BEE 2IE 

BEE 350N 
BEG IIM 

B3I6 HER 
BEL 50N 
B3II BOW 
B33 RRY 
BEI2 YLS 
BES IIIE 

BE57 BED 
BES 70N 
83 TTY 

BEW I6K 
8I4 NCA 
BLA 6G 
TBL 4IR 
BI ANE 

8I4 NKS 
BIII OOM 
8I0 UNT 
BLU IIE 

BLY 70N 
774 BMW 

BOG I0 
BOL 4N 
BOL IT 

BOR IIIS 
BO5I TON 
BOU 2IIE 
BOW 32S 
BOY IIIE 
824I D 

BI2 AKE 
BRE 346H 
BI23 NDA 

823 TT 
82I LL 

820 GAN 
BRII NZE 

B200 KER 
820 OKS 

82 YN 
B27 SON 
BUII ART 

BUD 6I3S 
BUF 70N 
BUG 6I3R 
BUII OCH 
BUN 74N 
BUI2 DON 
BUR 2N 
BUS IIH 
BII7 TER 
BUT 77IE 
84 CAB 
C4 DET 
CAG 3Y 
CAII LER 
CAII VER 
CAM 83R 
CAR 2D 

CAR 355S 
C42 MEN 
C4I2 NEY 
CAR 22IE 
C42 SON 
C4I2 TON 

CAT 3R 
C47 HAL 
CAT 72IN 
CAT 7IE 

CER 27S 
CHA II4A 
CHA 93L 
CHA 77IN 
CHE 32IE 
CII4 NCY 
CLA I2A 
CLII ARK 
CII4 UDE 
CI34 VER 
CLE 6G 

CIII NGE 
COA 7S 

COL I42D 
COL I50N 
COL 70N 
COM 83R 
COM 8S 

COM 905E 
COII BOY 
CON II3R 
COR 8IIN 
COT 7IE 
COW 3Y 
COW I3Y 
60 YLE 

ACI2 OOK 
CI20 OKS 
CI20 SSY 
CUR I3Y 

CUI2 WEN 
CUI2 ZON 
CII7 LER 
CUT 73R 
DAC 6K 

DAG II5H 
DAL I8Y 
D4 NNO 

DAR 2I3Y 
DAW IIID 
88 DAY 

DAY 50N 
D342 DEN 
DEE 3I3Y 
DEI2 HAM 
DEN I55E 
D3 NNE 
DER 88Y 
D32 MOT 
DES I2E 
D8 BLO 
DI5 CDS 
DIII XON 
DI0 LLS 

DOM 4N 
DOII NOR 
DOO I3Y 
DOR 64S 
DOR 53T 
DO55 ETT 

DOV 3E 
DOW 3IIL 
DOY IIIE 

DO5I BOY 
DUC 6K 
DUK 6S 
DUP I3X 

DII2 HAM 
DUS 77Y 
DYE 2R 
EAG 6IE 
E4II ONN 
E420 LEY 
EAR IIIE 
E42 LEY 
34 RTH 

EAS 777T 
EA5I TER 
EDG 9E 

EDII UND 
EGO 5S 
EI8I NES 
LEK 72IC 

ELE IIA 
II NTH 
ELS 3Y 

ELS 70N 
EMM 377T 
EMS 5IIE 
ESC 607T 
ETII ELS 
ETII ELM 
EVE 235T 
EVE 237T 
EVE 270N 

EXA IIIS 
EXE 73R 

EYE 84IL 
EYL 3S 
F4 BER 
FAC 3R 
FAC 7S 

FAII OUT 
FAN I 

FAI2 REN 
FAT I 

F34 STS 
FER 2I3R 
FER 22IS 
FI3I DER 
FIII NCH 
FLA 66G 
FI0 REY 
FLII TES 
FOO I2D 
FOR 63T 
FOW II3R 
FI24 SER 
FRE 555H 
FYF 333E 
GAG 3E 
G4 LES 

GAII ANT 
GAII LON 

GAM 88IE 
GAT 7E 

G33 SON 
GEO 299E 
GHO 57IY 
GIII LAM 
GIII HAM 

GI33 SON 
GLO 2IIA 
GLO I2Y 

GLO 558P 
D6I0 VER 
GLU 3S 
GOA 7S 

GOA 73R 
I GOB 

GI0 BEY 
GON 6G 
GOR 3E 
60 RGE 

GOU 2I3Y 
GRA II6E 
GI2 APE 

G247 TON 
GI2 AVE 

G23 ENE 
G236 ORY 

GRE 7Y 
GRU I3B 
GGU 35T 
GUM 5S 

GUII MOW 
GUN 733R 

GWE IIT 
GWII YMS 
HAII SEN 

H428 OUR 
HAI2 DEN 

H420 WRK 
H4I2 KER 
H42I AND 
HAI2 LOW 
HAR 20ID 
HAI2 ROW 
HAY 606K 
HEA II3Y 
H33 ARN 
HEL 3IIE 
HEII MUT 
HEM 6L 

HEN 27K 
H3II SON 
HER 237T 
HES 73R 
HEW 37T 
HEW I5H 
HOA 2E 

WH08 DAY 
HOG 8N 

HOG 63T 
HOII OUR 
HOS IIIE 

HOU 5I3Y 
HOW 4T 
HUA IIG 

HUL 832T 
HUN 63R 
HUR I3Y 

HUI2 REN 
HVR 5T 
HUS 4M 
HUX I3Y 

HYW 33L 
J43 GER 
JAL I4L 
JAII OPY 
JAV I3R 

J47 SON 
JOII KER 
JUR 6I7A 
KAR 2IIM 
KAR 2IIN 
KAR IIIA 
K3II ETT 
K3II LEY 

KEM 950N 
KEN I 
KEN 4 

KER 2R 
KER 22IE 

I KEV 
KEY I 

KI32 NAN 
KNE 3E 

KI7I BBS 
KNO 77T 
KON 24D 
K275 TAL 
KUR 7IIS 
LAN 44A 
LAII NCE 
L42I SSA 

LAR 2K 
LAR I2Y 
L42 SEN 
LAII GHS 

L424 RUS 
I38 BY 

L333 EKS 
LEM II0N 
LEN 44A 
LER 20Y 
L35 TER 
II4 NNE 

LI63 NCE 
LOD 6E 

LOF 73D 
I OON 

LOP 3S 
LOII GHS 
LOU I56E 
LOV 47T 
LOV 3IIL 
LOV I3S 
LUK 3R 

LUL I 
LUII ACY 

LYN 377E 
MAC 6K 

MAD 3I3Y 
MAD 6E 
MAG 90T 

M466 OTS 
M490 WAN 

M4I LER 
MAI2 EAD 
MAII NDA 
MAL I37T 
MAII OYS 
M8I0 NEY 
MAL I78Y 
MAM IIA 
M4II UEL 
MAR 23K 
M42I AND 

MAR 220N 
MAI2 ROW 
MAI2 RSH 
MAR 250N 
MAR 277N 
M427 ANN 
MA55 EUR 

MAS 7T 
MAX 73D 
MAY 7A 

MAY 32S 
MAY 7S 

M64I EER 
M647 EER 
MCC I34N 
MCC II0Y 

MCC 602D 
MCC 24E 
MCC 23A 
MCC IIE 

MCE I20Y 
MCG II3E 

MCG 202Y 
MCH 4IIE 
M6II UGH 
MCL I30D 
MEI4 DOW 
MEN 800M 

MEN 5 
M3I2 CER 
MER 2I7T 
M333 RRY 
MET 64IF 
MEY 2I6K 
MII6 UEL 
MIII ONK 
MOII ONY 
MOII DAL 
MON I64A 
MOO 23E 
MOO 23S 
MOI2 AGS 
MOR I2E 

MOR 2I5S 
MOR 2I5H 
MO53 LEY 
KMO 5S 
MOT 7T 

MUN 20E 
MYL 355S 
MYR 44A 
MYR 7I3S 
NAD 33N 
NAN 377E 
NAP I32R 
NAR 6IIS 
NAS IIH 
N3I SEN 
NOE IIIL 
NOG 4N 
NOR 24H 
NOR 832T 
NUR 55E 
OH5I BOY 
OLE 42Y 
OLW 7N 
OPE 2A 

ORG 45M 
OSB 802N 

OXL 3Y 
PAD I3Y 
PAI5 LEY 
P4II ELA 
PAII TON 
PAR 2K 

P422 OTT 
PAS 53Y 
PAV 3Y 

P34 CEY 
PEA 4K 
PEA 2S 

PEA 53E 
PEA 4T 
PEE 3K 

P36 LER 
PEN 205E 

PER 32A 
PER 237T 
PET 72IE 
P37 ROL 
PEX 70N 
PHO 3I3E 
PII6 KUP 
POL I42D 
POL II7T 
POO I3Y 
POR 2T 

P24 SAD 
PRA 7T 
P23 TTY 
PRII SON 
PRY 6E 

PUB 80Y 
PUL I3N 
RAF 4L 

RAM 503N 
I RAT 

R47 NOR 
2 EAD 

REI4 DER 
I2 EED 
REF 7 
R6 LAY 
R3 SCU 
RHO I7A 
RHO II0A 
RI02 DAN 

2 OBB 
RI0 BOT 

ROI3 SON 
ROD II3Y 

ROG 444N 
BRO 5S 
ROT 888 
RI0 UGH 

20 XY 
RII9 ERT 
RUS 77Y 
KRY 4N 

SAG 3E 
S9II MON 

SAM 5 
S4II UEL 

SAN 550M 
54 UL 
S4 YLE 
SCA IIIY 

S34 NCE 
SEA I2S 
S3II ENA 

SEL IF 
SEL II6K 
SHA 42P 
SHA 29E 
SHE 42D 

SH66 HAN 
SHE IIIL 
SHII RTS 
SHO IIE 
5II ORE 

SI55 SON 
SKA 73S 
SLO 4IIE 
SMA II3Y 
SNA 4I7H 

5 NUF 
50I WAY 
SON IIG 
SOII YAS 

SOW 328Y 
SP66 NER 
SPI2 ATT 
SPI2 UCE 
S74 CYS 
S74 LEY 
S74 PLE 
STA 2K 

STA 70N 
STE 2N 
STII RUP 

S706 KER 
SI7 ORK 

STO 22IE 
STR 4IID 
S72 EET 
S72 OUD 
S77 UMP 

SUE 4 
SII6 DEN 

SU54 NNA 
SU5I HOT 
TAG 642T 
TAII EST 

TAP 555S 
TAI2 TAN 
747 LER 

T324 NCE 
TE57 EYE 
THA 4IN 
THA 76H 

THE 235E 
THI2 USH 

7I BBS 
TIII KKA 
TOII LEY 
TOII CAN 
TOW 32S 
724 CY 

T247 NOR 
T22 OUT 
TI20 UTY 
72 UDY 
TRU IIE 
TUC IK 

TII6 KER 
TUT 70N 
T72 ONE 
LUN I73D 
V44 GUE 
VAL 32IE 
V4II NDA 
VAN 35A 
V4 REY 
VAR 6A 
VEE IIA 

VEN 70N 
V333 RGE 
VI0 WLE 
VOW I3S 
VOY IE 

W444 GER 
W4 GNR 
W4I GHT 
WAK 3IIN 
W8 LKY 

WAL 90IE 
WAII DAS 
W42 DLE 
WAS 372 
WAS 5S 

W444 TTS 
W444 YNE 
WEII RDO 
WEL 8Y 
WEL 6H 

WEII AND 
WEII NDY 

WES 732N 
WES 570N 

I WET 
WET I 

WII ALE 
WHA 7I3Y 
WIII LDE 

WOK 773 
WOII DER 

WO05 NAM 
WOO 770N 
WOI2 GAN 
WOI2 TON 
W2I6 LEY 
WYM 3R 

YEB 804H 
YEL 85 

YEO II4N 
YE5I EAT 
YOR I2K 
YOU II6S 

Great number

NR I

Great investment

* NEW*
LC I
T 6

CE 2
GNH I
4 PE
BAE I
SBJ I
BR 6
I AHG
KBS I
I DHB
RTD I
I LDW
TFH I
I MKS
FCH I
WHG I
4 LG

WBB I
I RHR

* NEW*
I WET 
LUL I 

W42 DLE 
GEO 299E 
FI24 SER 
B4I2 BER 
MUN 20E 
FER 22IS 
MOII ONY 
CAM 83R 
L35 TER 
KRY 4N 

COR 8IIN 
MEN 5 
OPE 2A 

BUN 74N 
EAG 6IE 
FI3I DER 

NAN 377E 
YE5I EAT N
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MONTH 3

BENTLEY

CONTINENTAL

GT V8 S



132 CARMAGAZINE.CO.UK | May 2017

Front seats heated and cooled, 
with massage function, as part 

of £6895 Premier upgrade. 
Max heat is painful.



May 2017 | CARMAGAZINE.CO.UK

Airscarf will cost you £805. 
Also available, an actual scarf 
(the cashmere Bentley Blower 

scarf, £225).
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> > > 

> > > 

> > 

What you’ll need 
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LOGBOOK
VW PASSAT ESTATE GT 2.0 
BI-TDI 4MOTION
> Engine 1968cc 16v turbodiesel 4-cyl, 237bhp 

@ 4000rpm, 369lb ft @ 1750-2500rpm 

> Gearbox 7-speed automatic DSG, all-wheel 

drive > Stats 6.3sec 0-62mph, 147mph, 140g/s

km CO2 > Price £36,550e > As tested £43,310 

> Miles this month 434 > Total miles TT 8383 

> Our mpg 36.2 > Official mpg 52.3 

> Fuel this month £76.87 > Extra costs £0s

Anthony ffrench-Constant not listening 
to Chris Evans in his Passat, yesterday

Doors to manual 
and crosscheck
MONTH 10 VW PASSAT ESTATE

O
VER THE YEARS, two key 
maxims have guided the ff-C 
family through life on a course 
about as unerringly straight and 

comprehensible as that of a rubber bullet 
fired into a squash court. 

The first, ‘It Seemed a Good Idea at the 
Time’, is reserved for gravestones (although 
it’s not a patch on Spike Milligan’s ‘I Told You I 
Was Ill’). The second, ‘If All Else Fails, Read the 
Instructions’, is a constant companion, and 
the consistency with which it is studiously 
ignored is best exemplified by the fact that 
the instruction manual remains easily the 
most pristine part of the Passat.

Which also explains why it has taken us 10 
months to discover a sub-menu buried deep 
within the waistcoat pocket fluff of another 
sub-menu, which allows us to unlock all 
the doors, and the tailgate, simultaneously 
via the mobile phone-phobic keyless entry 
system, rather than just the driver’s door.

Little short of a revelation, this is a source 
of deep joy to the missus, who, invariably 
more with it first thing in the morning 
than me, tends to be in charge of... well, 
everything, including the school run. Fed
up with fumbling for the Unlock switch on 
the door card as chilly children clamour 
for access, she has finally put up with the 
prattling Chris Evans for long enough to stay 
put and fix it.

What she has not yet done, however, is to 
find a way of dimming the head-up display 
sufficiently for it not to distract her when 
driving after dark that doesn’t merely involve 
switching the whole thing off. Or locating 
Radios 1 and 2 in anything but FM, even if 
they’re listed, Right There, in the DAB menu 
that gives me access to Radio 4 Extra and 
the cricket. Hmmph... Nothing like choice for 
promoting confrontation.

ANTHONY FFRENCH-CONSTANT

Lacks the 
prestige of an 
Audi, let alone 
a Bentley, but 
the Edge does 
the job in style

Four people 
and a week’s 
worth of ski 
holiday kit, 
and no need 
for a roofbox

I’M NOT SURE if 
everyone (aside from 
Steve Moody) driving 
to the Alps does so in 
an Audi because the 
Ingolstadt firm sponsors 
the sport to within an 

inch of its life, or whether it’s the other way 
round, but Friday night at the Eurotunnel 
terminal ahead of February half-term was a 
battleground, and most of the combatants 
fought under the banner of the four rings. 
The Edge is a big car but, next to a Q7 with 
a Thule roofbox the size of a studio flat, the 
Ford felt almost modest.   

SUV smugness isn’t big or clever but it’s 
definitely a thing; the driving position, the 
visibility, the flawed yet reassuring idea that 
if the world suddenly went Mad Max you’dx

be okay. In the Edge it started the moment I 
nosed into the Eurotunnel carriage and the 
Ford’s big, squashy Continentals squeaked 
harmlessly over the pronounced metal 
kerbs where the Audi A6 ahead shuffled 
forwards to the grinding of wheel on steel… 
And where almost every car on the train 
bristled with roof boxes, the Ford’s vast boot 
(602 litres, compared to a Mondeo’s 500 
litres) and the optional dog bars meant we 
could pile all our bags in the boot. 

From Calais to Val Cenis the Ford was 
effortless, despite the blizzards and 
lengthy, ill-tempered queues. Deliciously 
comfortable, its whiff of Americana (the 
sub-par interior quality and US-market 
origins) makes it feel ideal for big-mile road 
trips. The 2.0-litre diesel always feels strong 
enough, though 35mpg (37 according to 
the trip computer) suggests it does so only 
by putting in a fair bit of effort. In the back, 
our teenage boys loved the three-pin power 
point, which kept gaming laptops in juice, 
while the Ford’s hushed refinement would 
have been bliss were it not for a noisy-since-
day-one window seal on the driver’s door.

During the week on the slopes, the Edge 
was pressed into service a few times, 

spearing off down the mountain 
for butter-drenched pastries. 
Try to hurry it and the car gently 
dissuades you with numb, 
oddly weighted steering and an 
omnipresent sense of serious 
inertia, though the body’s well 

controlled and traction always plentiful, 
despite worn front tyres, since replaced. 
I was hoping for snow and the chance to 
make like Sébastien Ogier on his recent 
Monte win in the M Sport Fiesta, but the 
roads remained snow-free, almost certainly 
because I had £150 worth of virgin snow 
chains in the boot… 

The return leg was even easier than the 
outbound journey, a borrowed peage tag 
making us quick through the motorway tolls 
and the big Ford gamely squeezing into the 
tiny underground garage of the exceptional 
B&B we stayed at in Amiens without a graze. 
The week on the road with the Edge was 
much like the last four months in microcosm, 
with any qualms about the car’s lack of on-
paper excitement quickly silenced by the 
ease with which it slides into your life and 
takes care of everything. 

The 1642-mile week
Some fly to the Alps, some take the train, 
or drive their Bentley. But it turns out an 
Edge is a fine option too. By Ben Miller

LOGBOOK FORD EDGE

> Engine 1997cc 16v turbodiesel 4-cyl, 207bhp @ 3750rpm,e

332lb ft @ 2000rpm > Transmission 6-speed dual-clutch, 

all-wheel drive > Stats 9.4sec 0-62mph, 131mph, 48.7mpg, 

149g/km CO2 > Price £34,495 > As tested £39,965 

> Miles this month 1908.9 > Total miles 9774 s > Our mpg 34.9 

> Official mpg 48.7 > Fuel this month £355.07 

> Extra costs £320 (pair of replacement Continentals)s

MONTH 5

FORD EDGE
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MONTH 4

BMW i3

WE’RE FOUR MONTHS into BMW i3 
ownership and the little electric car with 
range extender is fully bolted into our lives.
If you’re an electric car sceptic, we’d urge you 
to test drive one. It’s the perfect vehicle to 
turn you into an EVangelist.

Here’s why. Approach the car every morning and it 
radiates quality: the doors are engineered with reas-
suring Teutonic heft and we love climbing over the 
exposed carbonfibre door sills into the pre-heated 
cabin each morning.

But that electric powertrain is what’s really 
squirrelled into our affections. We love the easy 
thrust at low speeds, the saintly silence, the 
virtual halo we imagine above our heads on every 
drive. It’s a tangible feelgood factor reinforced by 
the fact I’ve personally only filled up twice with 
petrol since December.

That’s because we charge this PHEV up every day 
outside the office – giving us maximum range 
for minimum anxiety. The reality is, we only 
use the range-extender on journeys over 100 
miles – everything else is pure EV. Our average 
fuel consumption of 150.5mpg over some 2500 

miles reflects its predominantly battery operation.
Editor Ben Miller was driving the i3 when he suffered a 

blow-out on the A1. He reports that the i3 behaved impecca-
bly, tyre pressure monitor alerting him promptly before the 
tyre disintegrated, leaving him time to limp to Peterborough 
services before the pressure got too low.

The Bridgestone Ecopia EP500 was destroyed and there’s no
spare wheel in the minimalist i3 – leaving us no option but to 
call BMW Assist for recovery. All new BMWs come with three 
years of roadside assistance, and help arrived promptly in just 
under an hour to collect the stranded car.

Which is all well and good, but they are only authorised
to trailer to main dealers, leaving us no choice but to travel 
to Sycamore in Peterborough. They charged us £191 for one 

super-skinny 155/60 R20 tyre, sourced and fitted within 24 
hours and leaving us with an immaculately valeted car 

(though not a fully charged one, disappointingly). 
Had we been able to shop around, Blackcircles.

com quotes £161 for the same tyre. It was our first 
taste of BMW i dealer care and it was slick, if 
pricey. @TimPollardCarsv

Something gone flat but 
it’s not the i3’s batteries
It may have beamed in from some impossibly clever parallel 
universe, but the i3 is still vulnerable to sharp bits of crap left 
lying around in the road, same as any other car. By Tim Pollard

Strangely 
old-fashioned way 

for the i3 to go 
wrong: a puncture

i3 comes with a can 
of repair spray and 
a pump, but it also 
comes with three 

years of BMW Assist

LOGBOOK  
BMW I3 RANGE-EXTENDER

> Engine 125kW electric motor (equivalent to 168bhp, 

184lb ft), 647cc 2-cyl petrol range-extender 

> Gearbox Single-speed automatic, rear-wheel drive x

> Stats 8.1sec 0-62mph, 93mph, 13g/km CO2 

> Price £31,560 e > As tested £37,009 (prices quoted 

after government Plug-in Grant) > Miles this month

848 > Total 4481 > Our mpg 150.5mpg 

> Official mpg 471mpg > Fuel this month £38.53 

> Extra costs £191.39 (new tyre)s
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Up with the jet set, 
down on the farm
MONTH 3 PORSCHE MACAN

Any time, any place, anywhere, the Macan is the  
Martini of premium junior crossovers. By Ben Oliver

Trending
Just in case you thought that overpowered ‘utility’ vehicles 

are a modern affectation, look at the stats for the Chevy El 

Camino SS I followed through Surrey in the Macan. Its 396 

cubic inch (6.5 litre) V8 makes just short of 400bhp. So does 

the Macan Turbo, but from nearly half that capacity.

Gran tourer
Macan’s rear-seat entertainment system consists of a £15 

aftermarket iPad holder and a grandmother to dispense 

sweets, stories and wet wipes. She is fairly compact, but 

being able to fit an adult between two child seats tells you 

that the Macan is a proper family car.

High standards
Stepped out of 

the £4m, 500mph 

HondaJet at 

Birmingham airport and 

back into my Macan. 

Neither the cabin 

nor the performance 

felt disappointing by 

comparison, and I 

could pilot it myself. 

Flying from Chester to 

Stansted cost around 

£150 in fuel: the Macan 

wouldn’t be much 

cheaper.

When the road stops, stop
Yes, the Macan is nominally an off-roader, but it has never 

really fitted in here in rural Sussex, and it has certainly never 

been off-road. This is what we really drive: knackered Pajeros. 

You could have three for the price of the Macan’s £5463 

ceramic-composite brake option.

LOGBOOK 
PORSCHE 

MACAN TURBO

> Engine 3604cc e

twin-turbo V6, 

394bhp @ 6000rpm, 

406lb ft @ 1350rpm 

> Gearbox 7-speedx

twin-clutch auto, 

all-wheel drive 

> Stats 4.8sec s

0-62mph, 165mph, 

208g/km CO2 

> Price £62,540e

> As tested £80,743 

> Miles this month

998 > Total 8514 

> Our mpg 21.0 

> Official mpg 31.7 

> Fuel this month

£243.80 

> Extra costs Nones
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HELLO

MONTH 1

SEAT ATECA

£630 
ADVANCED 

DRIVER ASSIST

Pack includes full 

LED headlamps with 

automated full beam, 

and blind spot 

detection.

£1100
GLASS ROOF

Natural light 

lifts dark interior; 

advanced cabin 

lighting thrown 

in too.

£680 
FOR 19-

INCH ALLOYS

We’ve upgraded 

Xcellence’s bi-colour 

18s; Nevada White 

paint is £575.

XCELLENCE 
GOES KEYLESS

But no rear door 

activation is an oversight: 

it’s the one you approach 

when carrying toddlers 

and all their 

clobber.
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Economising
These wheels are a 
no-cost option on the 
Excel spec car. At 15 
inches (rather than the 
standard 17) they cut fuel 
consumption thanks to 
less rolling resistance 
and better aero. But they 
look a little pedestrian, 
and I wonder whether the 
bigger wheels would help 
the looks without much 
mpg pain. 

Regenerating
Frequent use of the 
gearlever is required if 
you want to get the best 
out of the Prius. Flicking 
into B mode sounds like 
a racer type thing to do 
but it actually just winds 
up the engine braking, 
crucial for feeding energy 
back into the cells. I just 
wish it, or my left arm, 
was a couple of inches 
longer.

Lightning
I’m the worst person 
here for accusing the 
Prius of being a style-
free zone, but then I 
approach it from the rear 
and catch sight of the 
tail lights. Mimicking a 
bolt of lightning striking 
the ground, they’re a 
smart piece of design 
and wouldn’t look out of 
place on Toyota’s wacky 
new C-HR. 

Prodding
The info-heavy screen 
generally operates well, 
save for the fact that it 
can be fussy about your 
digital accuracy. Swish 
though the black bezel is, 
you can end up pressing 
the screen when you’re 
just trying to lean some 
fingers on it. Dainty 
pinkies would help.

MATT JOY 

@MJMattJoy

LOGBOOK TOYOTA PRIUS EXCEL

> Engine 1798cc 16v 4-cyl, 97bhp @ 5200rpm, 105lb ft @ 3600rpm,e

e-motor (71bhp, 120lb ft) > Gearbox Electric CVT, fwdx

> Stats 10.6sec 0-62mph, 112mph, 85.6mpg, 76g/km CO2s > Price £27,755e

> As tested £28,300 > Miles this month 1548 > Total 6719 > Our mpg 56.64 

> Official mpg 94.2 > Fuel this month £192.43 > Extra costs Nones

Resistance is futile as 
the Prius works its magic
MONTH 5 TOYOTA PRIUS 

LOGBOOK SEAT ATECA XCELLENCE 1.4

> Engine 1395cc 16v turbocharged 4-cyl, 148bhp @ 5000rpm, 

184lb ft @ 1500rpm > Transmission 6-speed manual, front-

wheel drive > Stats 8.5sec 0-62mph, 125mph, 123g/km CO2

> Price £24,440 > As tested £28,650 > Miles this month 1173 

> Total miles 1260 > Our mpg 32.3 > Official mpg 52.3

> Fuel this month £201.34 > Extra costs £0

£2890 
UPGRADES 

SE TO 
XCELLENCE

Adds leather seats, 
wireless phone 
charging, two 

USBs.
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TEN MONTHS ago, I wrote that I was 
already impressed by the 308 GTi, and that 
the point of this 10-month test was to see if 
I was still as keen at the end as I was at the 
beginning. The answer? Definitely.

On my first drive, following a factory 
test driver down twisty French roads in a pre-production 
prototype, it was clear what a talented hot hatch it was: 
sweet steering, firmish ride with enough compliance for 
daily driving, a grippy but playful chassis and a huge turn 
of speed from that little 1.6-litre turbo. I told the Peugeot 
Sport engineers that I found the seats too high, that the 
gear change could be shorter, but other than that, tres bien.

Sometimes, you get a car back on the UK’s uniquely  
challenging roads and it doesn’t feel as good as you remem-
ber from the European launch. Happily, the 308 felt just the 
same. I noticed the lagginess of the engine more on slower 
roads – it’s dead until near 3000rpm – and there’s a slight 
coarseness compared with my old VW Golf R, but it’s subtle 
and doesn’t sour the relationship.

After testing the lesser GTi 250, I was more convinced 
than ever that the 270 (it actually makes 272ps, or 268bhp) 
was worth the upgrade. For just £1600 more you get a 20bhp 
increase, a limited-slip diff, four-piston Alcon brakes,  
19-inch alloys, and alcantara/faux-leather buckets.

The brakes and diff underline the integrity of this  
package – it’d be easy to ditch them and still deliver a  
similar 0-62mph time (maybe the diff would help a little), 
but they turn the Pug into a proper B-road weapon. Shame 
the brakes always groaned after lapping Silverstone.

When you live with a car, niggles gain 
sharper focus: the nuclear siren that 
goes off when you open the door to check 
kerb-to-pavement distance while still in 
gear; the glovebox filled almost entirely by 
HVAC plumbing; the rear seats that were a 
bit tight for my five-year-old in her car seat. 
But it was the touchscreen infotainment that 
irked most, and having to change the tempera-
ture by prodding at a screen rather than twirling a 
dial never got easier. 

All things considered, the Peugeot has served us well 
with its strong practicality and excellent dynamics. It wears 
its 15,000 miles well – the front tyres are still legal, despite 
the trackday – and it still feels as good to drive as it did 10 
months ago. It needed a service at 12,500 miles, which cost 
£147, and it’s averaged low-30s mpg. The only fault was the 
blind on the optional panoramic roof, which drooped down 
over rear-seat occupants.

I’m saddened by its departure, but excited that Peugeot 
still knows how to make a great hot hatch. @IamBenBarry

GOODBYE

MONTH 10

PEUGEOT 308

GTi 270

Inside and 
out, the 
sportiness 
is never in 
your face, but 
nicely done

LOGBOOK CAR PEUGEOT 308 GTi 270

> Engine 1598cc 16v turbocharged 4-cyl, 268bhp @ 6000rpm, 

243lb ft @ 1900rpm > Gearbox 6-speed manual, front-wheel drive  

> Stats 6.0sec 0-62mph, 155mph (limited), 47.1mpg, 139g/km CO2

> Price £29,870 > As tested £28,455 > Miles this month 2243

Total 15,316 > Our mpg 32.0mpg > Official mpg 47.1

> Fuel this month £384.70 > Extra costs £0
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Caterham Seven
MONTH 3 By Ben Miller

EVER FITTED an engine? It happens early in 
the process of bolting together a Caterham, so 
I duly hired an engine hoist and roped in a 
handy mate who welds together bicycle frames 
for kicks. First attempt was awkward and clumsy 
– we’ve all been there. Second time lucky, 
though: the five-speed ’box passed smoothly 
into its tunnel while the two mounts at the 
front of the engine found their target. What’s 
incredible is how a heavy, awkward hydraulic 
hoist becomes a precision instrument, delicate 
as a surgeon’s hand.

LOGBOOK CATERHAM ACADEMY 

> Engine 1595cc 16v 4-cyl, 125bhp @ 6100rpm,e

119lb ft @ 5350rpm > Transmission 5-speed 

manual, open differential, rear-wheel drive 

> Stats 5.0sec 0-60mph, 122mph, n/a g/km CO2s

> Price as tested £24,995 (car in kit form, inc race 

season) > Miles this month 0 > Fuel this month £0 

> Extra costs £1164 (Alpinestars suit, Bell helmet)s

Renault Grand Scenic
MONTH 2 By Ben Whitworth

I HIT a nasty pothole, resulting in the sidewall 
of the driver-side front tyre bulging horribly. My 
nearest Renault dealer in Portsmouth wasn’t 
answering its phones that day and the local Kwik 
Fit wanted a steep £161 and a week-long wait 
for a new Goodyear Efficient Grip 195/55 R20. 
Eventually mytyres.co.uk came up trumps at £96 
with a 48-hour delivery. ATS Euromaster took 25 
minutes to fit the tyre and balance the wheel for 
£14. The council repaired the hole the same day.

LOGBOOK RENAULT GRAND SCENIC 

DYNAMIQUE S NAV DCI 130 

Engine 1600cc 16v 4-cyl turbodiesel, 130bhp @e

4000rpm, 236lb ft @ 1750rpm > Transmission

6-speed manual, front-wheel drive > Stats 11.4sec s

0-62mph, 118mph 119g/km CO2 > Price £28,445e

> As tested £31,080 > Miles this month 1626 

> Total miles 2553 s > Our mpg 46.4 

> Official mpg 61.4 > Fuel this month £74.67 

> Extra costs £110 (tyre)s

Audi R8
MONTH 6 By James Taylor

ICKA-ICKABRAAAMMMMMMVVVRRRRR… 
Every morning is broken when you live near 
an Audi R8 owner, because the thing’s so loud 
on start-up. Once it’s been through its warm-
up cycle the V10 settles down to a quiet idle, 
but only after some window-rattling, curtain-
twitching resonance. Nothing’s likely to spoil 
the driver’s mood, though – except a yellow 
tyre pressure warning on the dash, betraying a 
slow leak. Audi Peterborough couldn’t get us a 
Continental (‘We only do Pirellis, guv’) so the R8 
went to Audi HQ for a new left rear boot.

LOGBOOK AUDI R8

> Engine 5204cc 40v V10, 602bhp @ 8250rpm, 

413lb ft @ 6500rpm > Gearbox 7-speed twin-clutch, x

all-wheel drive > Stats 3.2sec 0-62mph, 205mph,s

287g/km CO2 > Price £132,715 > As tested £149,645 

> Miles this month 1127 > Total 5167 > Our mpg 17.9 

> Official mpg 21.9 > Fuel this month £363.94 

> Extra costs £211 (new tyre)s

Started badly. 
Ended quickly. 
That’s all, folks 

‘It’s not me, it’s 
you.’ ‘No, it’s not 
me, it’s you.’ Repeat 
twice daily for three 
months

LONG-TERM test 
cars are loaned by 
manufacturers because 
you, the readers, enjoy 
learning about our 
day-to-day ups and 
downs: the dog hairs, 

the child vomit, the stranded-on-the-side-
of-the-road-wishing-you’d-remembered-it-
was-a-diesel-not-a-petrol. 

For your reading pleasure they’re willing 
to grin and bear it while we complain 
about the Lamborghini not having enough 
cupholders or moan about the boot space 
in the Ariel Atom. What they don’t want to 
see, however, is their important new model 
getting totally garbaged every month. 
Which is why Infiniti has taken back its Q30. 

That’s right: the hatchback we were 
supposed to be running for a year left 
swiftly and unexpectedly after just three 
months, and it’s my fault. Because I wasn’t 
a big fan, and Infiniti realised (probably 
correctly) that this was going to be 12 
months of ugly reading for them. 

Was I too harsh? Infiniti certainly felt 
I came at the Q30 with some unfair 
expectations. Our test car was, after all, 
the 1.5-litre turbodiesel, not the 2.2 – it was 
never sold as a hot hatch. In my defence, I’d 
say I value ride and handling over outright 
speed. The Q30 is handsome and well 
made, but the ride – the feeling that it’s a 
heavier car than it actually is – lets it down, 
and while the steering response is sharp, it’s 
not a communicative car to steer. 

Factor in the premium price – you can 
buy the superb VW Golf R for the same 
money as our test car – and the Q30 
becomes a two-star car in my estimation. 

LOGBOOK INFINITI Q30

> Engine 1461cc 4-cyl turbodiesel, 107bhp @ 4000rpm, 192lb 

ft @ 1750-2500rpm > Transmission 6-speed manual, front-

wheel drive > Stats 12.0sec 0-62mph, 118mph, 109g/km CO2s

> Price £27,580e > As tested £28,250 > Miles this month 410 

> Total miles 4112 > Our mpg 39.5 > Official mpg 67.2 > Fuel 

this month £58 > Overall fuel costs £334 > Extra costs £0s

For the record, in our first test back in 
February 2016, CAR gave it three stars.  

So goodbye Q30. Shall we shake hands 
and part on good terms? Ah – you’ve 
already left.

Turned out Infiniti liked our 
approach to the Q30 even 
less than we liked the Q30.
By Mark Walton

GOODBYE

MONTH 3

INFINITI Q30



THE ULTIMATE IN 

PERFORMANCE UPGRADES

AT DMS AUTOMOTIVE 

WE’VE BEEN UNLEASHING 

AUTOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE 

FOR OVER 19 YEARS

DMS CLS63 AMG (EVO AUGUST ‘14) “ENGINE UPGRADE ADDS HUGE PERFORMANCE AND REAL CHARACTER”

DMS 1M (EVO MARCH 12) “THERE’S A REAL RIP TO THE WAY THE REVS PILE ON ABOVE 4000RPM”

DMS SL65 BLACK SERIES (EVO OCTOBER ‘10) “IT FEELS LIKE THE LOVE CHILD OF AN SL65 AND A PORSCHE GT2”

DMS 135I (BMW CAR MAY ‘09) “THE STANDARD CAR IS GREAT BUT DMS HAVE SOMEHOW MANAGED TO TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL” 

DMS 997 TURBO 3.6 (EVO SEPTEMBER ‘08) “IT’S EPIC, HILARIOUS AND ADDICTIVE IN EVERY GEAR, YET DOCILE WHEN CRUISING”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.8 PDK (EVO JUNE ‘11) “DELIVERY IS ALMOST UNCOMFORTABLY FORCEFUL”

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF 

OUR MORE POPULAR MODELS TO 

UPGRADE. WE ARE ABLE TO UNLEASH 

PERFORMANCE FROM SMALL FOUR 

CYCLINDER DIESEL ENGINES UP TO 

V12 SUPERCARS. 

AUDI

AUDI RS6 4.0 T V8 » 690+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS6 V10 » 680+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI R8 V10 » 592+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS4 B7/ R8 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS3/RSQ3 » 420+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI S3 / GOLF R » 373+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI 3.0TDi (ALL MODELS) » 315+ BHP
AUDI 3.0 Bi-TDi (ALL MODELS) » 380+ BHP 
AUDI Q7/A8 4.2 TDi » 400+ BHP

BMW

M5 V10 » 548+ BHP (205 MPH)
X5M / X6M » 618+ BHP
1M » 411+ BHP
M3 E90/92 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
M135i/ M235i » 402 BHP
M4/M3 3.0T » 520+ BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 1) » 680 BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 2) » 730 BHP
F10 520D » 240 BHP
F10 530D » 305 BHP
335i/135i/X6 » 370+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
123D » 252 BHP

316D/216D/116D » 160 BHP
318D/218D/118D » 225 BHP
330D E90 » 296+ BHP
320D E90 » 215 BHP
420i/320i/220i/120i » 275+ BHP
435i/ F30 335i » 390 BHP
428i/328i » 295 BHP
535D / 335D / X5 SD » 355+ BHP
640D/335D/535D/435D » 390 BHP
730D » 305+ BHP
X5 4.0D / 740D » 370 BHP
X5 3.0D » 305 BHP
X6 X5.0I 4.4 » 500+BHP
X6 M50D/X5M50D/550D » 450 BHP

MERCEDES-BENZ

A200CDi/C200CDi/E200CDi » 175 BHP
A250/C250 » 260 BHP
A45/CLA45 » 420 BHP
C300 HYBRID » 285 BHP
A220CDi/C220CDi/E220CDi » 215 BHP
C350/CLS350/E350/S350 » 315 BHP
E400 /C450 » 420+ BHP
C400 » 400 BHP
 ‘63’ 5.5 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 690+BHP
‘500’ 4.7 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 498+BHP
S65 (W222) » 780 BHP
SL65 BLACK » 720+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
SL65 AMG » 690 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
‘55’ AMG KOMPRESSOR » 580+BHP
C63 AMG 6.3 » 530+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

C63 AMG 4.0T » CALL FOR DETAILS
SL63 AMG 6.3 » 560+BHP (+DE-LIMIT,
RE-MAP & LOWER ABC SUSPENSION)
CL600 Bi-TURBO » 580+ BHP
SLK55 AMG » 420+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
320 CDi V6 » 274 BHP
350 CDi V6 » 312 BHP
420 /450 CDi V8 » 358 BHP

ALL 2015 RANGE ROVERS AVAILABLE

R ROVER SC 5.0 » 580+ BHP 
R ROVER 4.4 SDV8 » 395+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 TDV6 » 315+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 SDV6 » 345+ BHP
EVOQUE/DISCO SPORT 2.2 DIESEL
» 240+ BHP

PORSCHE

997 TURBO/S 3.8 INC PDK » 611 BHP
997 TURBO 3.6 » 625+ BHP
997 GT2 RS » 670+ BHP
996 TURBO/GT2 » 600+ BHP
997 CARRERA S PDK » 400+ BHP
997 CARRERA S » 376+ BHP
997 CARRERA PDK » 368 BHP
997 CARRERA GTS » 435 BHP
997 GT3 UP » 436 BHP
BOXSTER 3.4S » 336+ BHP
CAYMAN S » 342 BHP
MACAN 3.0D » 315 BHP
CAYENNE GTS » 440 BHP

CAYENNE TURBO 4.8 » 578+ BHP
CAYENNE TURBO S 4.8 » 600+ BHP
CAYENNE 4.2 DIESEL » 450+ BHP
CAYENNE DIESEL » 315+ BHP
PANAMERA TURBO » 600+ BHP
PANAMERA DIESEL » 315+ BHP

EXOTIC / MISC

FERRARI CALIFORNIA » 487 BHP
FERRARI 599 » 647 BHP
FERRARI 430 » 525 BHP
GALLARDO » 546 BHP
LP560 » 608+BHP
LP640 » 707 BHP
HURACAN » 640+ BHP
AVENTADOR » CALL FOR DETAILS
MCLAREN MP4-12C » 700 BHP
MCLAREN 650S » 720 BHP
MURCIELAGO LP640 » 707 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0S PETROL » 470 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 PETROL » 400 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 DIESEL » 312 BHP
MASERATI GT/QPORT » 438 BHP
MASERATI GT S / MC » 479+ BHP
BENTLEY 4.0 T V8 » 690 BHP
BENTLEY CGT / F-SPUR (INC 2013) » 680+ BHP
BENTLEY GT SPEED (INC 2013 ON) » 695 BHP 
BENTLEY SUPERSPORT » 720+ BHP

FOR ALL OTHER MAKES AND MODELS, 
PLEASE CALL US. 

UK: 0800 030 5555      INT: +44 800 030 5555

WWW.DMSAUTOMOTIVE.COM

SALES@DMSAUTOMOTIVE /DMSAUTOMOTIVE   
FOLLOW US FOR OUR LATEST NEWS

WORLDWIDE OFFICES AND INSTALLATION
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ABARTH

 500 �����

> Pricey pocket rockets, all powered by 1.4-litre 
turbos in various stages of steroidal over-
compensation. Divine details, dodgy dynamics  
> VERDICT Like a small yappy dog: noisy, 
excitable and likely to give you a headache

ALFA ROMEO

MITO �����

> Decent engines but generally rubbish to drive, 
Alfa’s soggy-handling, hard-riding premium mini 
is crucified by the real thing and Audi’s A1 
> VERDICT At least it’s got its looks. No, wait. It’sT
an ugly Alfa. It’s got nothing

GIULIETTA �����

> Looked like a credible Golf rival for a while but 
now the game has moved on. Keen prices, but 
rivals are roomier, classier and more fun to drive 
> VERDICT Miles better than a Mito. Miles better 
than a 4C, even. Miles behind a Mk7 Golf

4C/4C SPIDER �����

> Sexy carbon two-seater over-promises and 
under-delivers on a double-your-dong-length 
web-scam scale. Spider a step in right direction 
> VERDICT Shoots for the moon, hits itself inT
the foot. Elise more fun, Cayman a better bet

GIULIA �����

> Good grief – an Alfa Romeo we can finally 
recommend that you buy. New, auto-only 
3-series rival has sharp steering, sultry looks, 
great driving position. Bellissimo!

> VERDICT Note to dealers: don’t cock it upT

STELVIO �����

NEW 
ENTRY

> Either we’ve collectively entered into 
another dimension or Alfa has just built two 
excellent cars in a row. Now we just need 

everyone to start buying them again > VERDICT
Worth the risk at least once in your life 

GIULIA QUADRIFOGLIO �����

> Like a regular Giulia doped up by Lance 
Armstrong, this 191mph, 503bhp rocket is 
a quadruple shot of espresso for Alfa’s long 
lamented soul. At last > VERDICT The closest youT
can get to a four-door Ferrari. Really. That goodt

ALPINA

D3/B3 �����

> Twin-turbo petrol and diesel stonk and smooth 
auto ’boxes mated to a quality chassis, but 
watch for some questionable OAP-spec interior 
finishes > VERDICT Try an xDrive D3 Touring –T
it’s what the M3 wants to be when it grows up

D4/B4 �����

> Same blend of fast and frugal as above 
but slotted into slinkier 4-series shell. ZF auto 
not as snappy as M4’s twin clutch, but much 
smoother > VERDICT 53mpg and 62mph inT
4.6sec? And you’re alright with this, BMW?

D5/B5 �����

> Twin-turbo B5 petrol V8’s 590lb ft could 
de-forest the Amazon while planet-loving D5 
doesn’t let meagre 155g/km prevent 174mph 
max > VERDICT M5 alternative with TouringT
body option you can’t have with the real thing

B7 �����

> BMW doesn’t make an M7, but Alpina 
does. Twin-blown petrol V8 delivers 
‘bahn-busting performance that’s best 
enjoyed in Germany > VERDICT Niche S63T

The Good, the Bad & the Ugly

alternative hamstrung by the ugliness of the raw 
materials

 XD3 �����

> X3 35d-based high-rise hot-rod delivers 
350bhp, 516lb ft, and the horizon through your 
windscreen. Spoiled by a rock-hard ride 
> VERDICT Another niche BMW Munich leaves 
to Alpina, maybe ’cos Porsche Macan is better

ARIEL

ATOM �����

> Only the Pope’s lips get more up close and 
personal with the tarmac than an Atom driver, 
but there’s zero protection when the heavens 
open > VERDICT Spectacular toy. Great onT
track, barmy on road. Chassis doubles as a 
clothes airer, which is just as well…

NOMAD �����

> Not content with terrifying on tarmac, 
Ariel now offers the off-road Nomad. Gains a 
roll-over structure but still no doors 
> VERDICT Don’t forget to put the hot water onT
– you’ll be needing a bath when you get home

ASTON MARTIN

VANTAGE V8/GT8 �����

> Ageing entry-level Aston has ace steering, but 
make sure you go manual: plodding semi-auto is
as dynamic as a Ron Dennis interview 
> VERDICT ‘Monica Belucci’ on the age/
desirability scale; madcap GT8 tactile but not as 
fast as it looks

VANTAGE V12/GT12 �����

> Cramming a huge V12 into the V8-sized engine 
bay was apparently the easy bit; it’s taken Aston 
until 2016 to add a manual gearbox. Worth the 
wait > VERDICT Chassis finally has the stick shift 
it deserves. Buy it no other way

DB11 �����

> First genuinely new Martin in a decade gets slick 
aero slinkiness, belting V12 turbocharged charmer 
and, most crucially, Mercedes help with the wiring 
> VERDICT Finally the right blend of much neededT
new stuff and classic Aston charm results in a cut-
above GT. Eat your heart out, Europe!

VANQUISH S �����

  > Not quite funeral parlour dressing but lipstick and 
sorted underpinnings come too near the end of the 
Vanquish. A pity, because the DB11 is both fresher 
and cheaper. Oops > VERDICT Instant respect, even 
though you’ve bought the wrong Aston

RAPIDE �����

> Take that, Panamera! Aston shows Porsche 
how to make a supercar/saloon cocktail. Forget 
limo pretensions, though: it’s a four-door 2+2 
> VERDICT Pretty, but interior more dated thanT
a New York socialite and as hard on your wallet

AUDI

A1 HATCH/SPORTBACK �����

> Posh Polo does it all, from 1.0 miser to S1 micro 
rocket. Not cheap, even before you’ve splurged 
on options. £30k is a mouse click away 
> VERDICT Classy Mini rival that doesn’t turn 
into Quasimodo when you tick the 5dr option

A3 HATCH/S’BACK/SALOONA3 HATC
�����

> Mid-life update adds exterior angles, three-pot 
engine and optional digi-dash. Still king of 
quality in this sector, but adrenalin isn’t among 
extra standard kit > VERDICT Brilliant hatchT
and not much financial gulf to a Golf. Try sporty 
S-Line on supple SE chassis

A3 CABRIOLET �����

> Premium sun-grabber without macho sports-
car posturing. A bit tight in the back, but pretty 
tight in the bends too. Try a 1.8 TFSI with Sport 
trim > VERDICT Asexual drop-top for sensible-T
shoes types. Worth the £2k premium over Golf

S3 / RS3 �����

> Further proof that the Germans are still 
power junkies at heart. 296bhp S3 is trouble 
enough, while new 362bhp RS3 will do 174mph. 
Achtung, baby > VERDICT Far better than they 
used to be, but not as exciting as they should 
be. Buy a Golf R
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LIKE BAKING bread in order 
to sell a house, it’s one of those 
unquestioned nuggets of wisdom 
that the sales of what you might 
term as ‘seasonal’ cars are ruled 
by the weather. At the first sign of 
sun everyone runs out and buys a 
convertible, with the same effect 
observed with 4x4s in winter, or so
the theory goes. But is it true?

The reg effect
You don’t even need to look at the 
new car sales data for the period 
2007-2016 to know that sales peak in 
the new registration plate months of 
March and September, with a huge 
dip in the run-up as people hold off 
until they can get a shiny new plate. 
Both 4x4s and convertibles sold 
in greater numbers in March than 
September in nine of the 10 years 
examined. So what about the rest of 
the year?

Everyone loves June
Maybe it’s the good weather that 

b i i l

but (ignoring new-reg months) June 
was the most popular month for 
buying convertibles between 2007 
and 2016, and in eight out of 10 
years for 4x4s too, which blows the 
winter theory out of the window.

But looking at the least popular 
month for both segments throws 
a little more light on things. This 
time ignoring the twin troughs of 
February and August (before new 
reg months), the least popular 
months for convertible purchases 
are January (six times), December 
(three) and November (one), 
suggesting that buyers aren’t 
particularly interested in getting a 
winter tan.

And for 4x4s, July is the least 
popular month (four) followed by 
April (two), although the winter 
months of January, November 
and December feature four times 
between them, just when you’d think 
they would peak. So perhaps the 
theory just needs a little refinement; 
people don’t buy convertibles in the 
winter, but they buy 4x4s all year 
round…Top seller in fastest growing class
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A4 SALOON/AVANT/ALLROADA4 SALO
�����

> All-new A4 is Captain Obvious in every
way: lighter, smarter, better to drive – and 
only microscopically different to look at 
> VERDICT As you were, except inside,T
where tech obsession offs elegance. Rivals 
remaining calm

RS4 �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Brutal RS treatment makes a monster of 
ho-hum A4. No 4dr, no manual and no turbos, 
this wicked wagon’s V8 redlines higher than 

Ferrari’s 488 GTB > VERDICT Pace and space, but T
rides like the tyres have a tic. No match for new C63

A5 SPORTBACK �����

NEW 
ENTRY

> Sadly more tech and even better quality 
doesn’t compensate for a lack of 
personality. Better looking, then so is 

Dorking after eight pints. You could buy worse 
but you’ll definitely get bored > VERDICT Better 
to live in than to drive.

A5 COUPE/CABRIO �����

> Deceptive bunny boiler – looks normal until 
you realise it’s killed a TT and is wearing its 
face. Cue B-road mayhem. Not really 
> VERDICT Even more of an A4 in a frockT
than the last one, but still better to drive 

RS5 �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Has iconic Quattro arches, but feels like 
it was engineered down the Arches at 
Phil Mitchell’s EastEnders den of bodgery. 

Cramped too > VERDICT Great V8 can’t saveT
misfiring flat-footed coupe. Buy a BMW M4, 
or the better RS4

A6 SALOON/AVANT/ALLROAD A6 SALO
�����

> Demure big Audi an unsung hero, refined and 
cheap to run. Allroad an SUV for agoraphobics; 
twin-blown 309bhp BiTDi a proper mischief 
maker > VERDICT Base models short on wow, 
but a solid alternative to better-handling Jag XF

RS6 �����

> For wealthy mentalists who think the S6’s 
444bhp isn’t enough, RS6 delivers 25% more 
and gives the new R8 V10 a hard time at the 
lights > VERDICT Beautifully finished all-T
weather family wagon that scares supercars silly

A7 SPORTBACK �����

> Slant-roof A6 takes styling cues from pretty 
’60s 100 coupe but can’t out-cool Merc’s CLS. 
More grippy than a sloth whose been sloppy with 
the superglue > VERDICT Stylish GT with sensible 
engines, but a sports saloon? My RS, maybe

RS7 �����

> Pricier, less practical RS6 with fastback rear, 
same guts but gets clever rear diff as standard 
for oversteer here, there and everywhere given
room > VERDICT An Aston Rapide for the AA-T
gorophobic, but we’d have the naughtier RS6 

A8 SALOON �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Audi’s elder statesman for elder 
statesmen has more tech than CES 
at Vegas – but who wants people to 

think they’re being chauffeured in an A4? 
> VERDICT Gadgets galore, but Merc’sT
incredible S-Class nails the luxury basics better

Q2 �����

> Odd-looking small SUV is like a Countryman 
that’s lost a battle with a set-square. Nice 
enough to drive but still a nerd to the Mini’s 
prom queen > VERDICT The Q doesn’t standT
for Quasimodo. Probably

Q3 �����

> Dumpy dinky faux field forager is a yummy 
mummy fave. Forget 4wd and the diesels and 
go for light, zippy, 1.4 TFSI > VERDICT So much T
better to drive than it looks. Which it’d have to 
be, right? Unless it was an Alfa

RSQ3�����

> Audi’s first tall-boy RS model. Hearing of the 
£45k price or unleashing that 335bhp five-pot 
both elicit same incredulous gasp > VERDICT
Who needs this stuff? Short people in a rush? 
What we do know is it’s better than a GLA45 AMG

Q5 �����

> A4-MLB2 in Barbour, Q5 ups the comfort, 
tech, looks similar to the old one… textbook 
Audi v2.0 in other words, but still something 

you’d want on your drive > VERDICT Expect to 
be swearing at one soon

Q7 �����

> German heavy metal turns techno as Mk2 Q7 
sheds weight despite megaload of extra gizmos. 
High-performance SQ7 TDI mind-bendingly 
adept > VERDICT They thought of everythingT
but the charm

TT COUPE/ROADSTER �����

> Brilliant coupe gets virtual dash and sharper 
handling. Try 2.0 FSI. Boot big, but rear seats for 
handbags only > VERDICT A proper real-worldT
sports car – but same money buys an early R8

TT RS �����

> At the outer limits of the TT’s dynamic envelope, 
a 17% power hike ekes 395bhp from five pots 
and targets wounded Cayman > VERDICT AudiT
springs the offside trap, rounds the keeper, but 
hits the bar. So close!

R8 V10/V10 PLUS �����

> Friday-afternoon restyle meets Monday-
morning mechanics. New R8 offers no V8 for 
now, but V10 is back with 533bhp or Lambo-
equalling 602bhp > VERDICT A LamborghiniT
Huracan for £50k less. Friendly but ballistic; 
playful chassis a joy

BAC

MONO �����

> Single-seat racer that took a wrong turn out of 
the pits. Pushrod suspension, Cosworth-tuned 
2.3 Duratec and bath-like driving position 
> VERDICT Sublime track tool with a six-figureT
price that’d net you a Cayman GT4 and an Atom

BENTLEY

BENTAYGA �����

> Cynics will say it’s a Q7 in expensive jewellery, 
but The World’s Fastest SUV matches 187mph 
top speed with superb chassis. We flambéed 
the brakes > VERDICT Super-lux optionsT
include £110k Breitling clock. Or spend the 
same on a two-bed semi in Crewe

BENTAYGA DIESEL �����

> They said it would never happen, but we knew 
it would. Still fast, still heavy, still thirsty but now 
you get to use the dirty pumps and only need to 
stop every other minute > VERDICT You might 
have to lie at the golf club or they’ll make you 
use the tradesmen’s entrance

CONTINENTAL GT COUPE/CONTINENTAL G
CABRIO �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> The repmobile of millionaires. Reliable,
well built and full of VW bits. Death Star 
smooth W12 sounds more rebellious, while 

twin-turbo GT V8 S is joyful > VERDICT More of a 
sports car than hefty GT image suggests

CONTINENTAL GT3-R �����

> Bonkers road racer with Max Power styling,r

no rear seats and shouty exhaust. Surprisingly 
nimble using 4wd and torque vectoring, and 
epically fast thanks to tricked-up 580 V8 
> VERDICT Uncouth drag racer for rich RussiansT

FLYING SPUR �����

> New Spur is sharper to drive, sharper to look 
at, softer to sit in, and feels less like a stretched 
Conti. Fridge and iPads essential options for 
pampered rear-seat recliners > VERDICT ThinkT
of it as a bargain Roller rather than a pricey A8

MULSANNE �����

> Huge, hand-built anachronism, with twin-turbo 
V8 born in the ’50s, buffed to perfection, and 
a field of cows sacrificed for your arse’s pleasure 
> VERDICT Buy the Speed – any less outrageous 
display of consumption is just poor form

BMW

1-SERIES �����

> Only rear-driver in its class. Good for handling, 
not for cabin space. Just facelifted so now 3% 
less grotesque. 118i petrol a brilliant all-rounder  
> VERDICT Want a roomy, well-appointed hatchT
that’s great to drive and look at? Buy an A3

M135i �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Last of the downsizing deniers, BMW’s 
hot hatch stays with six-pot power; all 
rivals offer four. Undercuts mechanically 

AUDI > FIAT

People buy convertibles jn summer and  
4x4s in winter, right?

NUMBER CRUNCHING
CONVERTIBLE VS  SU V

JATO Dynamics is the world’s leading provider of automotive intelligence. Check out www.jato.com
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SUVs
Aside from a little bank-crash 
wobble in 2008, SUV sales in the UK 
h b ddli hi hhave been straddling ever higher 
peaks… unlike the cars.
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identical M235i by £4.5k > VERDICT StormingT
drivetrain, but VW’s incredible Golf R just pips it

2-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO ����� 

> Boot-faced booted 1-series is a Mustang with 
a couple of A-levels. 218d is 8.9 to 62mph and 
63mpg; 4-cyl 228i a cut-price, cut-down M235i 
> VERDICT Plainer than a margarine sarnie, butT
TT and RCZ can’t touch its space/pace combo

M240i �����

> Still hard to look at without squinting but sweet
six-cylinder is even more grunty. The perfect 
2-series if you pretend the M2 doesn’t exist 
> VERDICT Ignore the Golf R temptation andT
keep it rear

M2 �����

>  2-series coupe with M4 chassis and 365bhp 
turbo six – that’s some crowbar they’ve got 
at M division. All of the fun, all of the time 
> VERDICT Best M car since the E46 M3. BuyT
with manual ’box and stacks of tyres

2-SERIES ACTIVE TOURER �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> BMW in front-drive MPV shock. Decent 
drive, great interior. Need to cart OAP 
relatives around? You’ll need the 7-seat Gran 

Tourer. Boom boom! > VERDICT The ultimateT
driving (to the park/crèche/post office) machine

i3 �����

> One of BMW’s best cars is home to its finest 
cabin. Electric version has short range; hybrid 
is noisy and has a fuel tank like a flea’s hip flask 
> VERDICT Carbon-chassis supermini, electric 
power and £30k price. Did we wake up in 2045?

3-SERIES SALOON/TOURING 3 SERIES
�����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> Celebrating four decades of overpriced, 
undersized family cars. New modular 
engines make it better than ever, 320d 

(now sub-100g/km) still top choice > VERDICT
Jag XE is treading heavily on its twinkling toes

3-SERIES GT �����

> High-rise Touring alternative almost as vast as 
a 5-series thanks to wheelbase stretch, but way 
more hideous. Another BMW design disaster 
> VERDICT A £35k Mondeo with a BMW badge. 
Why bother when the same-price X3 is so good?

4-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO �����

> 3-series in a shell suit subtly better to drive, 
but same great engine choices and almost as 
practical. Shame about the carryover cabin 
> VERDICT Crushes Audi’s ancient A5. FoldingT
hard-top cabrio weighty but worth it

4-SERIES GRAN COUPE �����

> Pretty and practical, like a bikini car wash, 
hatchback GC costs £3k more than 3-series but 
has standard leather. Five belts but four seats 
> VERDICT Smart and useful, much more than aT
niche exercise. But why isn’t this the 3-series?

M3/M4 �����

> Oh thank God – there’s finally a Competition 
Pack to breathe some life into this staid M-car 
duo. £3k more = 444bhp and light-up seat 
badges. Classy > VERDICT Buy an M2

5-SERIES �����

NEW 
ENTRY

> BMW’s second most important car gets 
the full treatment, with new chassis, slightly 
forgettable exterior and massive tech 

injection. Smart, semi-autonomous and still the 
best in class > VERDICT Spirit-crushingly good. 
Bring on the M5

5-SERIES GT �����

>  BMW GB: ‘The contours… make its attraction 
instant. Stylish presence of a saloon combines 
harmoniously with the sporty elegance of a 
coupe’ > VERDICT Munich’s Vel Satis. Hated byT
critics, loved by owners. All three of them

M5 �����

> While our enthusiasm for the twin-turbo V8 is 
tempered slightly by the artificial engine noise, 
it’s sublime to drive and gets better with every 
iteration > VERDICT Still the fast saloon daddy. 
592bhp ‘30 Jahre edition’ utterly magnificent

6-SERIES COUPE/CABRIO �����

> Anonymous big GT best enjoyed with mighty 
40d diesel power. Plenty of room for four – if 
you fire your passengers into the back via a 
wood-chipper > VERDICT Under-the-radar GT 
bruiser, short on sex, but not on appeal

6-SERIES GRAN COUPE �����

> Coupe? It’s a bloody saloon! And £20k more 
than a same-engined 5-series! BMW must 
chuckle at every sale. Still, rather nice 
> VERDICT Desirable enough to leave the T
6-series coupe in the shade/showroom

M6 �����

> Six-figure M5 in a shiny suit is even better to 
drive. Two-door looks good value beside Merc’s 
S63 coupe, but can’t touch a 911 GTS for kicks 
> VERDICT M6 GC almost makes M5 redundant, 
but at £100k/18mpg you’ll need two jobs

7-SERIES �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> So high-tech BMW presumably
ram-raided Google’s R&D bunker, 
confident the ‘carbon core’ construction 

would enable it to drive back out > VERDICT
Gesture control, remote parking, active anti-roll 
– it’s got it all. But not the kudos of the S-Class…

X1 �����

> Ugly old one sold by the bucket load; all-new 
replacement is miles better to look at and to 
drive. It’s a proper mini-SUV now… > VERDICT
It’s even based on the fwd Mini platform. 
Swallow that bile now

X3 �����

> Studiously un-gangsta SUV shuns petrol 
power – and M Power – options for solid 
diesel-only blend of handling and handiness. 
Looking better post facelift > VERDICT The 
BMW SUV we don’t hate ourselves for liking

X4 �����

> Blame the Evoque and people who bought 
the X6 for this carbuncle. £4-5k more than an 
X3, but better equipped and annoyingly better 
to drive > VERDICT Depressing X3 spin-off forT
grown-ups who still dream of being a footballer

X5 �����

>  One-time Premier League fave looking more 
like League 1 beside better-driving and -looking 
rivals. Skinflint sDrive 25d is a rwd four-banger 
> VERDICT Still impresses with engines andT
quality, but thanks to Landie it’s lost its lustre

X6 �����

> All the impracticality of a coupe and all the 
wasteful high-centred mass of an SUV. Genius. 
If you must, X40d gives best price/punch/
parsimony > VERDICT Pointless pimp wagon. 
Buy a Porsche Cayenne or even an X5

Z4 �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Sports car for post-menopausal women 
in lemon trouser suits. Coupe-cabrio roof 
hits boot space when folded. Base 18i spec 

sub-Wartburg > VERDICT No match for Boxster. 
Stick with mid-spec trim. And keep taking the 
evening primrose

i8 �����

> Carbon-constructed 3-cyl hybrid supercar 
that’s fun for four, as fast as an M3 and does 40 
real mpg. Minor demerit: looks like it’s crimping 
off a 911 > VERDICT Fascinating and fabulous.T
The future of the sports car is in safe hands

BUGATTI

CHIRON �����

> ‘The Veyron was okay but why couldn’t it have 
30% bigger turbos and 300bhp more power?’ 
Bugatti answers the question nobody asked – 
and answers it loud > VERDICT We’re about to 
drive it, and predict a riot

CATERHAM

SEVEN �����

> Still the benchmark for bobble-hatted Terry- 
Thomas wannabes, the adaptable Seven comes 
in flavours from 160 3-cyl to mental road racers  
> VERDICT 80bhp 160 underpowered, 310bhpT
620R lethal, 180bhp 360 model just right

CHEVROLET

CORVETTE �����

> Farm machinery meets Spacelab in fabulous 
460bhp V8 symphony of composite materials, 
leaf springs and pushrods. Shame it’s left-hook 
only > VERDICT £60k for a bargain berserker. 
£20k more for the 650bhp Z06

CITROEN

C1 �����

> Trying hard to escape the clutches of its sister 
cars, the C1 can have a funky Airscape cloth 
roof and half-hearted personalisation options. 
1.0-litre has most pep  > VERDICT Good, solidT
proletarian urban fare rather than hipster cool

C3 �����

> Citroën produces a great small car by looking
up its own Wikipedia entry and remembering 
what it’s good at; spacy, compliant and different
> VERDICT Are Citroëns cool again? They’reT
certainly getting there

C3 PICASSO �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Compact supermini-based box that’s fun to 
drive (avoiding the petrol one, mind) and well 
packaged. Might not set pulses racing, but 

you’ll get very protective of it > VERDICT Picasso 
was a cubist, so why not name a box after him?

C4 �����

> Recently refreshed C4 has all the edginess of a 
Hush Puppy deck shoe. But it’s useful, anodyne 
transport and sub-100g/km BlueHDi models
are very economical > VERDICT Nobody wouldT
hate you – or notice you – if you bought one

C4 CACTUS �����

> An architect’s wet dream. Sloppy to drive 
but otherwise a roomy family car with kid’s toy 
colour combos. Airbumps will stop it kicking off 
in the car park > VERDICT Cheap yet brilliant.T
Why can’t the French be this good all the time?

C5 SALOON/ESTATE �����

> Be aware: this car is still in existence. Slow 
selling but roomy estate is fairly stylish and 
practical with Hydractive rear suspension 
> VERDICT There have been great French familyT
saloons. This is not one

C4 PICASSO �����

> Defiantly anti-cool family shifter. Touches like 
lower rear windows and sprogwatch mirror 
make mums go weak at the knees for its peace-
and-bloody-quiet ambience > VERDICT DrivesT
like a shed. Who cares, if Satan’s brood shut up?

BERLINGO MULTISPACE �����

> Recently refreshed with SUV aspirations, 
but still a wipe-clean tin lifeboat for cagoule-
wearing Thermos-sipping birdwatchers. Rattles 
and drives like a van. Is a van > VERDICT
Dogging cheap seats for aspiring Bill Oddies 

DACIA

SANDERO �����

> Cheapest new car on sale, not the worst. 
Yoghurt-pot plastics and pre-Glasnost styling 
can’t detract from a spacious sub-six-grand 
runabout with Renault engines > VERDICT 
Austerity rocks. Right, Greece?

LOGAN �����

> Estate looks like a Sandero that’s reversed 
into phone box. Cavernous boot, but dreadfully 
unrefined thanks to all the brittle plastic and tin 
> VERDICT You put things in it. It will carry themT
for you. You can take them out. Job done

DUSTER �����

> No-nonsense SUV that’s ideal for wannabe 
peacekeepers on a ridiculously small budget. 
Buy the boggo 4x4 diesel in white for the full UN 
effect > VERDICT The Neighbourhood Watch 
will never be the same again

DS

DS3 HATCH/CABRIO �����

> Best-selling DS gets robo-croc snout and 
Apple CarPlay but ‘premium’ claims increasingly 
lost in translation > VERDICT Like PrinceT
William’s bonce, the Gallic charm is wearing thin

DS4/CROSSBACK �����

> Range now split between regular hatch and 
jacked-up Crossback. Softer set-up and fewer 
buttons a plus; rear windows still don’t open 
> VERDICT Medium rare luxy-Frenchness.T
Germany reportedly not worried

DS5 �����

> Office joker in testosterone world of Serious 

Business Men. Quite appealing, with a lovely 
aerostyled cabin. Diesel Hybrid4 a good ideal d bi i l H b id4 d id
not executed properly > VERDICT Bland T
ubiquity will always beat charming quirkiness

FERRARI

488 GTB �����

> We were worried the turbos would ruin it, but 
while we’ll miss the 458’s 9000rpm wail, the 
488 is more playful and even easier to drive. 
A stunning achievement > VERDICT Even theT
looks grow on you after a while. Rivals better 
dust off their gracious loser faces

CALIFORNIA T �����

> L-plate Ferrari first of Maranello’s new turbo 
cars. Boost management mimics naturally 
aspirated engines. Looks better, sounds worse  
> VERDICT Forget the unfair 488 comparisons, 
it’s an SL65 rival and well worthy of the badge

F12/F12TDF �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> Jumbo GT steers like a supercar, cruises 
like a limo, drifts like a nitro-lit M3. Also 
available in taste-redacted 769bhp Tour de 

France guise for £100k more > VERDICT StickT
with 730bhp original unless you’ve an unholy 
appetite for extra vents and carbonfibre

LAFERRARI �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> 1000bhp hybrid hypercar where the electric 
bits exist to save tenths not icecaps. 499 to be 
built and all sold despite the £1.2m asking 

price  > VERDICT The greatest single supercar of 
all time – except maybe the FXX K track version

GTC4LUSSO �����

> Looking even more like a Z3 M Coupe 
battered by a giant spatula, this updated FF 
gets four-wheel steering to go with its improved 
four-wheel drive and 680bhp V12 > VERDICT
Closest Ferrari will ever get to an SUV, apparently. 
Take a moment to think about that…

FIAT

TIPO �����

> Oh God, really? Fiat has another crack at the 
C-segment, this time sensibly playing the value 
card. So dull it’s already been replaced yet still 
the best Fiat hatch since the last Tipo – from 
1988 > VERDICT Only consider buying Fiats with 
numbers, not names

124 �����

> MX-5’s step-sister, seemingly intent on 
undermining said darling hairdresser’s star turn 
with its punchier 1.4 turbo blow-dryer. Awkward 
style, for an Italian > VERDICT To drive, this is the 
MX-5 you’ve been waiting for

PANDA �����

> Spacious city car with ‘squircle’ obsession, 
as roly-poly as blobby looks suggest. Two-pot 
TwinAir willing but thirsty > VERDICT VW Up! 
costs less, drives better and is nicer inside

500/C �����

> Delicate job, modernising a retro cash cow. 
Fiat’s approach pairs a korma-grade facelift with 
updated tech and even more colour palette 
kitsch > VERDICT Fashion victims rejoice! TheT
cupholders actually work now

500L/MPW �����

> Bloated supermini-sized people carriers, 
desperately attempting to cash in on city car’s 
chic. Seldom has the point been so massively 
missed > VERDICT In-car coffee machineT
option the only purchase excuse

500X �����

> Compact crossover is Arnold Schwarzenegger 
of the 500 range – steroidal and somewhat 
limited in its range of abilities, but actually 
rather likeable > VERDICT Worthy Nissan Juke T
alternative works the 500 thing surprisingly well

PUNTO �����

> Been facelifted more times than Joan Rivers 
but is somehow still alive. Now reduced to bare-
bones range and budget price. We still wouldn’t 
> VERDICT You might be tempted. Don’t be

QUBO/DOBLO �����

>Postman Pat’s wheels? Don’t be daft, Pat’s 
retired to the Caribbean and is living off the 
royalties. Drives a red Bentley > VERDICT Van-T
based MPVs. Practicality first, people second
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FORD

KA+  �����

> Hits the city car target bang-on by being the 
complete opposite of the old Ka (good to drive, 
decently spacious), but misses by being less 
sexy than Borat. And Plus? Plus what? 
> VERDICT Hails from South America, like the 
Ecosport. Isn’t rubbish, unlike the Ecosport

B-MAX �����

> B-pillar-free Fiesta-based mini MPV gets rear 
sliding doors for maximum practicality but not 
the sliding rear seats of some rivals. Firm ride  
> VERDICT Buy with a 1.0 Ecoboost triple andT
Zetec trim for maximum school-run fun 

FIESTA �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Still brilliant after all these years, Fiesta is 
poised and practical. Terrific new triples make 
up for an interior that would make the Chinese 

blush > VERDICT  The best driving supermini. Even 
1.0 models feel like hot hatches in waiting

FIESTA ST/ST200 �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Bargain banzai hot hatch shreds that 
tricky gyratory complex with style to 
spare thanks to torque vectoring voodoo. 

ST200 costs £5k more than base; misses point 
spectacularly (if not the apex). Softer suspension 
now > VERDICT The one that you want

ECOSPORT �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Third-world hand-me-down is no fun to 
drive and reasonably roomy interior ruined 
by a daft side-opening tailgate. Nissan Juke 

monsters it > VERDICT A rare Blue Oval balls-upT
channelling the complacent Mk5 Escort spirit

FOCUS HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Looking all the better for its 2014 refresh, the 
Focus shows Ford’s chassis engineers know 
their stuff. So it’s just the designers who have 
lost it > VERDICT Great to drive but the Golf is aT
more polished destination for your dough

FOCUS ST/RS �����

> Chip-controlled 4wd RS is an overclocked 
345bhp mix of outrageous drift angles and 
limpet traction. And we used to think the fwd ST 
was impressive > VERDICT In bhp/£ stakes, both T
are mega value. But only the RS does donuts

MONDEO HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Delayed so long dealers will soon be doing 
MoTs and PDIs at the same time. Huge space 
and you can even have the 1.0 Ecoboost 
> VERDICT Everybody wants them new-fangledT
SUVs these days, but this is a great family car

KUGA �����

> Otherwise likeable Kuga crossover gets an 
angry face, semi-sporty ST-Line version and 
better cabin, thank heavens. The best-handling 
mid-sized crossover, but that’s not saying much.
> VERDICT: If you really must.

EDGE �����

> Stupidest Ford name since Maverick, but looks 
good and drives like a Ford – a big, ponderous 
Ford, hamstrung by 2.0 diesels and slower than 
continental drift > VERDICT Comfy, refined, 
irrelevant amid premium rivals

ECOSPORT  �����

> Desperate B-segment SUV had most of its 
undercarriage chucked away, improved to the 
point where it feels vaguely like the nine-year-old 
Fiesta it’s based on. Interior should be donated 
to the British Museum > VERDICT Thinking ofT
buying one? Have a word with yourself

C-MAX/GRAND C-MAX �����

> More a roomier Focus than full-blown MPV, 
C-Max delivers driving pleasure to blot out 
family pain. 7-seat Grand version gets rear 
sliding doors > VERDICT Rivals are roomier, but 
none is better to drive. Just pretend it’s the wife’s

S-MAX �����

> Exploits latest Mondeo’s undercrackers to 
full effect. Pricey, but still the best of the seven-
seaters to drive > VERDICT Toys include electricT
everything and speed-correcting cruise control. 
Harder to beat than FC Barcelona

MUSTANG �����

> GI Henry’s finally been posted to Europe and 
he’s cutting in on the TT’s dance. At last gets 
multi-link rear end, but rear-space could be better 
> VERDICT Ecoboost 4-cyl torquey but tedious;T
it’s the V8 you want, if not its 18mpg thirst

GALAXY �����

> Goose to the S-Max’s Maverick, new Galaxy is 
based on the same Mondeo-derived platform. 
Just as high-tech, but more spacious 
> VERDICT Great if you need a big 7-seater – fitsT
adults in all rows with no human rights violations

GINETTA

G40 �����

> Pint-sized road-legal racer. Two models: 
G40R (civilised version, with carpets) and 
GRDC (actually a race car with number plates) 
> VERDICT Tiny, twitchy and top fun. Pick theT
£35k GRDC and get free entry to race series

HONDA

JAZZ �����

> Brilliantly packaged supermini with typical 
genius mismatch of brain and social skills. 
Ordinary performance, more refined than 
before > VERDICT If a Skoda Fabia had seatsT
this smart, other superminis would call it a day

CIVIC HATCH/TOURER �����

> Wilfully different, won’t-fully-want-one Golf with 
origami rear seats and huge boot. Desperately 
needs incoming small-capacity turbo engines 
> VERDICT Capacious wagon makes mostT
sense but a Golf is still more satisfying

CIVIC �����

> The might of Honda’s engineering prowess
delivers more space, clever new engines and an 
exterior that looks like it was drawn on a bus on 
the way into school > VERDICT Easy to admire, T
loving requires recreational drugs

HR-V �����

> It took Honda 10 years to build a second HR-V, 
and you’re left wondering why they bothered. 
Almost wilfully generic > VERDICT Platform’s 
magic packaging the only saving grace

CR-V �����

> Roomy but unremarkable SUV with a choice 
of two- or four-wheel drive. Unlike most Hondas 
won’t need ear defenders to drown out road 
noise > VERDICT Kuga has the chassis, QashqaiT
has the style, but neither is as practical as CR-V

NSX �����

> ‘We’ve blown all our development cash on an 
insanely complex hybrid drivetrain. Do you think 
anyone will notice if we fit an interior from a 
Civic?’ > VERDICT Like a 918 for half a mil’ less – 
mind-blowing to drive, crap to sit in

HYUNDAI

i10 �����

> Five-door city car that balances mature driving 
experience with strong value – even if it’s not as 
cheap as it was. Five-year warranty, too 
> VERDICT Basic motoring done not just well 
but with a dash of style. Mid-spec 1.0 our choice

ii20 HATCH/COUPE/ACTIVE20 HATC
�����

> Update adds Active crossover to 5dr Hatch 
and 3dr ‘Coupe’; suitable for somnambulant 
warranty fiends only. Turbo triple lumpy 
> VERDICT Fur-lined tartan slippers, HorlicksT
and early to bed; repeat

i30 HATCH/TOURER �����

> Where the current crop of Hyundais got 
serious – which means it’s now in need of a 
facelift as the mainstream moves ahead again 
> VERDICT ‘Tries hard but lacks imagination’T
would be the i30’s school report card

i40 SALOON/TOURER �����

> Vast Mondeo rival with huge boot and lots of 
kit. Facelift resembles a lizard with an Audi grille 
for a mouth > VERDICT Nearly-but-not-quiteT
mainstream alternative plays value card well

iX20 �����

> Compact MPV and Kia Venga’s ugly 
step-sister; roomy but ultimately forgettable 
> VERDICT Sorry, what were we talking about?

TUCSON �����

> Promising initial impressions of shiny-looking ix35 
replacement tarnish quickly: it’s dull to drive, duller 
inside and poorly refined > VERDICT We had highT
hopes. Someone get the Tucson a stepladder

SANTA FE �����

> Biggish SUV has always led Hyundai’s 
assault on the European market from the front. 
Comfortable, self-assured and easy to live with  
> VERDICT A Hyundai you can choose withoutT
shame. Looks fresher than Waitrose parsnips

i800 �����

> Massive van-based people carrier that’ll seat 
eight and still have space for their luggage. Ideal 
for part-time airport mini-cabbers > VERDICT It T
is what it is: a van with seats in. But it’s a nice van

GENESIS �����

> Luxury saloon hamstrung by unsuitable petrol 
engine and they-must-be-joking price tag. Has silly 
new winged badge and handles like a waterbed 
> VERDICT Step one of Hyundai’s move T
upmarket. Well, it worked for Infiniti. Oh, wait…

IONIQ �����

> Korean take on the Prius minus Gwyneth 
Paltrow smugness and drawn-in-the-dark 
exterior. Hybrid, EV or upcoming PHEV – a 
version for all shades of greenie > VERDICT 
Challenges neither your pulse nor your 
helmsmanship, doesn’t encourage eye-gouging

INFINITI

Q30 �����

> It’s an A-Class in an alternative frock – a 
slow A-Class at that. Suspension and seats 
comfy, just don’t look too closely at the dash 
> VERDICT The fat goth of the premiumT
hatchback segment

Q50 �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Another American-market Japanese 
premium product that’s lost in translation. 
Shame it wasn’t lost at sea on the way over. 

Hybrid mega quick > VERDICT Like a tiny speckT
of fluff the Mercedes C-Class casually brushes 
from its sleeve 

Q60 COUPE/CABRIO �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Nissan 370Z after a back, sack ’n’ crack. 
No diesel but V6 sounds ace and S models 
(4ws and LSD) are tidy in the bends. Looks 

dated > VERDICT Not without merit, butT
without a hope of talking us out of buying a 
BMW 4-series

Q70 �����

> Does it look like a rubbish Maser QP, or a 
slightly cooler Daewoo Leganza? Either way it’s 
a novelty act without the novelty 
> VERDICT Worth considering over a 5-series, 
but only if Harald Quandt ran off with your wife

QX50 �����

> Blandly styled EX crossover got a new badge 
but precious few new fans. Well equipped, but 
costly to run and not that great to drive 
> VERDICT Nothing to see here, people, move on T
– to your local BMW dealer and its excellent X3 

QX70�����

> Striking jumbo jeep comes with more kit than 
a Knight Rider convention but the lavish cabin is 
too small and the fuel and tax bills anything but 
> VERDICT Taxi for Infiniti! Porsche’s CayenneT
has this one covered, old timer

JAGUAR

XE �����

>  Straight-bat styling hides exotic aluminium 
chassis and class-leading handling. Bit tight on 
space, though, and engines not a high point 
> VERDICT Rivals are better packaged but this isT
the driver’s car in the class and a proper little Jag

XF �����

> Second-gen XF now 75% aluminium, looks 
like an over-inflated XE; bigger inside, smaller 
outside, still a great steer > VERDICT Diddy 
diesels moo more than a dairy; insert your own 
joke about cats and cream

XJ �����

> Questionable styling but unquestionably 
excellent steer – although passengers may 
mutiny. Interior looks lux but lacks intelligence, 
even with latest infotainment > VERDICT
Hollywood baddies’ limo of choice, flawed

XJR �����

> Absurdly track-ready limo builds on already 
ballistic XJ Supersport, but bumps power up 
to 543bhp and tightens chassis (at expense of 
ride) > VERDICT More rare-groove than Elvis’s 
first acetate, but spectacular – if you’re up front

F-TYPE COUPE/ROADSTERF TYPE C
�����

> Posh pauper’s Aston sounds superb, goes well 
too. Forget basic V6 and choose from V6S and 
mental V8S. Now with manual and 4wd options  
> VERDICT So nearly sublime, but Cayman/T
Boxster duo cost less, entertain more

F-TYPE R �����

> Supercharged 543bhp almost too much fun 
in rear-wheel drive form (but still less knife-edge 
than V8S); 4wd available if you’ve left bravery 
pills at home > VERDICT All this drama or anT
‘ordinary’ 911? Tough choice…

FORD > MASERATI
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F-TYPE SVR �����

> JLR’s SVO black ops division delivers a 567bhp 
all-wheel-drive F-type that goes and sounds 
like an elephant on MDMA > VERDICT QuiltedT
leather and 200mph – but terrible hi-fi for a car 
that costs twice the entry V6

F-PACE �����

> Jag’s first SUV is a road-biased Macan 
botherer. Built light to be nimble, body control 
brilliance and pokey engines prove family DNA 
> VERDICT Macan remains most sporting choice, T
but more rounded F-Pace has plenty of bite

JEEP

RENEGADE �����

> Strange but true: yoof-targeting junior Jeep is 
built in Italy alongside Fiat 500X that donates its 
platform. Even stranger: it’s not terrible 
> VERDICT Lower spec models outdriven byT
rivals; only the top Trailhawk cuts it in the rough

CHEROKEE �����

> Gimlet-eyed Discovery Sport rival looks like 
the banjo-playing inbred from Deliverance. 
Despite generous kit, we’d leave it on the porch. 
> VERDICT Feels too cheap to be premium, tooT
pricey/ugly to beat Qashqai

GRAND CHEROKEE �����

> Proper off-road credentials backed up by 
sensible running costs, but feels cheap. 
Ludicrous SRT8 version demolishes 62mph in 
five dead > VERDICT Makes sense at $30k in theT
US, but doesn’t drive or feel like a premium car

WRANGLER �����

> Incredible off-road, and much better than a 
Defender on it, but that’s like saying Pol Pot was 
more benevolent than Stalin > VERDICT WhenT
North Korea nukes us, this cold war cast-off will 
be all that’s left moving

KOËNIGSEGG

AGERA �����

> Evolution of Lex Luthor’s original CC8S 
supercar features carbonfibre wheels and twin-
turbo 5.0 V8. R version even runs on E85 biofuel 
> VERDICT Yahoo! Yin to Volvo’s yawning yangT
keeps Sweden’s car output balanced

KIA

PICANTO �����

> Tough-looking budget Korean mini twinned 
with less funky Hyundai i10. Three-pot 1.0 is slow 
but sweeter than 1.25 four. Smart interior, small 
boot > VERDICT You’ll never benefit from theT
7-year warranty and VW’s Up! is better to drive

RIO �����

> Long on space, short on enjoyment, life 
with a Rio is no carnival. Diesel refinement will 
have you driving to a favela in the hope of a 
carjacking > VERDICT White goods car gets the 
basics right but there are too many better rivals

CEED HATCH/SW/PROCEEDCEED HA
�����

> Good-looking Korean Golf wannabe is big on 
equipment and not bad to drive. Ceed is 5dr, 
Proceed gets 3, and SW is the wagon 
> VERDICT Recent update brings new T
downsized turbo engines. Europe still ahead. Just

SOUL �����

> Improved second-gen chunky spunky SUV 
better to drive but ride and noise suppression 
poor. Petrol version rubbish, but much cheaper  
> VERDICT A Korean with character but other 
SUVs are more rounded (in both senses)

OPTIMA �����

> Sexless Mondeo clone cobbles together 
some mojo via the addition of sharp-suited 
Sportswagon and a plug-in hybrid > VERDICT AllT
the car you’ll ever need, but not the car you want

VENGA �����

> Weird sit-up supermini-cum-MPV packs Focus 
space into near-city-car dimensions. Hard to get 
comfy though. 1.4 petrol best > VERDICT Too T
pricey and too ordinary to drive for us to care

CARENS �����

> Big, versatile, value-packed seven-seater. Go 
diesel – 1.6 petrol is wheezier than emphysema-
riddled asthmatic with a punctured lung. 
> VERDICT For all its pseudo-premium EuroT
aspirations, this is the stuff Kia still does best

SPORTAGE �����

> All-new, all-turbo SUV truly handles and rides 
but somehow a picture of Mr Potato Head’s 
face got mixed up with the final blueprints, and 
before they knew it… > VERDICT Improved inT
every way. Except to look at

SORENTO �����

> Ambitious new flagship SUV reckons it’s a real 
Land Rover rival. Now bigger than ever, and so is 
the price: up to £40k. 2.2 diesel only engine. 
> VERDICT Impressive, but lacks the badge andT
performance of genuine premium off-roaders

KTM

X-BOW �����

> 22nd century Ariel Atom from Austria’s barmy 
motorbike maker mixes carbon construction 
with hardy Audi turbo’d 2.0 four > VERDICT Big T
money, big grins, but single-seat BAC Mono 
gives more racecar-like experience

LAMBORGHINI

HURACAN �����

>  Way more accomplished Gallardo successor, 
twinned with new R8. Dual-clutch ’box mandatory, 
602bhp V10 flicks Vs at turbos > VERDICT Beats 
488 for aural and visual thrills but nothing else. 
So we’ll have the Spyder. On me head, sun!

AVENTADOR S �����

> Aventador hits the sweet spot of all 
Lamborghini’s development; old enough to sort 
the gripes from new and young enough to not 
yet be the subject of 31 run-out limited editions. 
Semi life-affirming > VERDICT Pose-to-talent T
ratio heading in right direction

AVENTADOR/SV �����

> The F12 may be better in every respect, but 
this is what a supercar should look like. Limited- 
run Aventador SV closes that gap with shocking 
power and agility > VERDICT SV is the one 
to have. Sub-7min ’Ring lap makes the hybrid 
hypercar crew look stupidly expensive

LAND ROVER

DISCOVERY SPORT �����

> ‘Educated, professional luxury SUV 
desperately seeking decent diesel engine.’ 

Ingenium replied. Happy ever after? > VERDICT
Comfy silence a promising start. We’ll know it’sl k
love when they get the interior decorators in

DISCOVERY �����

NEW 
ENTRY

> Gen-5 Disco can climb mountains and 
social strata with equal equanimity; this is 
Land Rover in the 21st Century. Worryingly 

close to Range Rover, slightly frustrating engine 
choice > VERDICT The best seven-seat party 
wagon money can buy

RANGE ROVER EVOQUE �����

> Definitive posh mum’s SUV, now also available 
as convertible. Well, that was one way to resolve 
the classy interior’s claustrophobia-triggering 
tendencies. Ingenium engines commendably 
hushed > VERDICT Pricey, but perfectly pitchedT

RANGE ROVER SPORT �����

> As luxurious as a Rangie, as practical as a 
Disco, better looking than an Evoque and 
could follow a Defender cross country. Add in 
impressive handling and ballistic SVR and diesel 
versions > VERDICT Nobody likes a show-offT

RANGE ROVER �����

BEST IN   
 CLASS

> A benchmark in luxury SUVs. V6 diesel 
perfectly acceptable, supercharged V8 
petrol hilarious > VERDICT The perfect car T

for smuggling cash to Switzerland, skiing, turning 
up at a ball, game shooting and being smug

LEXUS

LC500 �����

> A serious sports car from the most serious 
of car makers gets clever hybrid or tasty V8, 
10-speed automatic and less bovine acoustics. 
It’s even quite sexy > VERDICT It’s no longer theT
Japanese Mercedes

CT �����

STEER 
CLEAR

> Pig-ugly premium Prius a bizarre mix of 
decent handling, woeful performance and a 
ride so poor it makes a black cab feel like an 

S-Class > VERDICT Wouldn’t merit a single sale ifT
company car tax bills were less CO2-focused

IS �����

> Sharp-suited, well-specced 3-series rival 
finally gets decent rear space. Good chassis, 
but 250 V6 irrelevant, and frugal hybrid hobbled 
by nasty CVT > VERDICT So close. Give this aT
proper auto ’box and it would be right up there

GS/GSF �����

> Twin-pronged petrol hybrid cooking range
now spiced up by GSF 5.0 V8. Lack of turbos 
admirable but like hunting M5 bear with a 
peashooter > VERDICT 300h makes company 
car sense, wilfully different GSF good fun

LS �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Monstrously expensive but so refined it
makes a library feel like a sound-off contest 
(which the Mark Levinson hi-fi would win) 

> VERDICT Built for those in the back, but the S-ClassT
makes every seat worth buying a ticket for

NX �����

> Trumps Audi Q5 with a fabulous interior and 
arrest-me (for persecuting curves) exterior 
design. Fwd or 4wd with electric motor at rear 
> VERDICT Doesn’t work as a driver’s car, so takeT
the NX300h hybrid over faster, costlier NX200t

RX �����

> Looks like Lord Vader’s helmet with wheels on, 
but interior opulence and general tranquillity 
make up for idiosyncratic infotainment issues 

> VERDICT Build quality and refinement to save 
the galaxy, even if the hybrid tech won’th l if h h b id h ’

RC/RCF �����

> RCF’s old-school unblown V8 completes 
charismatic package that shocked M4 in our 
Giant Test. Elegance of regular range can’t 
overcome lack of diesel option > VERDICT
Deserve more success than they’ll likely get 

LOTUS

ELISE �����

> Reminds just how connected cars used to be. 
Slothful base 1.6 reminds how they used to go, 
too, so pick 1.8. Alfa 4C is a pricey, pale imitation  
> VERDICT Still sensational, but a 10-year oldT
example does the same job for half the price

EXIGE �����

> Gym-bunny Elise with supercharged V6 retains 
beautifully connected unassisted steering. 
Superb new 350 Sport turns up the wick 
> VERDICT The Lotus our tyre-frying Ben Barry T
would buy. Make of that what you will

EVORA 400 �����

> Thoroughly refreshed Evora loses its looks 
but gains easier access and thumping 
supercharged 400bhp > VERDICT The chassisT
and steering are Lotus at its sparkling best. 
Sublime, but you’ll still buy a Cayman

McLAREN

540C �����

> The world’s first decontented supercar is
somehow still worth donating a ball to put on your 
driveway. Entry-level doesn’t get any better 
> VERDICT Ron could do worse as a leaving present

570S/570GT �����

> Base McLaren ditches carbon body and super-
trick suspension, but keeps carbon MonoCell 
and twin-turbo 3.8-litre V8. Now available 
with glass hatchback, too > VERDICT S and 
GT performance near identical; both make 911 
Turbo S feel too normal

650S �����

> Original 12C showed real promise, 650S 
delivers on it in spades. Trouble is the new 675LT 
now makes the 650S feel like a poor relation… 
> VERDICT Still two reasons to buy over theT
675LT: it’s £60k cheaper and not sold out

675LT �����

> What happens when you upgrade 33% of 
the 650S? Absolute bloody magic. 666bhp, 
stiffer suspension, faster gearshifts, quicker 
steering and lighter by 100kg, whatever deal 
Woking’s done with the devil, it’s worked 
> VERDICT This T is the McLaren you’ve beens

looking for

P1 �����

> £1m hybrid hypercar with aero straight from 
McLaren’s F1 brains. All sold, and if you haven’t 
got one you can’t have track-only GTR either 
> VERDICT Astounding, but LaFerrari feelsT
more special (as it should for £400k more)

MASERATI

GHIBLI �����

> The small exec you wish you owned still 
drives great, still looks the business, still doesn’t 
have the four-cylinder diesel that will get it on 
your shopping list. A shame > VERDICT An 
alcohol-free Quattroporte
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QUATTROPORTE GTS �����

> Because Ferrari don’t ‘do’ saloons you can 
have a brilliant blend of Maranello turbo V8 
wrapped in some gracefully ageing Maserati 
bits. Remains the coolest four-door car money 
can buy > VERDICT It won’t let you in unlessT
you’re in a suit or chinos

GRAN TURISMO/GRANGRAN TURISMO/
CABRIO �����

> Four genuine seats a rarity in this class, but fill 
them and you’ll regret choosing the weedy 4.2 
over the 4.7 at the first sniff of a hill > VERDICT
Podgy, pretty, practical GT for folk who hate 
four-door faux coupes. And luggage 

GT MC STRADALE �����

> Defies hulking 1770kg mass (and that’s after 
a 110kg diet) and modest 444bhp to deliver an 
engaging driving experience. Epic noise 
> VERDICT Massively underrated. A GT3 forT
an Italian lothario with a ’Ring season pass

LEVANTE �����

> Good news: Maserati’s long-awaited SUV is 
better than the Ghibli. Bad news: UK only gets 
diesel. That’s like Berlusconi without the bunga 
bunga > VERDICT Far from flawless but it’llT
show you a good time

MAZDA

2 �����

> Shot-in-the-arm supermini packs good value, 
handling and looks, leaving sweatmarks on 
the shirts of the VW Polo marketing team 
> VERDICT Under-radar Fiesta threatenerT
gatecrashes the top table

3 HATCH/SALOON/ESTATE �����

> Another left-field, right-on Mazda that’s great 
to drive and cheap to run. Like shifting gears? 
You’ll love the 118bhp unblown 1.5. If not, go 
diesel > VERDICT Don’t buy a family hatch until 
you’ve tried one. Oh, a Golf? Apart from that

5 �����

> Ancient off-the-pace MPV that looks like 
it’s been side-swiped by a kamikaze dispatch 
rider. Roomy and reasonable to drive, but just 
no! > VERDICT Large ’n’ loaded but there are T
too many fresher rivals to warrant wasting your 
wedge 

6 SALOON/TOURER �����

> Boss won’t let you have a 3-series? Double 
your digit and try this impressive alternative. 
Handles well but rides like the tyres have DTs 
> VERDICT Swoopily styled, tax friendly,T
entertaining alternative to po-faced Passat

CX-3 �����

> Late arrival to the compact crossover party, but 
worth a look thanks to smart, premium cabin and 
crisp, engaging drive. Pity about the firm ride 
> VERDICT Pricey, but better than most and wellT
equipped. Ideal MX-5 social life support truck

CX-5 �����

> Crisply styled, commodious crossover is 
stonking value. Handles tidily but ride and 
refinement could be better. Pick base fwd diesel 
> VERDICT MX-5 aside, this is the best thing toT
come out of Mazda for years

MX-5 �����

> Shorter than the ’89 original, and in real terms 
half the price. 1.5 sweet but a little slow; 158bhp 
2.0 quicker but charismatically challenged 
> VERDICT Brilliantly uncomplicated budgetT
sports car. Dink the GTI for this

MX-5 RF �����

> When a folding fabric roof above your head is 
just too common to contemplate, pay more for 
the heavier and more complicated RF and never 
fold the bloody roof down anyway > VERDICT
Right car wrong spec, you doughnut

MERCEDES

A-CLASS �����

> In the manner of a stale donut nuked in the 
microwave, midlife refresh has softened the 
A-Class, but it’s still a little tasteless > VERDICT 
Expensive, cramped and crass inside – A3 and 
1-series do it better

A45 AMG �����

> Mad turbo four-pot now makes 367bhp and 
350lb ft. Goes like a banker who knows the game 
is up; almost as expensive > VERDICT Four-wheel 
drive is not enough. Option the Dynamic Plus 
pack with LSD as well

B-CLASS �����

> Posh MPV big brother to the A-Class misses 
out on the looks and the charisma, but is far 
more homely and just as technically savvy 
> VERDICT So boring the BMW 2-series ActiveT
Tourer actually begins to make sense

CLA SALOON/SHOOTING BRAKECLA SAL
�����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> CLS clone based on the A-Class, now 
with swoopy Shooting Brake estate. Lacks 
gravitas of former and sex appeal of latter 

> VERDICT Just because you can makeT
something smaller doesn’t mean you should

C-CLASS SALOON/ESTATE C CLASS
�����

> Latest C impresses with mini-S-Class looks 
and almost all the same on-board tech. Denies 
muttering it wishes the 3-series would drop 
dead > VERDICT BMW still better to drive, but ifT
you want a relaxing techno cocoon, this is it

C-CLASS COUPE �����

> All-new sexpot version of latest C-Class (no 
shrinking violet itself) now 10cm longer and 
available with air suspension. Still tight in the 
back > VERDICT Much more of an event than 
the 4-series, but new A5 right back in the game

C63 AMG �����

> Sounds madder than ever despite switch to 
bi-turbo 4.0 V8; coupe gets unique 12-link rear 
suspension for sharper responses > VERDICT 
Saloon, estate or coupe, you get mega traction 
and one of the best turbo engines ever

E-CLASS SALOON/ESTATE �����

> It may look like a fat C-Class but this techno
tour-de-force thinks it can drive better than you. 
Exceptional interior out-luxes all comers 
> VERDICT New 4-cyl diesel so smooth it churnsT
motorway miles into butter

E-CLASS COUPE/CONVERTIBLE E CLASS
�����

> CLK-replacing Coupe and Convertible are 
still C-Class derived – and old C-Class at that 
– despite the name. Both seat four in decent 
comfort > VERDICT Restrained and tasteful T
approach to mid-size luxury. Feeling their age

AMG E63 �����

> Only AMG would offer the E63 with an 
all-wheel-drive system that you can switch off 
in Drift Mode. Which is exactly why you should 
buy one, and possibly open an account at Kwik 
Fit > VERDICT Go S or go homeT

CLS/SHOOTING BRAKE �����

> The word ‘coupaloon’ is banned from these 
pages. Which is fine, because we’re all slightly in 
love with the glamorous Shooting Brake 
> VERDICT Second-gen version of the originalT
four-door coupe continues to lead the pack

S-CLASS �����

> Enormously technically accomplished, with 
camera-guided ride quality and stacks of safety 
kit. Maybach and Pullman variants immensely 
flash > VERDICT Makes 7-series/A8 seem like 
toys. Captains of industry should insist on it

S-CLASS COUPE/CABRIOLET S CLASS
�����

> Over 5m of barking mad indulgence; Coupe 
carries it off like Errol Flynn on a bender but, like 
a model-turned-MP, will regret going topless 
> VERDICT Howard Hughes would approve, butT
he went crazy in the end

S63/S65 AMG �����

> Twin-turbo 577bhp V8 and 621bhp V12 S-Class 
variants, because being richer than the world 
isn’t enough and you need to out-drag it, too 
> VERDICT S63 V8 is bonkers, S65 V12 utterlyT
certifiable. Does your chauffeur deserve it?

GLA �����

> Confused A-Class on stilts with lifestyle 
pretensions and unnecessary surplus of interior 
air vents. GLA45 AMG simply unnecessary 
> VERDICT An A-Class for the bewildered.T
Maybe you thought you were ordering a GLC? 

MASERATI > NISSAN

MITSUBISHI 

MIRAGE �����

> Facelift can’t hide the Mirage’s catastrophic 
lack of style or charm. As well suited to the small 
car segment as a Sopwith Camel is to executive 
short-haul flights > VERDICT Want your kids to 
stay off the roads? Buy them one

ASX �����

> Box-ticking small SUV gets a by-the-numbers 
facelift, leaving you with a car that feels like it 
was designed on a spreadsheet. At least it’s 
relatively cheap and well kitted > VERDICT BestT
bought on the internet

SHOGUN �����

> Great-value old-school workhorse for those 
whose workplace is covered in mud, oil or bomb 
craters. Big, noisy diesel, chunky underpinnings 
and reliable, with hose-down cabin > VERDICT
If you don’t need this car, you don’t need this car

OUTLANDER �����

> Mid-life overhaul brings sleeker looks and 
lifts cabin ambience by miles. Diesel still a bit 
of a tractor but PHEV comfy and refined 
> VERDICT The UK’s best-selling plug-in hybridT
finally makes sense

MORGAN

3-WHEELER �����

> As comfortable as riding over Niagara Falls in a 
barrel and equally sane. Not as quick as it feels, 
but quick enough for a three-wheeler on bike 
tyres > VERDICT Brilliant Caterham alternativeT
without the macho trackday posturing

AERO �����

> Drop-top was first of the new-era Morgans and 
goes it alone since Aero Supersports, Coupe and 
Squiffy Perkins bought it at the Somme 
> VERDICT Two worlds collide. And with 367bhp 
they may not be the only ones doing the colliding

PLUS 4/FOUR FOUR/ROADSTERPLUS 4/F
�����

> Entry-level Mog still with ‘traditional’ ash frame 
and ‘traditional’ (ie, awful) dynamics. Four-seat 
4/4 is surprise eco champ: 44mpg > VERDICT
Cheap, considering the craftsmanship, even at 
£33k, but if you want an old car, buy one!

PLUS 8 �����

> Don’t be fooled by tally-ho styling, 8 is built 
on ‘modern’ bonded and riveted Aero chassis. 
Fidgety like a child with worms > VERDICT 
Classic Morgan style, modern BMW V8 poke, 
manners like a five-term Borstal veteran

NISSAN

MICRA �����

> So much better than the old car, new Micra is
on Wikipedia right now deleting all mention of 
its predecessor. Proves that a car designed by 
Europeans will appeal to Europeans, amazingly 
> VERDICT Wheeled redemption, at least untilT
the next Polo/Ibiza turns up

JUKE �����

> Mould-breaking compact crossover; you 
think it would look like that if the mould hadn’t 
broken? Cheap interior and so-so dynamics 
belie the hype > VERDICT Does it still count as 
‘different’ if everybody’s got one?

NOTE �����

> Like a Honda Jazz with middle-age spread, 
this is a small, practical MPV-hatch with limited 
aspirations of greatness > VERDICT An automotive 
cardigan: deeply uncool but good at what it does

LEAF �����

> Gawky looking EV pioneer now with 20% extra 
range. Updated interior even more like a Star 

Trek shuttle, and not in a good way k > VERDICT
BMW i3 far funkier, Renault Zoe far cheaper, 
internal combustion still superior. Beam us up

PULSAR �����

> So dull it can only be explained by a 
conspiracy theory claiming it owes its entire 
existence to a long-range Qashqai sales-boost 
strategy > VERDICT Buy a Focus. Or a Golf. Or a T
Ceed. Or an Auris. Okay, maybe not an Auris…

GLC �����

> GLK replacement project, now available in 
right-hand drive. Sounds like you shouldn’t care, 
but the interior might just make you moist 
> VERDICT Rivals are cheaper, better to drive –T
GLC makes you feel special inside

G-CLASS �����

> Cold War relic that’s so solidly built it could 
ram raid a bank vault. Obscene special editions 
a growing – literally – Mercedes obsession 
> VERDICT You shouldn’t want one, but… Will 
outlast any Defender. And possibly the planet

GLE/GLE COUPE �����

> Rebadged M-Class is heavy, ponderous and 
depressingly cheap inside. Plug-in hybrid plays 
the tech card, new Coupe an alternative to X6 
> VERDICT As you were: it’s perfectly adequateT
in a class dominated by the outstanding

GLS �����

> Luxo-monster seven-seater lacks Range 
Rover panache but it’s comfy, refined and the 
infotainment doesn’t come from Poundland 
> VERDICT Active anti-roll essential, but 
otherwise it’s a brilliant bus

SLC �����

>  Buy the SLC43 AMG and it’s like an uglier but 
cheaper F-type with a nicer interior. Buy any other 
SLC and you’ve lost your mind > VERDICT ComeT
back 718 Boxster, all is forgiven

SL �����

> The plastic surgeon was worth every penny: 
post-facelift SL is far more MILF than Morph. 
Turning up the sporty makes the most of the 
super stiff structure, too > VERDICT Think twiceT
about that Ferrari California. No, seriously

AMG GT �����

> SLS replacement is smaller (just), cheaper 
(considerably) and blessed with a 4.0-litre 
twin-turbo V8 > VERDICT It’s got the muscle 
but maybe not the finesse

MG

MG3 �����

> Tough-looking, spacious supermini has 
handling that lives up to the promise of that 
badge. As does the woeful build, crap engine 
and concrete ride > VERDICT The Chinese areT
coming! But so far they’ve only got to Tajikistan

MG6 �����

STEER 
CLEAR

> Previous woeful also-ran now updated 
with more efficient diesel, more kit and a 
hefty price cut > VERDICT Better, butT

remains condemned by ghastly steering, buzzy 
engine. Wrong badge, wrong car, wrong owners

GS �����

> Spacious, duck-faced SUV hamstrung by 
coarse 1.5 turbo petrol, shonky gearboxes 
and shoddy interior. Handles okay, if you can 
hack the firm ride > VERDICT Cheap, but not 
sufficiently so. Dacia will sleep well tonight

MINI

HATCH/CONVERTIBLE �����

> Bigger and gawkier and less charming, but 
lovely BMW engines are smooth and peppy, 
while ride has improved without ruining 
handling. Five-door in danger of being practical  
> VERDICT A better ownership proposition thanT
ever, even if you love it a little less

COOPER S/JCW �����

> Up-sized BMW 2.0-litre four-pot-powered 
228bhp JCW most powerful Mini ever. Terrific 
turboed fun, if a tad overwrought and synthetic 
> VERDICT Beware the options list, lest it lead to 
bullion robberies and perilous dangling over cliffs

CLUBMAN �����

> Replace circus-freakery of old one with full 
complement of portals, add longer wheelbase,
bigger boot; now bake  > VERDICT Loaf-alike T
maxi-Mini freshness, the grown-ups’ choice

COUNTRYMAN/PACEMAN �����

> Countryman has been replaced for 2017, but 
the three-door Paceman is still spun off the 
old, far inferior, Countryman > VERDICT Vastly T
improved Countryman makes a strong, versatile 
SUV crossover with some off-road ability
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QASHQAI �����

> Second-gen crossover carries on exactly 
where the original left off: meandering 
ominously in the middle lane to the tune of ‘are 
we there yet?’ > VERDICT Likeable, with a sideT
order of resting on its own laurels

X-TRAIL �����

> The X-Trail used to be a rough-tough off-roader 
apparently designed on an Etch-a-Sketch. 
Now it’s a Qashqai put through a photocopier 
at +10% > VERDICT It still ain’t exciting. But it’sT
probably going to sell a lot better

GT-R �����

> Now with a slightly thicker veneer of luxury 
(and another 20bhp) – but this is still basically 
a morally ambiguous hardcase moments from
rage > VERDICT Drivetrain sounds like a drum kitT
falling down the stairs; leaves your brain feeling 
much the same

PAGANI

HYUARA �����

> Spectacular cottage (villetta?) industry 
supercar with active aero, AMG-built 720bhp 
twin-turbo V12 and an interior more decadent 
than a Roman orgy > VERDICT Want have, can’tT
have: they’re all sold. 

PEUGEOT

108 �����

> Pug-faced city car. Go for 82bhp 1.2: the 
68bhp 1.0 is so slow we were all monkeys when 
it set off and it still hasn’t hit 60mph 
> VERDICT Reasonable no-frills city car butT
boot and rear space tight. Skoda Citigo is better

208 �����

> Refresh more than just a prettier face as dynamic 
update adds handling chops to 208’s interior chic 
> VERDICT Pug’s recovered that VaVaVoom from T
the back of the sofa. No, wait – that’s the other lot

308 HATCH/SW ESTATE �����

> Handsome, hushed 308 at its best when 
eating motorway miles, or when you’re watching 
it out of the window of your Golf. Fiddly 
touchscreen  > VERDICT Hatch isn’t up toT
scratch, but roomier SW wagon is worth a look

308 GTi �����

> Discreet styling hides playful proclivities; 
LSD keeps things tight up front while fantastic 
French chassis delivers lively rear > VERDICT
250 and 270 variants both great, but 270 gets 
more kit and extra power

508 SALOON/ESTATE �����

> Little-seen XL Pug with unconvincing cod 
German accent. HYbrid4 gets 4wd via 37bhp 
’leccy motor on rear wheels 
> VERDICT RXH is poor man’s Audi Allroad. RestT
of range is padding on your company car list

PARTNER TEPEE �����

> Spacious, versatile Tepee so useful it could 
almost be a van. Funny, that. More practical than 
a regular MPV, drives okay > VERDICT Make T
your own clothes? Live in a yurt? This is for you

2008 �����

 > Welly-wearing 208 gets a facelift which hits on the 
idea of actually resembling an SUV, and at a stroke 
makes a decent car more credible  > VERDICT
Not so much leaping on the SUV bandwagon as 
hitching a ride… but it’s an attractive hitchhiker

3008 �����

> Tell friends you’ve bought one and they’ll laugh
until they see it. Sharp to look at, surprisingly fun 
to drive and not too weird. It’s the European Car 
of the Year > VERDICT Just make it absolutely 
clear you’ve not bought the old one

5008 �����

NEW 
ENTRY

> If you’ve just read the 3008 entry you can 
skip on down. Edgy design inside and out 
hides genuine practicality and in the 5008, 

seven seats. Rejoice as Peugeot demonstrates 
they really have got their act together 
> VERDICT Annoy the Germans and buy FrenchT

PORSCHE

718 BOXSTER �����

> The turbo revolution continues as Boxster bins 

the six for a brace of faster forced-induction 
fours. Updated face now flatter than Brian 
Harvey’s > VERDICT Whole lotta lag; chassis stillT
a stairway to heaven

718 CAYMAN �����

> Efficiency march means sublime outgoing 
model ditches choral flat-six for punchy but 
industrial turbo four. Gets uglier in the process, 
still handles like you wish all cars would 
> VERDICT Better by the numbers but... knowT
any nice 981s for sale?

CAYMAN GT4 �����

> Junior GT3 is first Cayman to get more power 
than current 911. 380bhp, manual ’box, LSD and 
a grin wider than a Glasgow smile 
> VERDICT Porsche finally admits that theT
Cayman and not the 911 is its real sports coupe

911 �����

> 991.2 may not look much different but 
under the skin lurks a whole new range of 
turbocharged engines. The most grown-up 
911 yet > VERDICT Rear-engined appealT
lives on. Proper Turbo now utterly ferocious, 
Turbo S unhinged

911 GT3/GT3 RS �����

> New engines, PDK-only, electric steering and 
rear steering too for this generation. Epic drive 
> VERDICT Both have won our end-of-yearT
Sports Car Giant Test (2013, 2015). Enough said

911R �����

> The 911 that Porsche secretly wants the 911 still 
to be. It’s an anti-991.2: a non-turbo 4.0 bruiser 
in retro disguise, with 493bhp and manual ’box 
> VERDICT Supple, poised, supreme fun. But 
we’d still have a Cayman GT4

918 �����

> Epic 4wd hybrid can waste GTis with 6sec 
0-62mph electric mode, then slay Lambos by 
adding 600bhp V8. Superb electric steering, 
too > VERDICT Almost overshadowed in theT
P1-LaFerrari posturing war, but easily as good

MACAN �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> Baby Cayenne is even better than dad – 
and Evoque. Base car with Golf GTI 2.0 makes 
no sense when S and S Diesel are pennies 

more > VERDICT GT3 RS for trackdays, CaymanT
GT4 for weekends, this for everything else. Sorted

CAYENNE �����

> Porsche’s cash-cow is a prize German Angus 
now, handsome and the best SUV to drive. V6 S 
quick, too quiet, Diesel S dynamite > VERDICT A T
proper Porker? Turbo S’s sub-8min Nürburgring 
lap time says yes

PANAMERA �����

> When they said four-door 911, this is what they 
meant. The Mk1 was just throat-clearing; this Mk2 
is the opera. Drips with tech, innovation and better 
dynamics – and it looks perfect > VERDICT A lesson T
in making nonsensical niches make perfect sense

RADICAL

SR3 SL �����

> Properly type-approved (street legal) SR3 
gets a 300bhp blown Ford 2.0 instead of a 
bike motor, a heater and even a 12v socket. 
It’s almost lavish > VERDICT Toned down forT
occasional road use but still hairier than a cave 
man with hypertrichosis

RXC TURBO �����

> Play out those Le Mans fantasies on the 
commute with this Peterborough-built Polaris. 
Sequential ’box welcome in town like an EDL 
demo > VERDICT When you’ve outgrown your 
Caterhams and 911 GT3s, here’s the answer

RENAULT

TWIZY �����

> Part electric scooter, part social experiment, 
it’s easy to love the doorless Twizy, especially 
on balmy evenings along La Croisette. Grimy 
days in Doncaster a tougher ask > VERDICT
Transportation of the future, if it’s never wet in 
the future and you like chatting at traffic lights

ZOE 40 �����

> Splendid Zoe solves range anxiety by 
clever new battery with more power, potentially 
induces wealth anxiety instead with £4000 

At launch the Disco comes 
with three engine options. 

The 238bhp 2.0-litre diesel 
is the slowest of the bunch, 
but quick enough; you save 

£7500 over the bigger diesel 
and you’ll use less fuel. It also 

prevents you topping £50k 
before you’re on page two of 

the brochure.
Starting price: £43,495

How much do you want to 
impress the neighbours? The 

standard wheels are relatively 
sensible and will cope with 

the occasional kerb, but the 
diamond-turned 21-inch nine-

spoke efforts are A-list at 
£2075. Only you can decide 

if they’ll survive the school 
run. On the always-subjective 

matter of colour, the launch 
shade of Namib Orange looks 
amazing in official pics – less 

so in Berkshire drizzle. We 
suggest the classy Loire Blue 

or Corris Grey, both £830.
Running total: £59,900

Then it’s time to choose your 
spec. There’s four to choose 
from with this engine, and 
while the S and SE models 
look fine, HSE is where you 
want to be. The step up 
from SE is another £7500, 
but adds the better Windsor 
leather to all seven seats, 20-
inch wheels, Meridian audio 
and a 10-inch screen for the 
InControl Touch Pro. You also 
get a panoramic roof, keyless 
entry and a rear-view camera.
Running total: £56,995

The Luxury Climate Comfort 
Pack at £1700 brings four-
zone climate control, plus 

rows one and two get heated 
and cooled seats, with 

the bonus of an infrared-
reflective front screen 

and the godsend that is 
the heated steering wheel 

thrown in. Another £200 will 
get the third row heated too. 
£235 adds a sizeable cooler 

in the centre console.

The tow bar is £700, and 
the Capability Plus Pack and 

Advanced Tow Assist add 
£365, the latter allowing you 
to back up like a professional 
whatever you’ve got hitched 

to the rear.
Final total: £62,995

TOTAL PRICE: £62,995

SPEC EXPERT  

LAND ROVER DISCOVERY
Your next lifestyle wagon awaits.  
We show you the boxes to tick

How you’ll use the car will 
dictate your interior choices. 
There’s three free choices 
of colour for the leather; 
the black is fine but makes 
the cabin very dark. The 
Nimbus is as light as the 
name suggests and brightens 
the cabin, but if you have 
children or ever wear blue 
denim, forget it. Instead go 
for the Vintage Tan option, 
which looked great on our 
Discovery Sport. You also get 
three free choices of trim; 
we reckon the Charcoal Oak 
veneer or aluminium are the 
best options – brown wood 
just doesn’t look right in here. 
Stick with the free Nimbus-
coloured headliner too to 
avoid the coal-hole look.
Running total: £59,900

NISSAN > TOYOTA
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price premium. Unless you’re smart and lease it 
of course > VERDICT At least you can guarantee 
the emissions are genuine

TWINGO �����

> Rear-engined rwd runabout isn’t as nippy as it 
sounds, but is roomy, with clever smartphone 
connectivity. More cheeky than sister Smart, 
and cheaper > VERDICT Lower-power versionT
with ’80s F1 Turbo paintjob the way to go

CLIO �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Welcome return to form for the five-door 
Clio with even boggo ones looking 
handsome, a well sorted cabin and 

sprightly driving qualities. Three-cylinder turbo 
petrol a (slowish) hoot > VERDICT Fiesta moreT
fun, Clio more stylish 

CLIO RS �����

FACELIFT 
SOON

> Remember when Clio RS was king of the 
hill? No? Probably for the best, because even 
new, more powerful RS Trophy can’t offset 

awful auto ’box > VERDICT Brings its own TrophyT
but still doesn’t win. Rumoured RS Wooden Spoon 
pure speculation 

CAPTUR �����

> It’s a Clio on stilts – but that’s not necessarily 
a bad thing. No 4x4 pretensions means focus is 
on personalisation. Good engines. It’s no Juke to 
drive > VERDICT Technicolor clown car if you’reT
not careful with the spec, otherwise okay

MEGANE ����� 

> All-new French Golf looks like a foie-grased 
Clio outside and a low-rent Tesla inside. Is thus 
an instant improvement over the old one 
> VERDICT Renaultsport-fettled GT with rear-T
wheel steering a keen drive, too. Sacré bleu!

MEGANE RS �����

> Continues as the old three-door for now; raucous 
2.0 turbo, manual ’box, awesome chassis – this a 
proper, pulse-spiking hot hatch > VERDICT Buy 
one before they ruin it like the latest RS Clio

SCENIC �����

> Fourth-generation compact MPV trades the 
practicality that made your wife want one for 
an exterior sharp enough that you’ll consider 
having more kids, although the stiff ride could 
see you arrive too early > VERDICT Console your 
manhood with the fact that 20s are standard

KADJAR �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> Nissan may rue the day it left the parts 
store door ‘Kadjar’, as Renault’s take on the 
Qashqai bests the original in every way 

> VERDICT Aggressive pricing, smooth ride, 
great refinement, squishy seats

ROLLS-ROYCE

GHOST �����

> A little posher, with more bespoke options to 
hide BMW-ness, new gearbox for the V12 and 
minor fettling to the metal > VERDICT Perfectly T
built and pitched and more individual. A 
Phantom for millionaires not billionaires

WRAITH �����

> A 624bhp twin-turbo V12 sporting vehicle 
that drives like no other. Dismisses distance 
but would never lower itself to squeal through 
bends > VERDICT Whisper it, but Rolls hasT
produced an amazing driver’s car

PHANTOM �����

DIES
SOON

> Simply the best luxury car money can buy, 
with a cabin to embarrass a superyacht, 
opulence to make Donatella Versace blush 

(if she could), and a V12 pulling you along. Not 
that you’ll hear it > VERDICT Every car on earthT
starts with ambitions of being a Phantom

DAWN �����

> Wraith with the roof cut off – although actually 
80% of the exterior panels are new. Best-looking 
Roller, it rides like a liner and costs more than 
a VW software decision > VERDICT NothingT
between the stars and the stars

SEAT

ATECA  �����

> Spanish latecomer to the SUV party gets 
the dress code right, isn’t the life and soul 
but neither will it bore you into leaving early. 
Another sangria please! > VERDICT SE, petrol, 
Manuel (‘I am from Barcelona!’)

MII �����

> Tedious-looking city-box is far less funky than 
Renault’s Twingo but roomier and good to drive. 
You don’t look at the mantelpiece, and all that 
> VERDICT VW Up more desirable, pretty SkodaT
Citigo cheaper. Siesta time in Seat’s prod dept?

IBIZA HATCH/SC/ESTATE �����

> Angular, angry-looking supermini, possibly 
because it knows how much better a Fiesta is to 
drive. It’s not bad though, and ST wagon is huge  
> VERDICT Not as sporty as it likes to think, butT
holding up in face of newer, better-driving rivals

IBIZA CUPRA �����

> Update to 189bhp 1.8 turbo with manual ’box 
makes this a brilliant budget blast. Great interior, 
finessed details, tempting choice > VERDICT
Fiesta ST for outright thrills, this for everything else

TOLEDO �����

STEER 
CLEAR

> OAP special whose sole interesting 
feature is that while it looks like a boring 
saloon, it’s actually a boring hatch! Massive 

interior > VERDICT This and identical Skoda Rapid T
duke it out for UK’s dullest car. Czech please!

LEON HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Mid-life evolution for Leon means new engines 
and tech, plus non-surgical facelift. Will still 
be shunned for a Golf > VERDICT Eminently 
likeable, just by too few buyers

LEON CUPRA �����

> Much to the amusement of tyre manufacturers 
everywhere, the front-wheel-drive Leon Cupra 
now has 290bhp. GTI who? > VERDICT Ballistic, 
and best bought with a manual transmission 

ALHAMBRA �����

> Subtlest of subtle facelifts belies 15% 
efficiency improvement. Still a big box with slidey-
doors and seven proper seats; put your family first 
for a change > VERDICT Genetically identical toT
the VW Sharan, but nearly £2k less

SKODA

KODIAQ �����

> Commendably vast SUV takes the Octavia’s 
approach by bulking out on a shared platform, 
but unfortunately doesn’t share its dazzling 
personality > VERDICT The most comfortable T
place to die a little inside

CITIGO �����

> Skoda’s all but identical version of the VW Up 
and Seat Mii. Pick your badge – they’re all well 
packaged but too noisy and slow > VERDICT
Cheaper than the Up, but not by much. Hyundai 
i10 also worth a look. Yes, actual advice!

FABIA HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Very mature little supermini with bodywork 
creases a Corby trouser press would be proud 
of. Estate version ideal for Jack Russells 
> VERDICT Roomy, well made and unexciting –T
like a low-rent VW Polo. Which is what it is

RAPID HATCH/SPACEBACKRAPID HA
�����

STEER 
CLEAR

> Long, narrow notchback hatch is 
automotive equivalent of Eastern Europe 
refugee. Big boot. Spaceback is shorter, 

more ‘stylish’, still dross 
> VERDICT Unless you’ve got a lot of potatoesT
and no other way to carry them, just don’t

OCTAVIA HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Basically the same as a Golf and A3 
underneath, but bigger, cheaper and more 
functional inside. Hot vRS versions old-school 
ballistic fun. 4x4s practical > VERDICT It’s a lot T
of car for the money

SUPERB SALOON/ESTATE �����

> So vast inside it echoes. Sharp lines, stacks 
of kit, double the number of umbrellas. Shame 
about dull interior and stiff price > VERDICT AllT
the family car you’ll ever need. Only bigger

YETI �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> Ikea wardrobe on wheels – so practical 
you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it. 
Good news is you don’t have to assemble it 

yourself > VERDICT Bigger engines are better.T
Choose Outdoor model for that rugged look. Grrr

SMART

FORTWO �����

> Chunkier new ForTwo has middle-age spread 
compared to the last one. Wider, with a much 
better ride, higher quality cabin and slicker 
auto, it is older, but wiser > VERDICT Less of aT
compromise, and still a brilliant city runabout

FORFOUR �����

> Renault/Merc tie-up means ForFour is 
accomplished with a classy cabin, although 
ludicrous pricing seem at odds with budget city 
car buyers > VERDICT Sister car Twingo is moreT
than two grand cheaper. Work that out

SSANGYONG

KORANDO �����

> Borderline rubbish to drive but more practical 
than the Teflon-coated trousers you’re probably 
wearing if you’re giving it serious consideration 
> VERDICT Huge, handy and hellish value, butT
we’d have a pre-reg Qashqai or CX-5 any day

REXTON W �����

> Like that weird 1960s Izal bog roll, Rexton 
kind of does the job, but is hard and shiny to 
the touch and not that nice to use. Deals better 
with mud > VERDICT Plenty of space, but 
dynamically, like Izal, it’s gone down the pan

TURISMO �����

> Less odious than the old Rodius, but every bit 
as practical, this giant 7-seater is slower than 
the Crossrail boring machine > VERDICT Has T
mini-cab written all over it, or soon will, which 
will handily help disguise the ugliness

TIVOLI �����

> There’s no getting away from it: Korea’s also-
ran carmaker has built a contender. Great value, 
spacious and – shock – well-finished inside 
> VERDICT Dross heritage now under threat

SUBARU

IMPREZA �����

> Yes, it still exists beyond WRX and STi. No, you 
don’t want one. Boggo Impreza reduced to a 
1.6 petrol hatchback only with optional CVT. 
Shudder > VERDICT Have you got a brand new 
combine harvester? It’s probably a better drive

WRX/STI �����

> Sorry WRX, I’m breaking up with you. It’s 
not you, it’s me. No, it is you, it’s definitely you 
and your crashy ride, nasty dash and inflexible 
engine > VERDICT Brilliant, on its day, in its day.T
But that was yesterday, so let’s call it a day

LEVORG �����

> Impreza estate with a silly name. Single choice 
of 1.6 petrol with CVT auto and 4wd means it’s 
got a silly drivetrain, too > VERDICT Levorg isT
grovel backwards; dealers may need to. Niche

XV �����

> Hopelessly expensive half-way SUV half-wit. 
Suspension thumps so intrusive you’ll think the 
Stomp musical is performing in the wheelarches 
> VERDICT In the tough crossover marketT
Subaru makes up the numbers, and the price

FORESTER �����

> Appealingly functional square-rigger the 
kind of crossover that existed before we had 
‘lifestyles’. Good on road, great off it, but not 
cheap > VERDICT Old-school Subaru honest, 
charming. Tweed cap, pipe, sheep flock optional

OUTBACK �����

> The unloved Legacy’s only UK legacy is this 
Allroad-style crossover. New for spring 2015, it’s 
huge inside and the 4x4 look isn’t all for show 
> VERDICT Still more niche than a cragsideT
crevice. Dependable, not desirable

BRZ �����

>Gloriously simple but under-nourished 
rear-drive Boxer coupe, crying out for a 
supercharger. GT86 twin marginally more ‘fun’ 
> VERDICT Loveable car we wanted them toT
make but you don’t want to buy

SUZUKI

CELERIO �����

> Braking-phobic city car otherwise spacious, 
full of kit and cheap. Three-cylinder petrol 
only plus all the handling vim of a B&Q Value 
wheelbarrow > VERDICT Dowdy and rowdy. 
Be glad you’ve got DAB and a cupholder

SWIFT �����

> An unsung hero, and not just the excellent 
134bhp Sport. Handles well, spacious and 
cheap. Upgraded Dualjet motor sweet
> VERDICT Buy one and challenge anyone whoT
questions your choice to a fistfight

SX4 S-CROSS �����

> The cheap way to clone a Qashqai. Won’t 
score any points for style, in fact you might hide 
it at the back of the school car park. Diesel is the 
best bet – you’ll have to stop and get out less 
> VERDICT A crossover to be cross overT

JIMNY �����

> A box with a four-wheel-drive system bolted onto 
the bottom, and a 1.3-petrol engine hanging out 
front. There are seats too > VERDICT The swampsT
the Jimny can easily drive over were probably 
primordial when it first launched

VITARA �����

> Two-tone cross-dresser to rival the Juke, with a 
handsome body and usefully economical diesel 
engine. Cabin could do with some work though 
> VERDICT Rutting rhinos and pink paint are aT
thing of the past: it’s a serious family car now

TESLA

TESLA MODEL S �����

> Electro-rocket gets a new face and in 
P100D guise, kidney-thumping amounts of 
acceleration. The future, with a cabin from the 
recent past
> VERDICT Crush supercars, emit nothingT

TESLA MODEL X �����

> Model S with a Super Guppy body means 
you can scare the bejeezus out of your six 
passengers by reaching 62mph in 3.1 seconds. 
Effective, albeit in one dimension
> VERDICT MuskyT

TOYOTA

C-HR �����

> New compact crossover is stylish, huge fun 
and kooky inside too. And no, you’ve not just 
read a Trip Advisor review for the Soho Hotel 
> VERDICT Buy one and Toyota will never makeT
another dull car. Possibly

AYGO �����

> Bright-looking, stupidly-cramped city car with 
a characterful three-pot motor is as cheap to 
run as it feels. See also Citroën C1, Pug 108 
> VERDICT As ‘Up’hill struggles go, battling VWT
with this is like climbing north face of the Aygo

YARIS �����

> Sizeable but soulless, Yaris can’t match rivals’ 
dynamics or pocket luxury feel. Clever but 
costly hybrid version slashes fuel bills and boot 
space > VERDICT Largely joyless supermini lastT
to be picked for the school football team

AURIS �����

> Most Aurises sold are hybrids, mainly ’cos rest 
of the range is pants and other makers haven’t 
got their hybrid acts together yet > VERDICT
Only worth picking as company wheels if you 
have a Starbucks-like aversion to paying tax

PRIUS �����

> Putting the faintly ludicrous 94mpg claim 
to one side, Prius v4.0 boasts entirely new 
structure, improved suspension, and is no 
longer totally joyless to drive  
> VERDICT A Toyota hybrid that handles? HoldT
the front page. Electric-only range still pathetic

MIRAI  �����

> Weird on the outside, Star Trek on the inside 
and a hydrogen fuel-cell underneath. But for all 
that it drives just like a very refined regular car 
> VERDICT We’re convinced by the tech, butT
there’s nowhere to refuel it yet
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MERCEDES C63S COUPE

£1000pm
Great turbo V8 in slick coupe body

> Spec 4.0-litre 8-cyl turbo petrol, rwd,c
7-spd auto, 503bhp, 32.8mpg 

> List price  £71,530; 
£1000.32/month x 24 > Initial 

payment £6001.92t
> Mileage allowance 10,000/year 

> Viasilverstonefleetmanagement.com

MASERATI 

QUATTROPORTE V6 S

£1000pm
Sweeter than ever to drive

> Spec 3.0-litre 6-cyl turbo petrol,c
rwd, 8-spd auto, 404bhp, 29.4mpg 

> List price  £82,045; £999.62/month 
x 36 > Initial payment £8996.58 t

> Mileage allowance 8k/year 
> Via jetvehiclefinance.com

TESLA MODEL S 60

£959pm
Even this lowest spec 60 model can 

crack 5.5 seconds to 62mph

> Spec Single electric motor, rwd,c
single-speed auto, 376bhp, n/a mpg 
> List price £62,345; £959.96/month 

x 36 > Initial payment £8639.64 t
> Mileage allowance 10,000/year e

> Via nationwidevehiclecontracts co uk

RANGE ROVER SPORT 3.0 

SDV6 AUTOBIOGRAPHY

£998pm
Brisk, comfortable and good to drive

> Spec 3.0-litre turbodiesel V6, awd,c
8-spd auto, 302bhp, 40.4mpg 

> List price £79,890; £998.29/month 
x 48 > Initial payment £8984.61 t

> Mileage allowance  8k/year 
> Via vehiclesforbusiness.co.uk

LEASE ACADEMY K CLUB Skip the mortgage; here’s four brilliant cars you can get for £1000 a month
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TOYOTA > VOLVO

AVENSIS SALOON/TOURER �����

> Journeyman company car is like a small 
oil-field drill: does little well – despite new BMW 
diesels. Tourer marginally more stylish 
> VERDICT White goods. Also available in lightT
grey, medium grey, dark grey. Not beige, oddly

VERSO �����

> Safe, stodgy seven-seater with snore-worthy 
chassis and a big-selling BMW-sourced 1.6 
diesel that feels like half its horses are asleep too 
> VERDICT Does as little badly as it does well, 
but easy meat for Ford C-Max or Citroën Picasso

RAV4 �����

> Was a soft-roader pioneer back in ’94 but has 
settled for fluffy slippers in its old age. Trump 
card is boot big enough for a casino table 
> VERDICT Roomy, reasonable, unremarkable. 
More dynamic SUVs deserve your dosh

LAND CRUISER/V8 �����

> Actually two distinct models but both proper 
bare-knuckle ladder-frame brawlers that 
wouldn’t know a latte if you spilt it on their 
rigger’s boots > VERDICT Rough, but if we were 
stranded in the desert we’d trust it over a Rangie

GT86 �����

> The slowest fast car you can buy is slightly 
better than before thanks to new aero, revised 
suspension and better cloth trim. None of this 
matters – it’s still B-road heaven > VERDICT AsT
pure as Jon Snow. Both of them

VAUXHALL

VIVA �����

> It may look like it was dropped before it had 
set, but is comfy, roomy and refined for a city 
car, and comes with plenty of standard kit 
> VERDICT More generous than it may appearT
at first glance. We’d still buy an Up, though

ADAM/ADAM ROCKS �����

> Obese Fiat 500 wannabe with huge options 
list and comedy naming shtick. Adam S warm 
hatch worth a thought; Rocks crossover flaccid 
> VERDICT Revitalised by new 1.0-litre turboT
triple. Buy a paper bag and try it

CORSA �����

> Made-over Corsa looks like a candidate for 
When Plastic Surgery Goes Bad, but it is more 
refined and better to drive. 1.0T a good motor 
> VERDICT Vauxhall keeps trying, but FiestaT
still cheerfully waving from way out in front

CORSA VXR �����

> Luton’s hooligan now smoother round the 
edges. Unless you pay extra for the slippy diff 
and hardcore suspension. Thug life > VERDICT
Better but still not best. Lacks Fiesta ST’s sparkle

ASTRA HATCH/ESTATE �����

> Massive step forward in terms of driving 
dynamics and interior design, added 
techno-charm of OnStar concierge and Apple 
CarPlay a bonus > VERDICT In hatchbackT
grandmother’s footsteps, Focus and Golf turn 
round to find Astra standing right behind them

ASTRA GTC/VXR �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Astra 3dr remains as was for now; ie still 
stylish enough to stand comparison to 
Scirocco. VXR fearsomely fast but moody 

> VERDICT The sexiest Vauxhall. Let’s hopeT
replacement doesn’t lose its mojo

 CASCADA �����

> Brave attempt to take on German compact 
cabriolets, but chassis has less integrity than 
Sepp Blatter. Good value if you don’t mind the 
image (What image? Exactly!) > VERDICT Marty T
McFly wouldn’t. Doc Emmett Brown just might

INSIGNIA SALOON/TOURER INSIGNIA
�����

> Much improved by mid-life facelift, still 
handsome, spacious and loaded with kit. And 
then along came the all-new Mondeo and 
Passat > VERDICT An out-of-date car in a dyingT
sector, latest rivals leaving it behind

MALOO �����

> Never before have so many stereotypes been 
incorporated into a single vehicle. Spectacularly 
fast, absurd, useless, Australian and brilliant all 
at the same time  > VERDICT The fastest way to 
stick it to the taxman

MERIVA �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Suicide is painless, goes the theme tune 
to M*A*S*H*, clearly not referring to tight*

car parks and the Meriva MPV’s back-to-
front rear doors > VERDICT Nice idea, but doesT
anyone care about mainstream MPVs any more?

ZAFIRA TOURER �����

> Large MPV with slick seating arrangement 
and much more spacious than the old bus 
it replaced. Struggles in the face of S-Max 
greatness > VERDICT Accomplished but out-T
flanked by crossovers’ rise to dominance

MOKKA X �����

> Facelift filed under ‘about f***ing time too’, 
Mokka gets a better cabin, some new engines 
and pointless suffix. Driving misery reduced by 
half > VERDICT X marks the spot where the ball 
was – about five years ago 

ANTARA �����

> Old-fashioned SUV based on the Chevrolet 
Captiva. Chevrolet has subsequently quit selling 
cars in the UK altogether. You do the maths 
> VERDICT Comprehensively outclassed byT
Kuga etc. Felt dated at launch in 2007

VXR8 �����

> 577bhp Aussie import that’s £20k cheaper 
than an M5. Optional auto ’box’s bid to add 
sophistication akin to serving lager in cut 
crystal. But who gives a 4X? > VERDICT Big,T
brutish charm. But row your own, mate

VOLKSWAGEN

UP! �����

> Box on wheels with VW badge is the kind of 
city car the Japanese have been building for 
years, except much better quality > VERDICT
Hyped as a revolution and hardly that. But a 
spacious small car with a strong image

POLO �����

> Bothered by the Fiesta’s Airfix plastics? Buy a 
Polo instead – brilliant engines, bank-vault build 
quality and almost as good as the Ford to drive 
> VERDICT Small capacity turbo petrols are a 
riot, and increasingly efficient, too

POLO GTI �����

> Baby GTI right down to the tartan seats, 
now with bigger balls. Vastly improved by 
introduction of manual gearbox. Surprisingly 
strong value > VERDICT Where’s the nearestT
Byron Burger drive-thru?

GOLF HATCH/ESTATE �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> What every rival would like to be if only it 
could get away with charging this much. 
Tweaked and preened but perpetually 

desirable, made for a life of Waitrose car parks 
> VERDICT Never knowingly undersoldT

GOLF CABRIOLET �����

> The swot’s sexy top-dropping sister promises
open-air thrills but remains a sensible 
homebody at heart. Your parents would approve 
> VERDICT Or will you always be thinking aboutT
the A3 Cabriolet you almost bought?

GOLF GTD/GTI/R �����

BEST IN   
CLASS

> GTD is your dad in running shoes. GTI is 
your dad when he was wild, young and 
free. R is your dad having a mid-life crisis. 

All are ace > VERDICT After seven generations,T
VW has this hot-hatch thing nailed

GOLF SV �����

> The artist formerly known as the Golf Plus. And 
by ‘artist’ we mean medium-sized MPV. The car 
you always knew the Golf would grow up to be 
> VERDICT Not a bad choice, but now the BMWT
2-series Active Tourer is breathing down its neck

BEETLE HATCH/CABRIO �����

> Although better to drive it lacks the design 
purity of its predecessor and the charm of the 
original > VERDICT Even wannabe retro hipstersT
are, like, so totally over this cynical marketing 
exercise, man

SCIROCCO �����

> Old Golf in a slinky dress. Scrubs up well. Fun, 
friendly, and more generous in the back than 
Audi TT > VERDICT Ballistic R version definitely 
worthy; low-power diesel not so much

PASSAT SALOON/ESTATE �����

> Interior design and refinement so good it 
shames some limos, cutting-edge kit and 
elegant looks. If only it wasn’t so dull to drive 
> VERDICT Mega mile-muncher for the T
undemanding. Aesthete to Mondeo’s athlete

CC �����

REPLACED 
SOON

> Previous Passat on a night out – but we 
aren’t talking clubbing and a kebab. Awfully 
close to being genuinely sexy, even if it is a 

CLS knock-off > VERDICT Like all great knock-T
offs, it’s almost as good and cheaper

TOURAN �����

> It’s still more Millets than House of Fraser, but 
the all-new Touran does family stuff irritatingly 
well. Makes the C-Max seem somehow shoddy 
> VERDICT MPV meets MQB, nearly goes VIPT

SHARAN �����

> Large seven-seater sliding-door people carrier. 
Nice enough but made to look silly by the 
all-but-identical and significantly cheaper Seat 
Alhambra > VERDICT  Get the same car from 
Seat for less. Or try the Ford Galaxy

TIGUAN �����

> All-new Tiguan is accomplished but achingly 
predictable. Have Seat or Skoda made more of 
the MQB platform with their versions? 
> VERDICT No sex please, we’re VWT

TOUAREG �����

> The people’s Porsche Cayenne. Do the 
people still want their own Cayenne? Well, it is 
nearly £10k cheaper… > VERDICT Big, comfy,T
competent SUV. Great on and off road

VOLVO

V40 �����

> Smart Swede in a sector dominated by 
Germans. Efficient D4 engine and impressive 
kit, but it’s a bit bloated in seat, suspension and 
steering feel > VERDICT Sitting uncomfortablyT
between Golf and A3. A rock and hard place

V60 �����

> A Frenchman who can’t cook. A Jackson who 
can’t dance. A Volvo estate which can’t carry 
much. No such things against the very nature of 
being exist, do they? 
> VERDICT Handsome, safe, efficient estate 
hamstrung by one issue…

V90 �����

> Sacrilegiously abandons the space race for 
style while prioritising comfort and refinement 
over German machismo. Lovely inside. A 
genuine alternative now > VERDICT If there’sT
such a thing as Swedish zen, this is it

S90 �����

> Smart-looking, well-crafted and (shock) adept-
handling exec saloon dances a merry jig on the 
grave of unloved outgoing S80 
> VERDICT Loudly purring Swedish cat enters 
the 5-series/E-Class pigeon enclosure

XC60 �����

> Space, sharp looks, competitive pricing, family 
safety and a wipe-clean cabin. Only grumbles 
are grumbly D5 diesel engine and high CO2 
> VERDICT Volvo really is good at SUVs. XC60 
hard to beat, even by much newer competitors

XC70 �����

> A V70 in breeches, with raised ride height and 
4x4 option. Awd starts at less than 40 grand, 
which is good value if you find SUVs crass 
> VERDICT If you don’t like having a dozen braceT
of shot pheasant in your boot, don’t buy one

XC90 �����

> It was worth the (long) wait: luxurious 
seven-seat interior, a smorgasbord of clever 
safety tech, efficient four-cylinder and plug-in 
drivetrains, and refined drive > VERDICT One of 
the most complete cars on sale at any price



FREE £5 ON SIGN-UP - WINNER EVERY WEEK!



SECOND TIMETT ROUNDRR
GRAY’S ANTIQUE MARKET

58 DAVIES STREET, LONDON W1K 5LP
Open Monday - Friday from 10am

BUYING OR SELLING A WATCH?

DON’T CALL US!
UNTIL YOU HAVE CALLED EVERYONE ELSE!

FOR

ROLEX, CARTIER
AND OTHER FINE WATCHES

*IMMEDIATE CASH PAID*

HIGHEST PRICES
Proof of identity required with purchase of all watches

www.secondtimeround.com www.secondtimeround.biz

24 HOUR TELEPHONE HOTLINE

020-7499-7442



Projects Affordable classics Supercars Modern classics

The UK’s best website 
for buying and selling
classic cars!
With thousands of classic cars already on 

the site and many more added daily, you’re 

CPVOE�UP�mOE�FYBDUMZ�XIBU�ZPV�SF�MPPLJOH�GPS��

#SPXTJOH�UIF�BEWFSUT�JT�FBTZ�BOE�JG�ZPV�SF�OPU�

TVSF�XIBU�ZPV�SF�BGUFS�ZPV�DBO�TFBSDI�CZ�CPEZ�

UZQFT�BHF�BOE�QSJDF��

Plus, the site is now mobile optimised so 

you can browse cars for sale on the go.

It couldn’t be easier to place an advert:

�5FMM�CVZFST�BMM�BCPVU�ZPVS�DBS�XJUI�unlimited text

�4IPX�ZPVS�DBS�BU�JUT�CFTU�XJUI�VQ�UP�100 photos
QMVT�B�WJEFP�MJOL

No need to rebook���XF�MM�IPME�ZPVS�BEWFSU�PO�

the site until it’s sold

Sell your classic car for FREE

From the publishers of

B6 AAB £795
V2 ABC £795
ABE 2S £I300
P28 ABS £895
ACH I54 £I800
M5 ACS £I500
650I AD £2300
R25 ADE £695
400 AE £3900
J9 AGR £695
LI AHN £695
HIII AJH £I600
Y6 AJR £995
J44 AKY £I900
NI8 ALF £795
ALW IIIY £II00
P23 ALX £695
P24 ALY £895
N25 AMB £795
J333 AMB£695
P24 AMC £695
DI AML £2I00
PI2I AMS £695
P2I ANA £995
P24 ANG £895
W6 ANH £695
RI5 ANN £I600
H80 ANN£I500
E753 ANN£895
T7 APS £II00
EI3 ARB £695
E8 ARG £795
D6 ART £I200
P2I ART £695
A55 ART £795
EI4 ARY £I500
J505 ASH £695
A7 ASK £695
XI3 AUD £695
FI4 AUD £795
97I6 AW£2400
J7 AWB £695
I56 AXA £895
586 AYD £895
800 BA £3I00
BAL 55E £I200
C20 BAT £695
R2I BAX £695
BAZ 494 £795
A5 BBA £I200
BBM 838£I400
I95 BBP £695
JI2 BBY £695
368 BCA £II00
BCZ 29 £695
BEA 2L £I900
M4 BEK £I400
PI9 BEL £695
P27 BEN £I200
R2 BES £795

BES 6I5 £995
I79 BET £I900
P3 BEV £I800
DI3 BEV £II00
R27 BEV £995
TIII BEV £895
W2 BEX £I400
P23 BEX £795
BEZ 38 £695
BF 5870 £995
667 BFR £995
BHZ 24 £795
BIL 9036 £695
BJZ 27 £795
67 BL £4200
BL 632 £3500
442 BLG £995
877 BME £995
W26 BMW£695
P24 BOB£I300
KI00 BOB£II00
6I2 BON £I200
H3 BOW £795
WI8 BOX £695
P23 BOX £895
M66 BOX £795
V3 BRD £695
R3 BRE £695
R25 BRY £995
V88 BRY £895
RI23 BRY £795
673 BRY £I900
BS 8072 £I600
BSK I53 £795
573 BSM£I600
I7 BU £4900
D6 BUG £I200
K20 BUG £695
I27 BUL £I200
853 BUR£I200
A4 BUX £895
2I92 BY £I300
I984 C £3800
I985 CA £2900
H2 CAD £995
FII CAD £895
CAM I2A£2300
PI23 CAM£795
CAR I2IS £895
P29 CAS £895
XI2 CAT £I300
D9 CAV £695
J8 CDM £795
G4 CDW £695
824 CFJ £795
L8 CGS £695
R9I CHD £695
CHE 8M £895
P5 CHS £695
F8 CLC £895

683 CLN £I200
N5 CLS £895
Y9 CMB £I200
K70 COL £I400
B763 COL£795
J29 CON £695
R2I COR £695
2I3 CPW £I300
T9 CRL £695
G5 CRW £695
I54 CS £4300
BI CSD £695
35 CY £4900
299 DA £3300
97I8 DA £I500
K7 DAF £695
P32I DAN £895
AI8 DAY £I200
W29 DAY £995
DAY 76N £I300
F2 DBM £695
W9 DCP £695
8684 DD £I800
65 DE £4500
P27 DEB £I300
BI2 DEE £I300
P2I DEE £I200
W88 DEE £II00
324 DEL £I900
P24 DEN £I300
S222 DEN£695
548 DER £I200
K9 DES £995
L66 DES £795
5I6 DES £I400
DEW I2F £895
DEZ 250 £695
3468 DG £I200
N6 DGB £695
V4 DGW £695
V53 DJB £695
T90 DJC £695
728 DKG £895
53I DLT £895
XI DMA £II00
P26 DMC £695
G9 DMJ £695
I40 DMR £I400
DOC 83K £795
35I DOC £2I00
N9 DON £I500
W8I DON £795
472 DON£2700
994 DOT £I400
J3 DRC £795
824 DS £4I00
Y4 DSH £895
6I DY £3500
DI DYR £995
845 E £5900

EB 7I2 £3400
83I EBY £I200
EC 826I £I300
ECP I79 £I300
87 EG £4500
200 EJ £3900
286 EJV £895
600 EJX £795
EKU 76 £995
6977 EL £895
P24 EMA£I300
Y35 EMS £II00
RI2I EMS £695
24 EO £4I00
EO 6780 £895
222 EOD £795
86 EP £4I00
479 EPB £895
92 ER £4800
ERC 548 £I500
CI ERH £695
N4 ERN £795
R5 ESP £695
I7 ESS £2400
N99 ESS £795
RI ESW £895
6036 ET £I200
P24 ETE £695
86I ETJ £695
9I56 EV £895
P2 EVE £I500
R28 EVE £895
W70 EVE £795
P333 EVE£695
R29 EVO £995
T8 EVS £895
P28 EVS £695
95 FD £3400
38 FE £3800
Y3 FEE £I400
6398 FH £II00
FHR 947 £695
75 FJ £4I00

FJ 6I59 £I500
FJV 74I £695
FL 59 £4900
P2I FLY £695
G25 FOX £I200
FRE 545 £895
2378 FS £I700
FW 804I £I600
44 FXJ £895
55 FY £2800
384 FYC £795
Y24 GAL £695
V4 GAM £695
GAS 3I9 £I800
W3I GAV £795
333 GCG £II00
90I GCR £795
I964 GD £2900
GDN 490 £795
B7 GDS £695
M2 GEF £I600
P27 GEM £895
GEM 3IIY £995
B5 GEN £795
GEO IR £2500
R28 GEO £695
240 GER £I700
GF I46 £3400
M8 GGS £5500
GIB 5847 £695
GIL 6978 £695
400 GJ £3900
GJB IW £I600
A9 GJP £695
333 GK £3500
424 GLY £695
I990 GM£2600
N6 GMB £695
GN 486I £I600
GNH 904 £695
I79 GNM £695
K5 GOS £695
BI GPC £895

A7 GPH £695
A6 GPW £695
GR 9992£2900
D3 GRW £695
GSY 294 £I300
GTF 559 £895
788 GTV £795
G37 GUY £795
GZ 7348 £695
8I79 HA £I200
JI0 HAT £695
R24 HAY £695
52 HE £4300
VII HEL £895
P23 HEL £695
C8 HEM £795
I4I8 HJ £995
KI HJG £695
80 HJX £895
37 HN £3500
23 HO £4900
R27 HOG £695
K4 HOP £795
HS I836 £2200
I5I HTA £II00
I6 HU £4900
HZ 5574 £895

T30 JAC £I300
M777 JAC£II00
K8 JAF £695
T55 JAG £II00
S222 JAK £895
P26 JAM £695
E72 JAN £I300
78 JAN £4900
E549 JAN £695
M700 JAN£II00
G9 JAP £895

P24 JAS £895
RI2I JAS £795
W9 JAW £995
DII JAW £695
P23 JAY £I200
H8 JBS £795
V2 JCD £695
D4 JCL £695
F6 JCM £895
Y5 JEF £I500
J77 JEF £I200
R7 JEL £695
JEL 867 £II00
P24 JEM £695
R23 JEN £I500
V444 JEN£I400
R24 JES £995
776 JGW £695
JH 5 £55000
JIL 343 £795
I52 JKL £995
P2I JLC £695
JM I444 £3500
P29 JMB £695
3I0 JMM£2400
R23 JOE £I300
R26 JON £I600

JON 386W £II00
P777 JON£I300
886 JON£3600
C922 JON£895
886 JOO £I400
GI8 JOY £895
E3 JPD £695
M8 JPG £695
E8 JRC £795
C3 JSC £695
G7 JTW £695

E6 JWB £695
NI KAB £995
H2 KAP £695
WI0 KAR £695
LI4 KAY £995
P23 KAY £895
KAZ 848 £895
KC 6804£2900
I03 KDT £I200
59 KE £3500
XI0 KEN £I600
KEN 22P £I200
86 KEN £3300
R24 KES £695
SI9 KEV £I200
KEV 82N£2400
4692 KF £II00
59 KN £4900
CI KOS £795
KP 8655 £I400
3898 KR £I500
KRM 893£I300
548 KTW £695
694 KWL £795
A20 LAD £895
J9 LAP £695
B5 LAW £I400

G62 LAW £695
V66 LAW £795
S80 LAW £895
R24 LEE £I500
P29 LEE £I400
LEN 6X £2500
A9 LEN £2700
D9 LEN £I400
S23 LEN £995
V29 LEN £795
N333 LEN£695

LEN 408 £I600
J7 LER £795
P5 LES £I700
TI0 LES £895
AI6 LES £I200
P90 LES £795
MI9 LEW £795
R23 LEX £695
300 LEX£3900
LHM 607 £895
LIB 883 £695
449I LJ £795
83 LK £4900
JI LMB £895
E2 LMD £695
54 LN £4900
YI LOL £I500
470 LOO £795
R2I LOR £695
R3I LOU £I200
880 LPJ £695
83I LS £3800
LTR IF £995
P55 LUC £695
N5 LUK £695
4II LY £6500
YI7 LYN £I300

P28 LYN £II00
3I LYN £4800
P24 MAC£I500
R29 MAC£I600
P23 MAD £795
P24 MAD £895
W27 MAD£695
P8 MAF £695
K3 MAG £I400
W77 MAG£995
P26 MAH £695

M40 MAL £I300
I03 MAL £2300
C777 MAL £895
P28 MAT £II00
PI2I MAT £895
SI4 MAW £695
R26 MAX£I300
S29 MAX£I500
P3I MAX £I400
MAZ 646 £995
Y7 MBH £695
MCR IR £I600
R6 MDB £795
M2 MEB £895
MEG 38W£II00
X55 MEL£I300
W800 MEL£795
YI MES £795
P24 MES £695
S5 MET £895
737 MFK £795
G9 MGB £695
X2 MGF £695
MGF 4Y £795
420 MHO £695
MIB 80I £995
W27 MJC £695
R27 MJM £695
L8 MMS £2I00
N4 MPR £695
MR 6646£2400
YI MSR £895
T7 MTC £695
P7 MTH £795
MTR 33D £795
36 MU £4900
7426 MU£I200
P2I MUL £795
G40 MUM£695
X40 MUM£795
BI3 MUR £695
8539 MX £695
7002 MY £II00

222 MYX £695
W2 NAH £695
NAR 594 £895
89 ND £4900
53 NE £2900
S7I NES £795
P9 NET £I200
R33 NET £795
74 NET £4400
P3I NEY £895
NEZ 90 £795
NJ 5555 £2600
NMS 55 £I900
49 NN £3900
44 NNS £I900
NOS IIIA £795
2I3 NPK £695
222 NR £3900
477 NVO £695
90 NY £3900
270 NY £3400
OEL 545 £795
I56 OFF £795
869 OHW £895
B2 OOB £795
86 OR £4400
99 OYR £795
OYY 750 £795
N4 PAB £995
P29 PAD £695
PAM 4Y £2600
H8 PAM £I400
JI2 PAM £995
V333 PAM £795
T800 PAM£695
S6 PAN £795
R29 PAR £695
PI2I PAS £795
A98 PAT £I200
D98 PAT £995
A304 PAT £695
847 PAT £2600
H3 PAW £895

EI PBB £695
C4 PBS £695
PBZ 4I £795
I978 PC £2400
A6 PCH £695
A4 PCW £695
I978 PD £2800
A9 PDL £695
X4 PDM £795
M9 PEG £895
A7 PET £895
PFA 63I £995
I585 PG £2I00
I520 PH £2I00
PHZ 35 £795
I567 PJ £II00
J70 PJH £795
SI3 PJM £795
697 PKO £695
A6 PMG £695
B5 PMH £695
L2 PMS £795
97 PN £4200
40I4 PP £I600
S8 PPP £695
P2I PPS £995
PEII PPY £I700
PI2I PPY £695
AII PRC £695
PSF 942 £895
I7 PU £4900
30 PV £4400
PW 4300 £2900
555 PYH £695
2I95 RA £I300
RAB 40Y £II00
P77 RAC £695
RAG 9M £2I00
D20 RAG £895
R23 RAG £795
V20 RAJ £795
K55 RAJ £695
M99 RAM£795
E3 RAW £I300
T22 RAY £I400
R29 RAY £I300
P600 RAY£695
RC 5420£2200
CI2 RCH £695
RCJ 7I7 £II00
E6 RDG £695
A7 REC £895
B7 REG £795
200 REG £I700
REG 75I £I400
R28 REV £695
T777 REV£995
5204 RF £I400
N9 RGM £695
200 RK £3600

476 RKP £795
P28 RKR £795
42 RO £3500
J3 ROD £I900
X44 ROD £895
857 ROD£2300
ROG 4X £I700
W700 ROG£695
D3 ROL £II00
R6 RON £2500
J50 RON £I200
RON 95Y £I300
K4 ROS £I500
WI7 ROS £795
R65 ROS £895
YII ROY £995
EI5 ROY £895
48I ROY £2700
S700 ROY£795
RPG 728 £I600
L5 RPS £695
RRG 374 £695
7I2 RTA £I500
76I RTB £I600
R23 RUS £895
T90 RUS £795
RXV 879 £695
II4 RY £4500
TI9 SAF £695
SAL 5T £3400
A8 SAL £2400
LI0 SAL £I200
P23 SAL £995
P25 SAM£I700
SAM 50Y £2900
SAN 94 £5500
SI2I SAN £895
P24 SAR £795
SAW 689£I700
SBU 823 £695
I970 SD £2300
SDD 332 £I200
Y6 SEE £795
R2 SEL £I700
YIII SEL £695
P2I SER £795
BIII SEW £695
L2 SFC £895
P2 SGM £695
P28 SHA £995
SIL 808 £895
SLK 4J £I500
D6 SMM £895
SNT 5I7 £795
P3 SRH £795
SRP 463 £795
SRT 9W £795
204 STD £II00
STU IL £5400
STU 8T £6300

K90 STU £I500
STU 52IJ £795
555 SU £4300
J9 SUE £2700
P27 SUE £I700
E379 SUE£795
5I5 SY £6300
972 SYD £I900
TAM 78Y £I200
J7 TAS £995
TCO 759 £I200
5709 TD £II00
M20 TED £995
W66 TED £895
P999 TED£795
PI2I TEL £795
6557 TF £I200
TIB 3I3 £895
353 TMD£I700
PI TMH £795
67 TN £4900
39 TO £4900
RI3 TOM £I500
P26 TOM£I400
TOM 2IIY £I200
TPB IL £I500
I25 TR £3500
835 TS £5500
4025 TU £I200
24 TV £3900
S6 TVE £795
G3 TYE £795
9I37 UB £I200
73I UMX £695
URK 780 £695
I7 US £4300
FI9 VAL £I300
J300 VAL £795
8853 VB £I200
I055 VC £I300
90 VE £4400
VF 3092 £995
VG I20 £2900
4352 VR £I200
2799 VT £995
333 VYF £695
6729 WE £895
AI4 WEB £II00
WES IIY £3I00
WKH 46 £I300
WLR I45 £895
N9 WYN £895
90 XEA £695
400 XHD £895
3650 XJ £695
XLA 308 £895
XMD 998 £695
XWJ 908 £795
YFM 858 £695
4I YS £5500

OPEN: MON-FRI 9AM-7PM, SAT 9AM-5PM, SUN I0AM-5PM

Elite Registrations

We have been specialising in value for money registrations for over 40 years. We buy for stock and therefore we have become the source of supply for these

registrations. All are offered on a first come, first served basis, subject to availability. We will be surprised if you find better alternatives, at a similar price, elsewhere.

All are subject to VAT and the £80 Dept. for Transport transfer fee. Prices may fluctuate. See website for full terms. Write: P.O. Box 100, Devizes, SN10 4TE

Tel: 01380 818181    elitereg.co.uk

REGISTRATIONS ALSO WANTED
FOR IMMEDIATE OUTRIGHT PURCHASE



Furniture Clinic

Tel: 0844 879 3691

SCUFFS & SCRATCHES

COMPLETE RESTORATION

COLOUR CHANGE

CLASSIC & MODERN CARS

DIY KITS

NATIONWIDE SERVICE

Leather cleaning & restoration kits 
for DIY use  or a professional 

nationwide repair service.

Leather Care & 
Repair Specialists

PROTECT ALL 
FOUR WHEELS
for less than it normally costs to refurbish just one!

BRITISH 
MADE

Protect your wheels from kerb damage 

Suits 98% of wheel and tyre combinations

Tyres can be changed with AlloyGators in place

Suitable for run-fl at tyres 

Protects tyre wall from damage

PROTECT 
ENHANCE
CUSTOMISE

www.alloygator.com
For more information please visit

or call us on 08450 707078



100’S OF TRADE STANDS
MANUFACTURERS &ACCESSORY STANDS
NEW LAUNCHES
FEATURE DISPLAYS
WSCC IN MOTORSPORT
100+ CLUB DISPLAYS

show sponsor

ALL ENQUIRIES
TELEPHONE
01406 372600
01406 372601
*Credit and Debit Card bookings are subject
to a 50p booking fee per transaction.

4000
KIT CARS

ON DISPLAY

SAT NAV

Organised by: Grosvenor Shows Ltd. www.nationalkitcarshow.co.uk

THE NATIONAL KIT CAR MOTOR SHOW 2017

BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND 30 APRIL – 1 MAY 2017

The BIGGEST kit car
show in the WORLD!

Camping & caravanning available from midday 29th April 2017 

View prices and book at www.nationalkitcarshow.co.uk

MUSIC NIGHT SUNDAY
LIVE BAND 

CAMP ON SITE

night outTHE DAKAR 4X4 EXPERIENCE

>>SHOW GUIDE

>>ENTRY FOR KIT
CAR DRIVERS*
*(For drivers arriving in their
kit cars on the day)

THE KIT CAR 
INDUSTRY’S MAIN 
SHOW OF THE YEAR
MEET ALL THE 
MANUFACTURERS

WESTFIELD TEST CIRCUIT

The one and only

WORLD FAMOUS
kit car motor show

THE ANNUAL MECCA FOR 
KIT CAR ENTHUSIASTS

PLUS: LIVE ACTION

HAVE A GO!

at STONELEIGH PARK
ROYAL SHOWGROUND, 

STONELEIGH, Nr. KENILWORTH, 

WARWICKSHIRE, CV8 2LZ

GATES OPEN EACH DAY
9.30am – 5.00pm 

BE THERE!
DIRECTIONS
From London M40:
Exit J15. A46 to A452. B4113

From M6 or M69:
Exit M6 J2 to join A46. M69 to A46. 

Exit A46 to join B4113.

From M1 Northbound:
Exit J21, M69, A46, Exit A46 to join the 

B4113.

TICKETS
Advance Tickets: £12*
Available until 14th April 2017
Children (8 – 16) £5

Tickets on the Door £15
Children (8 – 16) £5

FREE Show Guide
FREE Parking



For over 35 years, we’ve been the market 
leader in supplying innovative solutions in car
protection. British designed and manufactured 
we’re proud of our heritage and it shows in the 
unrivalled quality of our products.

Save 10% with code CAR-2017

T:    01943 864 646   
E:    info@specialisedcovers.com    
W:  specialisedcovers.com

TAILORED CAR COVERS 

FOR INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE

WATCH 
& LEARN
Tuition videos that give you the essential skills you need to maintain, improve and restore your classic car

unlimited 
access!

Become a member 
today to watch as 

many videos as 
you want!

BUY NOW AND SAVE 25%
Quote MAGSAVE25 at our online checkout to SAVE 25% off  an annual membership Visit www.skillshack.co.uk/join

Learn from 
car restoration 

experts you 
can trust

New videos 
added 
every 

month!

Watch 100+ 
videos on 
any device

A library of 
professionally 

answered technical 
questions



Insurance solutions* for 
competition cars and more.

*All cover is subject to insurer’s terms and conditions, which are available upon request. 

Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, 
Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded. Sign up to our newsletter at footmanjames.co.uk 
WR UHFHLYH�XSGDWHV�RQ�DOO�WKH�ODWHVW�QHZV��HYHQWV��R�HUV�DQG FRPSHWLWLRQV��)3�$'*(��������

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6269
or visit: footmanjames.co.uk

Specialist motorsport insurance for individual 

competitors and sports car owners.

Build your policy with FJ+, choose from a wide range 

of cover options.* POWERED BY
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COVER AVAILABLE FOR:

SPECIALIST SPORTS CAR 

WITH TRACK DAYS

RALLY CAR/COMPETITION VEHICLES 

WITH ROAD SECTION COVER

SUPPORT VEHICLES WITH 

TOOLS AND SPARES

TRACK DAYS + ON EVENT COVER

STORAGE AND TRANSIT

3528'�3$571(56�2)��



Call: +44 (0)203 747 9326
Email: info@bqwatches.com

WE WANT TO

BUY YOUR ROLEX
... and all luxury watches

bqwatches.com

Why Sell it to BQW?
4IVWSREP�
�'SRƙ�HIRXMEP�'YWXSQIV�7IVZMGI

4VI�TEMH�(IPMZIV]�-RWYVIH�YT�XS�f��O
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BQ Watches, BQW House, 1  Back Lane, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 0HS

WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE

CAR REPAIR BILLS?

Call us on Freephone

0800 121 4801
Get a Quote Online

warrantywise.co.uk
Simply the Best in the Business

 Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not to mention the has

with the garage and being without your motor for days, or even weeks on end.

An award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of mind when y

bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards travel expenses as well as recovery as st

also take your car to any VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs! 

Prices start from just £19 per month. Best of all its been designed 

by motoring consumer champion, Quentin Willson.
g y Quentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Video Guide

www.warrantywise.co.uk/guide

QUENTIN WILLSON’S VIDEO GUIDE

Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson, explains the 

CFOFmUT�PG�B�VTFE�DBS�XBSSBOUZ�



WWW.WARRANTYWISE.CO.UK 0800 121 4801

car, 0008-5987 is published 12 times a year by Bauer Consumer Media Ltd. Airfreight and mailing in the USA by agent named Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd Floor, Jamaica, 
NY 11434, USA. Periodicals postage paid at Jamaica NY 11431. US Postmaster: Send address changes to CAR, Air Business Ltd, c/o Worldnet Shipping Inc., 156-15, 146th Avenue, 2nd Floor, Jamaica, NY 11434, USA. 
Subscription records are maintained at Bauer Media Subscriptions, CDS Global, Tower House, Sovereign Park, Lathkill Street, Market Harborough, Leics, LE16 9EF, United Kingdom. Air Business Ltd is acting as our 
mailing agent. Bauer Consumer Media Ltd is registered in England and Wales, company number 01176085. Registered address: Media House, Peterborough Business Park, Lynchwood, Peterborough PE2 6EA

The UK’s Best Used Car Warranty

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

WWW.WARRANTYWISE.CO.UK
0800 121 4801

The UK’s Best Used Car Warranty

Regrettable celebrity endorsements

Need to shift some metal? Wheel in a well-known face, snap some pics, sprinkle
with cheese, job done. Except it doesn’t always work out that way. By Matt Joy

The TOP 10T 0

4

FABIO CAPELLO

Football managers’ careers are 
susceptible to peaks and troughs; 
England managers tend just to get 

the troughs. Vauxhall’s tie-in with the 
home nations meant Fabio ‘scored’ an 
Insignia as his work wheels. Capello 
quit in early 2012, and hasn’t been

6

ATOMIC KITTEN

Don’t take this the wrong way, but the 
pop trio Atomic Kitten were clearly 
happy to put it about a bit. In their 

six-year heyday they had associations 
with the MG BTCC team, Seat and 
Toyota, while Jenny Frost was also 
happy to pose, post-Atomic Kitten, 

with a Nissan Micra C+C. 

5

PETER CROUCH

For those of you not familiar with 
football, Peter Crouch is a former 

England striker of some success, but 
he’s chiefly known for his exceptional 

height (6ft 7in). So for Hyundai to show 
him fitting into the Santa Fe with room 
to spare would have been a sensible

7

CHRIS ELLISON 

Who better to plug your Jeep 
Compass than DCI Burnside from The 

Bill? A tough-talking detective who 
plays hard and fast with the rules and…
wait, what? ‘He’s dressed as a pirate? 
Chris love, we need you as Burnside, 
not Captain Hook. No? Let’s just take 

the picture and run away.’

9

KEITH ‘CHEGGERS’ CHEGWIN

TV’s cheeriest man, as well as the 
person most likely to say ‘cheers’, 
Chegwin bought this DB7 with his 
own money. One can only imagine 
that Aston Martin were delighted to 
be associated with someone who 

presented the UK’s first and only naked 
game show. Shudder.

101

JAMES MARTIN

Saturday morning TV-botherer and 
celebrity Yorkshireman James Martin 

has a long association with Maserati for 
some reason, but his shining moment 

in a car was scaring two cyclists off 
their bikes in a Tesla. And boasting 
about it in his column, until he was 

forced to apologise. 

1

JAMIE LAING

You’ve probably no idea who Jamie 
Laing is, but believe me, that’s a good 
thing. A ‘star’ of ‘structured-reality’ TV 

‘show’ Made In Chelsea, Jamie and 
his trustafarian friends drink, spend 
money and cheat on each other. For 

some reason that’s supposed to make 
you want to buy a Hyundai i10.

2

TAKE THAT

A popular band on tour needs a proper 
tour bus, right? What better vehicle 
than a VW Caravelle? Well possibly 
a luxury coach with a special area 
containing paper and crayons for 

Robbie, but Gary Barlow was adamant 
that the Caravelle was ideal. Maybe it 
was the low tax band that swung it.

3

LIONEL BLAIR

Possibly the greatest match-up in car-celebrity history, 
the spectacular averageness of the Nissan Almera Flare 
(geddit?) was complemented perfectly by hot-shoe-shuffler 
and Give Us A Clue veteran Blair. But at 88, Lionel is still a bit 
too young for the Almera’s target audience.

8

KYLIE MINOGUE

Everyone remembers Kylie draped over the Ford StreetKa, 
but fewer recall her campaign for the Lexus CT200h that 
consisted mainly of her shushing to camera. Perhaps 
some of her fee might have been better spent on softer 
suspension, or a non-CVT gearbox.



( Covers costs for parts & labour

( Repair costs paid directly to  

the garage*

( Sudden or gradual failures covered 

from day 1**
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W A R R A N T Y  I  S E R V I C E  I  M O T  I  R E P A I R S  I  G A P  I  T Y R E S

Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
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money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy  
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Your car warranty with motoreasy looks like this:

* When using the motoreasy network of 10,000 approved UK garages. ** Following a free health check on the vehicle.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

The smart way to run your car

The car warranty
that supports 
=-lbѴ��=�m�ঞl;���




